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points (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours. -actin was used as
internal control.
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Abstract

Abstract
The research work presented in this thesis deals with the chemotherapeutic (antiproliferative) and cancer chemopreventive activity of a medicinal plant from Pakistan;
Fagonia cretica L. (Zygophyllaceae), based on the traditional claims for its use in
folklore medicine in the treatment of different types of cancers and inflammatory
conditions. Through a bioactivity guided fractionation approach, the crude extract
(FCC), resultant two organic fractions i.e. n-hexane and ethyl acetate (FCN and FCE,
respectively) and an aqueous fraction (FCA) were tested for their anti-proliferative
and cancer chemopreventive activity by employing different standard bioassays. In
this investigation, it was demonstrated that F. cretica extract and fractions have antiproliferative activity towards human breast cancer cells and it can exert cancer
chemopreventive effects via NFκB inhibition, iNOS inhibition and QR induction. The
most potent fraction was ethyl acetate (FCE) fraction followed by n-hexane fraction
(FCN) in this study.
Six compounds in total (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6)
were isolated from potent fractions of this medicinal plant using repeated flash
column chromatography. Structural elucidation was carried out through a series of
spectroscopic experiments (1-D and 2-D NMR). Among these six compounds, one
compound (FCEE1) is a triterpene acid, two compounds (FCEK2 and FCEN5) belong
to the triterpene saponin class, one compound FCEM4 belongs to steroidal saponin
class and two compounds (FCEK3 and FCNC6) belong to phytosterol class of
chemical compounds. All the isolated compounds have known structures but these are
isolated from this plant species for the first time. All the compounds were evaluated
for their anti-proliferative activity against breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDAMB-231), non-tumorigenic breast epithelial cell line (MCF-10A) and cervical cancer
cell line (HeLa) by using sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. Cancer chemopreventive
potential of compounds was also estimated in different bioassays i.e. TNF-α activated
nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB) assay, inhibition of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)activated nitric oxide (NO) production in murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells
(iNOS) assay, Aromatase inhibition assay and Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction
assay. A serial dilution of eight concentrations (0.39, 0.78, 1.56, 3.12, 6.25, 12.5, 25,
50 µM) for each compound was tested.

xviii

Purified compounds were able to reduce cell viability significantly in two
phenotypically different breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231). This
activity was markedly reduced in normal mammary epithelial cells (MCF-10A) thus
indicating selective toxicity between malignant and normal cells. Among compounds,
in NFκB inhibition assay, FCEE1 showed maximum inhibition (IC50, 5.26 µM) while
in iNOS inhibition assay, FCEM4 demonstrated best activity (IC50, 0.38 µM). For
QR1 induction, FCNC6 was proved to be best compound (CD, 17.07 µM). None of
the compounds were active in inhibiting aromatase enzyme. Compound FCEE1, a
triterpene acid was the most potent compound in this study followed by FCEM4.
Elucidation and characterization of the cytotoxic mechanism was undertaken by
cell cycle status, apoptosis and expression of transcription factors and their targets i.e.
p53, p21, Bax, γ-H2AX and FOXO3a. Pure compound treatment was able to induce a
time and dose-dependent decrease on cell viability of two phenotypically different
breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231), while demonstrating a markedly
decreased cytotoxic effect of triterpene acid (FCEE1) and derivatives i.e. triterpene
saponins (FCEK2 and FCEN5) on normal mammary epithelial cells (MCF-10A). Cell
cycle arrest (expressed by sub-G1 peak) and apoptosis was induced in both MCF-7
and MDA-MB-231 cells. Overall all the purified compounds were more effective
against estrogen receptor negative breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) cells.
Loss of breast cancer cell viability is associated with induction of DNA double
strand breaks which were detected in both cell lines by pure compounds’ treatment. In
MCF-7 cells, expression of p53 by FCEE1 seems to induce upregulation of the CDK
inhibitor, p21, and pro-apoptotic Bax. In current study, pure compounds’ treatment to
human breast cancer cells induced double strand breaks to DNA associated with
activation of DNA repair protein γ-H2AX. Compound FCEM4 treatment was able to
induce FOXO3a expression in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. This suggests
that activation of FOXO3a in the absence of functional p53 plays a vital role in
induction of cytotoxicity. The results of this study suggest that FCEE1 is cytotoxic
through p53 dependent as well as independent pathways while FCEM4 uses only p53
independent pathway.
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1.1. Drug discovery from natural products
The use of botanicals as medicines predates recorded history and represents the
most significant direct antecedent to modern medicine. Plants have been utilized as
medicines for thousands of years. These medicines initially took the form of crude
drugs such as tinctures, teas, poultices, powders, and other herbal formulations. Drug
discovery from medicinal plants led to the isolation of early drugs such as cocaine,
codeine, digitoxin, and quinine, in addition to morphine, of which some are still in use
(Samuelsson, 2004).
Natural products have played an important role as new chemical entities;
approximately 30% of drugs between 1981 and 2002 were natural products or natural
product-derived (Figure 1.1). Another 20% of drugs during this time period were
considered natural product mimics, meaning that the synthetic compounds were
derived from the study of natural products. Even when new chemical structures are
not found during drug discovery from medicinal plants, known compounds with new
biological activity can provide important drug leads. Since the sequencing of the
human genome, thousands of new molecular pathways have been identified as
important therapeutic targets in various diseases (Cragg et al., 2005).

Figure 1.1: Percentage usage of natural products and their derivatives as drug
(Newman et al., 2003).
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Nature is an attractive source of new therapeutic candidates as tremendous
chemical diversity is found in millions of species of plants, animals, marine organisms
and microorganisms as potential anticancer agent. According to a report of World
Health Organization (WHO), more than 80% of world’s population depends on
traditional medicine for their primary health care needs. Plants have a long history of
use in the treatment of cancer and it is significant that over 60% of currently used
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved anticancer agents are from natural
sources. The high cost, side effects and therapeutic limitations of conventional
medications are key factors that are driving the revival of herbal remedies. People can
easily obtain herbal medicines or botanical supplements on an over the counter basis,
and feel comfortable consuming these products. Even with all the challenges facing
drug discovery from medicinal plants, natural products isolated from medicinal plants
can be predicted to remain an essential component in the search for new medicines
(Cragg et al., 2005).
Natural products can contribute to the search for new drugs in three different
ways:


by acting as new drugs that can be used in an unmodified state (e.g. vincristine
from Catharanthus roseus).



by providing chemical ‘‘building blocks’’ used to synthesize more complex
molecules (e.g. diosgenin from Dioscorea floribunda for the synthesis of oral
contraceptives).



by indicating new modes of pharmacological action that allow complete
synthesis of novel analogs (e.g. synthetic analogs of penicillin from
Penicillium notatum) (Newman et al., 2003).

1.2. Family Zygophyllaceae
Family Zygophyllaceae, also known as the caltrop family, is a family of annual or
perennial herbs, consisting of about 25 genera and 240 species (Mabberley, 1987).
Zygophyllaceae plants are distributed in tropical, subtropical and warm, temperate
climates, often in the hyper-arid and arid zones. In Pakistan, it is represented by 8
genera and 22 species (Ghafoor, 1974). The main genera of the family are Fagonia,
Zygophyllum and Gauiacum (Chopra et al., 1982; Saeed, 1969).
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Flowering plants of the family have pinnate leaves and capsules as fruits. The
plants included are mostly shrubs with free spinescent or pointed stipules, pink or
purple petals, and an obconical, more or less pubescent capsule, often with persisting
sepals. Most species of Fagonia have three-foliolate leaves, but there are also several
species that are one foliolate. The free stipules and the pubescent, obconical capsules
are particularly important in the circumscription of Fagonia (Ghafoor, 1974).
In an ethnobotanical context, aqueous decoctions of the plants included in
Zygophyllaceae are popular in indigenous systems of medicine for their ability to treat
various digestive and blood vascular system disorders and early-stage cancers (Saeed,
1969). The aerial parts, including flowers of various Fagonia species were
investigated mainly for glycosides linked to aglycon moieties such as flavonoids,
terpenoids, triterpenoids or steroidal saponins (Atta-ur-Rahman et al., 1982; Ansari et
al., 1987; EI-Hadidi et al., 1988).
1.2.1. Fagonia cretica L.
Genus Fagonia includes 34 plant species consisting of only herbs, shrubs and
under shrubs that are distributed in dry areas of India, Pakistan, Tropical Africa,
Egypt and South-West United States (Saeed, 1969). There are references to existence
of F. cretica in Pakistan in literature (Saeed and Sabir, 2003; Razi et al., 2011; Lam et
al., 2012). Flora of Pakistan suggests that references to F. cretica from the subcontinent region refer to F. indica or particularly its variety schweinfurthii with
trifoliate leaves like F. cretica.
Fagonia cretica L. is a small spiny under-shrub found mostly in dry calcareous
rocks of Pakistan (Figure 1.2). It is widely distributed in Pakistan, Afghanistan, the
Indian sub-continent and Egypt (Hussain et al., 2007). It is small, spiny, erect, undershrubs, more and less glandular, branches slander, triate, glabrous. Leaves opposite,
1-3 foliate, from 3-30 mm long, deeply striate, very slender; stipules 2 pairs of sharp
slender thorns, sometimes exceeding 12 mm in length; leaflets linear, acute, sessile or
with very short petioles (Beier, 2005).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Fagonia cretica L. (a) Whole plant in its natural habitat (b) A close view
of the plant with flowers.
F. cretica is locally known as dhamasa, dhamaya or kandiara. It is very bitter in
taste. In scientific and folk literature it is reputed as medicinal plant with rich
therapeutic potential. An aqueous decoction of the plant is popular remedy for the
treatment of skin lesions and boils (Hussain et al., 2007). It is reputed in the
indigenous system of medicine as tonic, febrifuge and prophylactic against small pox.
It is well documented for the treatment of fever, thirst, vomiting, dysentery, asthma,
urinary discharges, typhoid and liver and stomach troubles (Saeed and Sabir, 2003).
Boiled plant is used to induce abortion. It is also famous for its antivenom, antiinflammatory and antipyretic activity (Satpute et al., 2009). An aqueous decoction of
the aerial parts of the plant is a popular remedy in the indigenous system of medicine
for cancer especially for breast cancer in its early stages and for the treatment of
various other diseases of digestive and blood vascular system (Saeed et al., 1969).
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F. cretica has been shown to elevate GSH levels as well as having strong free
radical scavenging properties (Rawal, et al., 2004). Plant extract has demonstrated
antitumor, antibacterial and cytotoxic properties in vitro (Gehlot and Bohra, 2000;
Hussain et al., 2007). Compounds isolated from F. cretica also demonstrate cytotoxic
activity towards erythrocytes and leukocytes (Saeed and Sabir, 2003). F. cretica has
been shown to have anti-inflammatory properties including platelet aggregation,
down-regulation of COX-2 and upregulation of VEGF (Rawal, et al., 2004). A
saponin isolated from another species of Fagonia plant, F. indica, has been shown to
selectively induce aponecrosis in cancer cells (Waheed et al., 2012). Furthermore, an
aqueous extract of F. indica, was able to significantly increase survival time in mice
with induced tumors. Recently it is reported that an aqueous extract of F. cretica can
induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in human breast cancer cell lines via p53dependent and independent mechanisms with activation of the DNA damage response
(Lam et al., 2012).
F. cretica is rich in various types of chemical constituents such as triterpenoids,
saponins, coumarins, flavonoids and tannins (Abdel-Khalik et al., 2001). This plant
contains flavanoids likes quercetin, kaempferol, isorhamnetin-α-3-O-rhamnoside,
quercetin 3-O- -D-glucopyranosyl-(1''-6''')– -D-glucopyranoside and quercetin 3-O-D-galactopyranosyl-(6'-1''')-α-L-2'''acetylrhamnose-(3'''-1'''')- -D-glucopyranoside.
Major saponins isolated from plant include 3-O-[ -D-glucopyranosyl(1→2)-α-Larabinopyranosyl]

hederagenin

28-O- -D-glucopyranosyl

glucopyranosyl(1→2)-α-L-arabinopyranosyl]

oleanolic

ester,
acid,

3-O-[ -D28-O-[ -D-

glucopyranosyl(1→6)- -D-glucopyranosyl] ester, 3-O-[ -D-glucopyranosyl(1→2)-αL-arabinopyranosyl], 27-hydroxy oleanolic acid, 28-O-[ -D-glucopyranosyl(1→6)- D-glucopyranosyl]

ester,

olean-12-en-27-al-28-oic

γ -O-[ -D-glucopyranosyl(1→2)-α-L-arabinopyranosyl]
acid

and

28-O-[ -D-glucopyranosyl(1→6)- -D-

glucopyranosyl] ester (Ansari et al., 1987; Abdel Khalik et al., 2000).
Kaempeferol glycosides from F. taeckholmiana exert cytotoxicity against
different cell lines (Ibrahim et al., 2008). Some saponins isolated from F. mollis
includes oleanolic acid-3-O-6'-O-methyl- -D-glucuronopyranoside, oleanolic acid 3O-α-L-rhamnopyranosyl (1→3)-6'-O-methyl- -o-glucuronopyranoside and oleanolic
acid 3-O-α-L-rhamnopyranosyl (1→3)-6'-O-methyl- -o-glucuronopyranosyl 28-O- D-glucopyranoside (Melek et al., 1996). Other constituents like docosyl docosanoate
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from hexane extract (Hamid et al., 1989) and water soluble proteins from aqueous
extract of air-dried F. cretica plants were also isolated (Shaukat et al., 1981).
Nahagenin hederagenin, ursolic acid and pinitol from other Fagonia species have also
been isolated and characterized (Atta-ur-Rahman et al., 1984).
1.3. Cancer
Cancer is a disease of deregulation of cell growth, a multistep process that takes
place over a period of time due to the accumulation of mutations in a single cell
resulting in gradual phenotypic changes from a normal to a pre-neoplastic cell that
progress to neoplastic. Cancer occurs through the loss or mutations of genes that
cause deregulation of signal transduction pathways, abnormal amplification of growth
signals and aberrant expression of genes that ultimately transform the cells into
invasive cancer (Shen and Brown, 2003).
Cancer is a growing health problem around the world particularly with the steady
rise in life expectancy, increasing urbanization and the subsequent changes in
environmental conditions, including lifestyle. According to a recent report by the
international agency for research on cancer, there are now more than 12.7 million
cases of cancer per year worldwide and more than 7.6 million people died from
cancer in 2008, which is threatening to the mankind (Ferlay et al., 2010). The
American Cancer Society predicted 27 million newly diagnosed individuals and 17.5
million cancer related deaths globally by year 2050 (Jemal et al., 2010).
1.3.1. Carcinogenesis
Carcinogenesis is generally recognized as a multistep process in which distinct
molecular and cellular alterations occur. From the study of experimentally induced
carcinogenesis in rodents, tumor development is considered to consist of several
separate but closely linked stages i.e. initiation, promotion and progression. Although
these divisions are an oversimplification of carcinogenesis but it is useful to think in
these stages when considering possible opportunities for cancer prevention (Hanahan
and Weinberg, 2000).
Initiation is a rapid and irreversible process that involves a chain of extracellular
and intracellular events. These include the initial uptake of or exposure to a
carcinogenic agent, its distribution and transport to organs and tissues where
metabolic activation and detoxification can occur, and the covalent interaction of
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reactive species with target-cell DNA, leading to genotoxic damage. In contrast to
initiation, Promotion is considered to be a relatively lengthy and reversible process in
which actively proliferating pre-neoplastic cells accumulate. Progression, the final
stage of neoplastic transformation, involves the growth of a tumor with invasive and
metastatic potential. The progression from primary to metastatic tumor implies the
acquisition of phenotypes that allow these cell lines to invade, disseminate and
colonize distant sites (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000).
The passage from pre-malignant to malignant cell involves activation of protooncogenes and/or inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, resulting in the generation
of mutant cells with selective advantages. The six essential alterations in cell
physiology that lead to malignant growth are: self-sufficiency in growth signals,
insensitivity to growth-inhibitory (antigrowth) signals, evasion of programmed cell
death (apoptosis), unlimited replicative potential, sustained angiogenesis and tissue
invasion and metastasis (Spandidos, 2007).
1.4. Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is a complex, multifactorial and genetically heterogeneous group of
neoplasms including clinical, morphological and molecular very distinct entities. It is
not a single disease instead it is a collection of breast diseases that have diverse
histopathologies, genetic and genomic variations and clinical outcomes. It originates
from within the breast tissue and primarily arises from epithelial elements or
lactiferous ducts or connected lobules of mammary gland (Bertos and Park, 2011;
Perou et al., 2000).
1.4.1. Prevalence
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed malignant disease in women,
accounting for one out of every three cancer diagnoses. Worldwide, more than a
million women are diagnosed with breast cancer every year. The global burden of
breast cancer exceeds all other cancers and the incidence rates of breast cancer are
increasing every year (Jemal et al., 2010).
During 2013, an estimated 232,340 new cases of invasive disease are expected to
be diagnosed among women in the United States. In addition to invasive breast
cancer, 64,640 new cases of in situ breast cancer and an estimated 40,030 breast
cancer deaths (39,620 women, 410 men) are expected to occur in 2013. Despite a
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recent decrease in breast cancer incidence rates in the United States, it remains the
second leading cause of cancer deaths in American women (American Cancer
Society, 2013). Breast cancer is much less common among men, but still strikes
nearly 2,000 males in US and kills nearly 400 each year (Korde et al., 2010).
One out of every nine women in Pakistan faces risk of the disease while the
prevalence of this deadly ailment is the highest amongst all types of cancer in the
country and all over Asia i.e. 38.5%, due to which every year 40,000 women die in
Pakistan (Fatima et al., 2013).
1.4.2. Normal breast tissue
The breast is a compound tubulo-alveolar gland embedded within an irregular
connective tissue. Normal human breast is composed of a branching ductal structure
with two cell layers: inner luminal cells that line the ducts and produce milk at
lactation and an outer layer that sits on the basement membrane and contracts in
response to oxytocin. This outer layer has many features of smooth muscle, giving it
its classical name, the myoepithelium. The branching ductal structure ends in clusters
of small ductules that form the terminal duct lobular units (Figure 1.3) (Anbazhagan
et al., 1998).

Figure 1.3: Normal breast tissue. The interlobular duct branches to the terminal ducts.
The terminal ducts together with the lobules form the terminal duct lobular unit
(Gusterson, 2009).
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1.4.3. Types of breast cancer
The majority of breast cancers appear as carcinomas. It can be divided into two
major types, in situ carcinomas and invasive (or infiltrating) carcinomas. The in situ
carcinomas may arise in either ductal or lobular epithelium, but remain confined
there, with no invasion of the underlying basement membrane that would constitute
extension beyond epithelial boundaries. As would be expected with such localized
and confined malignancy, there is negligible potential for metastases. When there is
extension of the ductal or lobular malignancy beyond the basement membrane that
constitutes the epithelial border, then the malignancy is considered invasive (or
infiltrating) ductal or lobular carcinoma. Invasive carcinomas account for
approximately 55% of all breast cancers. The potential for metastases and ultimately
death occurs in invasive disease (Figure 1.4) (Russnes et al., 2011).

Figure 1.4: Model of breast tumor progression (Polyak, 2007).
1.4.4. Risk factors
Studies have estimated that approximately 50% of breast cancer incidence can be
attributed to known genetic, physiologic, or behavioral risk factors, with genetic risk
factors accounting for 5 to 10% of breast cancer cases. Established physiological and
behavioral risk factors for breast cancer include having a first degree relative with
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breast cancer, early menarche, late menopause, nulliparity or bearing of first child at a
later age, overweight after menopause, certain types of benign breast diseases, alcohol
consumption and long-term use of menopausal estrogen replacement therapy. In
addition to these well-characterized contributors, other factors, whose effects have
been more difficult to evaluate, are suspected of conferring increased breast cancer
risk. These factors include smoking, certain aspects of nutrition (meat and fat
consumption), physical activity and psychological stress (Hankiston et al., 2004).
1.4.5. Treatment
The treatment options available for a patient diagnosed with breast cancer include
surgery, radiotherapy, cytotoxic chemotherapy, hormone therapy or targeted therapy.
The treatment choice is based on the stage and classification of the tumor (Hankiston
et al., 2004).
1.4.6. Heterogeneity and molecular subtypes of breast cancer
Breast cancer heterogeneity cannot be explained only by clinical parameters such
as tumor size, lymph node involvement, histological grade and age routinely used in
the diagnosis and treatment of patients. Comprehensive gene expression profiling of
large sets of tumors by multiple independent groups and technologies have revealed
five major molecular subtypes of breast cancer i.e. Estrogen receptor (ER) positive
(luminal A, luminal B), Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive,
triple negative (TN), normal breast like and claudin-low (Figure 1.5) (Yu et al., 2004).
1.4.6.1. ER Positive
In mammary epithelial cells, the presence of steroid hormone receptors such as
ER and Progesterone receptor (PR) are vital for normal mammary development.
However, either overexpression or over activation of these receptors is implicated in
tumorigenesis. Activation of estrogen receptor signaling by estrogen modulates the
activity of multiple signal transduction cascades involved in cell survival and
proliferation (Singh and Kumar, 2005).
The luminal A breast cancer is the most common subtype, representing 50–60% of
the total. It is characterized by the expression of genes activated by the estrogen
receptor (ER) transcription factor that are typically expressed in the luminal
epithelium lining the mammary ducts (Kennecke et al., 2010). Tumors with the
luminal B molecular profile make up between 10% and 20% of all breast cancers. It is
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also characterized by expression of genes activated by the estrogen receptor (ER).
Compared to the luminal A, they have a more aggressive phenotype, higher
histological grade and proliferative index and worse prognosis. The pattern of distant
relapse also differs, and although the bone is still the most common site of recurrence
(30%), this subtype has a higher recurrence rate in sites such as the liver (13.8%).
Additionally, the survival from time of relapse is lower (Kennecke et al., 2010).
The most successful breast cancer therapy to date for ER-positive tumors has been
Tamoxifen. Metabolism of tamoxifen in the liver produces active metabolites
(primarily afimoxifene and endoxifen) which act as ER-antagonists and suppress
tumor cell growth (Osborne, 1998; Anderson et al., 2002). However, even with its
widespread use, around half of patients with ER-positive breast cancer in an advanced
stage will fail to respond to tamoxifen (Dorssers et al., 2001). There is currently little
understanding of how this resistance occurs but analysis of cell transcriptome and
proteome phosphorylation status revealed distinct signal transcription programs
involved in tamoxifen resistance (Zhou et al., 2012).

Figure 1.5: Breast tumor subtypes (A) Cell of origin (B) Tumor subtype specific
transforming event model (Polyak, 2007).
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1.4.6.2. HER2 positive
Fifteen to twenty percent of all breast cancers correspond to this molecular
subtype. Morphologically, these tumors are highly proliferative. They are
characterized by an over expression of the HER2 gene and other genes associated
with the HER2 pathway located on the 17q12 chromosome (Prat and Perou, 2011).
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2/ErbB2/neu) is a member of the
transmembrane epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family and regulates
multiple signaling pathways involved in cell proliferation, differentiation and
survival. The HER2/ErbB2/neu signaling pathway directs cell growth and division
(Bacus et al., 1990). Activation of intracellular tyrosine kinase domain of HER results
in phosphorylation of a variety of signaling pathways that are deemed essential for the
survival, proliferation and metastatic behavior of cancers (Ferretti et al., 2007).
Targeted therapy using trastuzumab (Herceptin) can be effective at slowing tumor
growth for patients with HER2 positive tumors (Hortobagyi, 2001). Trastuzumab
blocks normal receptor signaling and inhibits cell proliferation regulated by the
PI3K)/Akt signaling pathway (Hudis, 2007). It has been reported that 70% of HER2positive tumors do not respond to therapy, highlighting the complexity of breast
cancer pathology (Valabrega et al., 2007). In some tumors PI3K may be mutated,
which prevents trastuzumab mediated inhibition of Akt signaling and subsequent
downstream effects (Hynes and Dey, 2009).
1.4.6.3. Triple negative (TN)
There also exists a highly aggressive sub-type of breast cancer, which has been
coined “triple negative”. This form of breast cancer is characterized as tumors that
lack expression of ER, PR and HER2/ErbB2/neu. This subset comprises of around
15% of breast cancer cases and is associated with a poor clinical prognosis. These
tumors have a high rate of p53 mutations, which could explain their enormous
aggressiveness and poor prognosis. The lack of receptor expression in this subset
renders treatments such as tamoxifen and trastuzumab (Cleator et al., 2007).
Currently there is no targeted treatment regime for this type of breast cancer and
many patients experience relapse to cytotoxic chemotherapy. Recently, it was
discovered that TN phenotype shares similarities with BRCA1 mutant breast cancers,
particularly with deficiencies in the repair of DNA double strand breaks (Irvin and
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Carey, 2008). Therefore, it has been proposed that DNA-damaging agents are most
likely to be effective against this aggressive subtype. BRCA1 normally forms part of a
DNA repair complex during homologous recombination of double strand breaks. In
the absence of functional BRCA1, this role is carried out by PARP-1), thus it has been
predicted that the use of PARP-1 inhibitors in combination with DNA-damaging
agents could provide a therapeutic option for TN breast cancers (Rouleau et al.,
2010). The use of PARP inhibitors in cancer therapy has recently been proposed to be
effective against any tumor that harbors defects within DNA repair pathways as a
means of sensitizing cells to classical cytotoxic agents (Ellisen, 2011).
1.4.6.4. Normal breast like
These tumors account for about 5–10% of all breast carcinomas. They are poorly
characterized presenting an intermediate prognosis and usually do not respond to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. They lack the expression of ER, PGR and HER2 so these
tumors can also be classified as TN (Parker et al., 2009).
1.4.6.5. Claudin-low
After the initial molecular classification into subtypes of breast cancer, a new
intrinsic subtype was identified in 2007. It is characterized by a low expression of
genes involved in tight junctions and intercellular adhesion, including claudin-3, -4, -7
cingulin, ocludin, and E-cadherin. Claudin-low tumors have a poor prognosis and an
insufficient response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy presenting a low expression of
genes related to cell proliferation. It is a relatively rare subset of tumors (12–14%)
(Prat et al., 2010).
1.5. The eukaryotic cell cycle overview
The cell cycle is a set of organized and monitored events responsible of proper
cell division into two daughter cells. It is a high energy demanding process that
requires an encompassed and ordered series of events to guarantee the correct
duplication and segregation of the genome (Norbury and Nurse, 1992).
This process involves four sequential phases that go from quiescence (G0-phase)
to proliferation (G1, S, G2 and M phases) and back to quiescence. Cells can enter the
first gap phase (G1) from the quiescent state G0 or, if they are proliferating, after
completing cytokinesis. The progression through G1 is mitogen dependent up to the
restriction point (R), after which cells can proliferate independently of mitogenic
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stimuli and are committed to enter the synthesis (S) phase, when DNA replication
occurs. Progression through the mammalian cell cycle requires the accurate
orchestration of a sequence of events (Norbury and Nurse, 1992).
Among the countless elements taking part in this process, the sequential activation
of heterodimeric CDK–cyclin complexes Cyclins and their counterpart cyclindependent kinases (CDKs) has been described as the key regulatory events. The
kinase activity of CDKs is tightly regulated by the binding to cyclins, the activating
subunits which are expressed in an oscillatory way, the binding to negative regulators
(CDK inhibitors, CKI) and phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events. Intracellular
concentrations of cyclins vary depending on the phase of the cell cycle and the
expression of specific cyclins is required for complete cell cycle progression. The
formation of specific cyclin/CDK complexes during distinct phases of the cell cycle is
crucial to regulation of target proteins involved in cell cycle progression (Figure 1.6)
(Manchado et al., 2012).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: The eukaryotic cell cycle (a) Different phases of cell cycle (b) Role of
cyclins in cell cycle (http://www.bdbiosciences.com/research/apoptosis/analysis).
Progression through each cell cycle phase and transition from one phase to the
next (G1/S-phase, S/G2-phase and G2/M-phase) are monitored by sensor
mechanisms, called checkpoints, which maintain the accurate sequence of events. Cell
cycle checkpoints prevent the transition to the next phase until the previous one is
fully completed. The ultimate goal is to ensure the detection and repair of genetic
damage, prevent the uncontrolled cell division and guarantee that the two daughter
cells inherit a complete and faithful copy of the genome. Checkpoints are activated
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when problems are detected inducing cell cycle arrest until the problem is solved, if
possible, or else, if the repair is not successful, driving cell to senescence or apoptosis
(Viallard et al., 2001). Once the chromosomes are correctly duplicated, cells can enter
G2, another gap phase to prepare for the mitosis (M), where the cell generates two
genomically stable daughter cells. Abrogation of cell cycle checkpoints can result in
many diseases including cancer. Since cell cycle entry is an energetically demanding
process that requires high metabolic activity to fuel rapid increase of the cell mass,
cells have to assess whether there is an adequate metabolic status to initiate and
complete cell cycle properly before division (Buchakjian and Kornbluth, 2010).
1.5.1. G1/S-phase Transition
Cellular progression through the G1/S transition is controlled by temporal
formation of cyclin D/CDK4/6 and cyclin E/CDK2 complexes driven by growth
factor stimulation. The formation of these complexes during G1-phase results in
phosphorylation of the target protein, retinoblastoma protein (pRB), which controls
progression to S-phase via its association with E2F transcription factor (Weinberg,
1995). E2F transcription factors exist within the cell as heterodimers comprised of
E2F and DP subunits. Both E2F and DP contain DNA-binding motifs and
synergistically act to promote transcription. This transcription factor activates genes
necessary for cell cycle progression from G1 to S phase including enzymes necessary
for DNA replication and regulatory proteins as well as apoptotic proteins. Under
normal conditions i.e. cellular quiescence, E2F-DP is stably associated with pRB,
which restricts E2F transactivation. Stimulation of cell proliferation by growth factors
and mitogenic signals results in activation of cyclin D/E and subsequent binding to
pRB as a result of upstream signaling pathways including Ras/MAP kinase and PI3K.
Following this, phosphorylation of pRB by CDK4/2 induces a conformational change
to pRB, which results in E2F-DP dissociation from the repressor complex (Adams,
2001). Activation of the E2F-transcriptional programme initiates cell cycle
progression by upregulating genes such as CDK2, which is required for progression
from G1-phase to S-phase. The importance of pRB in controlling cell cycle
progression is highlighted by its role as a tumor suppressor. Consequently, pRB
mutations and dysregulation of pRB activity is common in many cancers. The
increased cyclin D levels in G1-phase also serve as a method to regulate cyclin
dependent kinase inhibitor proteins from inactivating cyclin E/CDK2 complexes
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which are forming throughout the G1-phase. Cyclins D and E phosphorylate pRB and
in turn upregulate E2F1 transcription (Thomas et al., 2003).
1.5.2. S/G2-phase Transition
The progression of the cell cycle through S-phase is driven by the temporal
increase in cyclin A-CDK2 complexes. These complexes remain elevated through
G2-phase but are rapidly degraded as the cell enters M-phase. However, it is the
formation of cyclin B/CDK1 complexes that is required for complete G2/M-transition
(Jackman et al., 2003).
1.5.3. G2/M-phase Transition
The regulation of CDK1 expression during the G2/M transition is complex and
involves tight regulation by a variety of proteins. Newly formed complexes are
imported into the nucleus where they are phosphorylated by CDK-activating kinase
(CAK) and polo-like kinase (PLK). As this step occurs early in G2-phase, inactive
cyclin B/CDK1 complexes are held in a hyper-phosphorylated state by Wee1 and
Myt1. At the G2/M transition boundary, CDK1 is activated by an opposing dephosphorylation step catalyzed by the phosphatase, CDC25 (cell division cycle 25)
(Malumbres and Barbacid, 2005). Inhibiting of either CDK1 itself or any of its
precursors such as CDC25, G2-phase will be lengthened and cells will not enter Mphase. The rapid activation of CDK1 is maintained by a positive feedback loop
involving activation of CDC25 via phosphorylation from CDK1. It is no surprise that
CDC25 is over-expressed in many tumors considering the regulatory function it plays
in cell cycle progression (Boutros et al., 2007).
1.5.4. Cell cycle dysregulation in carcinogenesis
A major dysfunction in tumor cells is activation of a hyper proliferative state and
the dysregulation of cell cycle checkpoints. It has been shown that cyclin E is overexpressed in around 70% of breast cancer cases and this has been associated with
defects in pRB function in 40% of tumors compared to no pRB defects in tumors with
normal cyclin E levels (Shaye et al., 2009). Over-expression of cyclin D has been
shown to be a neoplastic marker in breast tissue and its amplification is maintained
throughout disease progression (Weinstatsaslow et al., 1995). A major part of cell
cycle checkpoints is to monitor genomic stability and remove damaged DNA bases
prior to cell division. The G2/M transition is the primary checkpoint activated in
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response to DNA damage and involves a multitude of proteins and signaling
networks. Dysregulation of single proteins within the G2/M transition can drive
tumorigenesis by allowing replication of damaged DNA (DiPaola, 2002). In
particular, the tumor suppressor p53 plays a central role in regulating the G2/M
transition in response to DNA damage and is dysfunctional in over 50% of all human
cancers. p53 is responsible for inducing cell cycle arrest in response to DNA damage.
The cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 is transcriptionally regulated by p53 and is
vital for DNA damage induced growth arrest (Waldman et al., 1995). Regulation of
the cell cycle is controlled by p21-dependent inhibition of cyclin-CDK2/1 complexes
and subsequent abrogation of pRB dependent cell cycle progression. In response to
DNA damage, p53-mediated increases in p21 expression are required to induce cell
cycle arrest in G1-phase. In addition to this, p21 has been shown to interact with
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a co-factor for DNA polymerase activity.
Over-expression of p21 inhibits PCNA and DNA synthesis resulting in cell cycle
arrest in G1 and G2-phase (Cayrol et al., 1998). Furthermore, it has been shown that
p53 and p21 are both essential, to sustain G2-arrest following DNA damage. Other
transcription factors such as those of the FOXO family are also involved in regulation
of the cell cycle and in conjunction with p53, provide a signaling framework that
ensures effective control of cell proliferation, cell metabolism and cell death (Bunz et
al., 1998).
1.5.5. Cell cycle analysis
Numerous assays have been designed to study the mammalian cell cycle. Since
DNA content is distributed differently throughout the cell cycle, many assays make
use of this in order to analyze cells. G1-phase cells have not yet undergone DNA
replication and thus contain lowest DNA content. S-phase cells have begun DNA
replication so that cellular DNA content is more than that found in G1 phase. G2 and
M-phase cells have double the DNA content as that found in G1-phase. Measuring
DNA content can thus yield accurate and quantitative results elucidating what
percentage of a cell population is in a specific phase of the cell cycle (Pozarowski and
Darzynkiewicz, 2009).
Flow cytometry using a Fluorescence Assisted Cell Sorter (FACS), utilizing laser
technology to detect fluorescence, has proven to be a powerful tool in the analysis of
cell cycle distribution within cell populations. Various dyes and fluorescent tags are
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used to stain DNA followed by flow cytometric analysis. The cell cycle phases are
then distinguished through the fluorescence intensity with this method. Cells with
higher fluorescence intensity contain more DNA. DNA can be stained by a number of
dyes including: propidium iodide (PI), DAPI (4,6- Diamidino-2-phenylindole),
Hoechst, 7-aminoactinomycin D, mithramycin, and chromomycin. Measuring
fluorescence intensity using the flow cytometer enables a quantitative analysis of cell
populations in different phases (Pozarowski and Darzynkiewicz, 2009).
1.6. Cell death-apoptosis, necrosis and autophagy
Evasion of endogenous cell death processes represents one of the six cardinal
characteristics of cancer. Within the human body, enormous numbers of cells die on a
daily basis, estimated at 50–70 billion cells per day for the average adult. This
‘programmed’ cell death offsets daily cell production resulting from cell division and
achieves tissue homeostasis. Cell death can proceed by several distinct mechanisms,
including apoptosis, necrosis and autophagy, with apoptosis representing the typical
route of demise under non pathological circumstances (Danial and Korsmeyer, 2004).
Apoptosis is a process of programmed cell death, an energy dependent process
which leads to characteristic morphological changes including membrane blebbing,
reduction in cellular volume, nuclear fragmentation, chromatin condensation and
DNA fragmentation (Cotter et al., 1990). Apoptosis is an evolutionarily conserved
process and it is essential for organism development and homeostasis. For example,
apoptosis is required for effective tissue remodeling, such as generation of digits by
selective killing of cells in the intervening webbing (Meier et al., 2000). It is also a
vital part of immune system development as it is essential for removal of self-reactive
T and B cells. Furthermore, apoptosis is the process by which infected cells are
induced to die by cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Defects in apoptosis are associated with a
variety of pathologies including atrophy, cancer, HIV progression, autoimmunity,
developmental defects and result in increased cell survival (Feig and Peter, 2007).
The process of apoptosis can be divided into two effector arms termed the
intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways (Figure 1.7). The intrinsic apoptotic
pathway, also known as the mitochondrial pathway, of apoptosis is dependent on
mitochondrial permeabilization by Bcl-2 family proteins and subsequent release of
pro-apoptotic factors (Green and Kroemer, 2004). Intracellular stress from DNA
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damage, heat-shock, radiation, nutrient deprivation, hypoxia and viral infection results
in activation of pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family proteins including Bax, Bad, Bim, Bid and
Bak (Adams and Cory, 1998). Oligomerisation of these proteins is responsible for
formation of the mitochondrial apoptosis-induced channel (MAC) and subsequent
release of pro-apoptotic mediators including cytochrome C, caspases and Smac/
DIABLO) (Dejean et al., 2006). Permeabilisation of the mitochondria outer
membrane via MAC formation represents the commitment step in apoptosis and
expression of Bax is essential for MAC formation and induction of apoptosis.
Cytochrome C is a direct mediator of apoptosis through activation of the caspase
cascade. The caspase cascade is the final stage in the initiation of apoptosis and is
responsible for the characteristic morphological changes associated with cell death by
apoptosis. Caspases are a group of aspartate-specific cysteine proteases that are
sequentially activated to promote apoptosis (Cohen, 1997). Activation of the intrinsic
apoptotic pathway triggers autocatalytic cleavage of the initiator caspase 9 from the
pro-caspase isoform to generate a catalytic sub-unit. Activated caspase 9 directly
cleaves pro-caspase 3 and 7 to form active caspases that induce the morphological
changes of apoptosis. Caspase 9 is activated by self-cleavage upon formation of the
apoptosome, a large multi-protein complex (Fulda and Debatin, 2006).

Figure 1.7: Intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways (Igney et al., 2002).
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The second method of apoptosis induction is known as the extrinsic apoptosis
pathway or Fas-mediated apoptosis may be induced by ligation of the Fas-receptors
also known as CD95 (cluster of differentiation 95) leading to the activation of
caspase-8, an initiator of an apoptotic process that is followed by the activation of
effectors caspase-3, caspase-7 and caspase-6 and mitochondrial damage (Nagata,
1999). Caspases are synthesized in normal cells as inactive proenzymes but they can
rapidly be activated by autoproteolytic cleavage or cleavage by other caspases at
specific aspartic acid residues. During apoptosis, caspases acting as upstream signal
transducers are called “initiator caspases”, whereas the proteolytically activated
downstream caspases are called “effector caspases”. The effector caspases act on a
variety of substrates resulting in proteolysis of cellular proteins and death by
apoptosis. The best characterized caspase substrate is poly-(ADP-ribose) polymerase
(PARP), a nuclear protein implicated in DNA repair. The tumor suppressor, p53,
plays an important role in regulating apoptosis both the extrinsic and the intrinsic
apoptotic pathways. The use of agents that potentially attack the mitochondria is
appealing for cancer treatment since unlike the nuclear genome, the mitochondrial
DNA is not protected by histones, which makes it more susceptible to damage, and
the DNA repair capacity of mitochondria is limited (Ashkenazi, 2008).
Necrosis is defined as an unprogammed cell death in inflammatory manner. This
consequently results in a localized inflammatory build-up of cell debris. Apoptotic
bodies are not formed during necrosis, which can lead to leakage of cellular
lysosomes and proteases that may damage near-by cells causing contiguous tissue
necrosis. Necrosis is characterized by distinct morphological features including cell
swelling, chromatin degradation, loss of membrane integrity and DNA hydrolysis.
Effective cancer chemotherapy should ideally induce apoptotic, not necrotic, cell
death in cancer cells (Golstein and Kroemer, 2007).
Autophagy is a catabolic process characterized by self-degradation of cellular
components through the lysosomal machinery (Cuervo, 2004). It is involved in cell
growth, development and homeostasis. Deregulation of autophagy is involved
pathologically in neurodegeneration, cancer, cardiomyopathy, liver diseases and
gastrointestinal disorders. The process first involves the vacuolation of organelles or
proteins in a double-membraned autophagic vesicle. This is followed by fusion of the
vesicle with the membrane of a lysosome to form an autophagosome. Within the
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lysosome the vesicle contents are degraded by lysosomal enzymes. During starvation
this process can be used to catabolically break down of non-vital components into free
energy and nutrients (Edinger and Thompson, 2004). Autophagic cell death is
morphologically distinct from apoptosis and is characterized by early organelle
degradation and very late DNA fragmentation. Similar to apoptosis but in contrast to
necrosis, autophagic death is a non-inflammatory form of cell death. It was thought
that autophagy triggers cell death by inducing apoptosis but removal of apoptotic
machinery showed that non-necrotic cell death could still be induced by an autophagic
response. Our increased understanding of cancer cell metabolism, evasion of
apoptosis and the importance of autophagy has been important in identifying novel
drug targets for cancer therapy (Mizushima, 2007).
1.7. Guardian of the genome, the tumor suppressor p53
The “guardian of the genome” p5γ, a DNA-binding transcription factor, has been
one of the most intensively studied tumor suppressors over the past two decades. The
p53 protein family, which includes p63 and p73, is the descendent of an ancient
family of transcription factors that predates the appearance of multicellular organisms
(Levine, 1997).
In resting cells, levels of p53 protein are undetectable, which is mostly due to its
interaction with the E3 ubiquitin ligase MDM2 and its subsequent rapid ubiquitin
dependent degradation by the proteasome. A large collection of small molecules and
various cellular stresses such as oncogene activation, DNA damage, hypoxia and
endoplasmic reticulum/ribosomal stress can cause the stabilization of p53 protein.
This stabilization is mediated in part by modifications of p53 or MDM2 that leads to a
reduced binding or decreased activity of the proteolytic pathway (Vousden and Lane,
2007). Alternatively, oncogenes can also activate a protein called alternate reading
frame (ARF), which inactivates MDM2 and therefore stabilizes p53. Activation of
p53 by either of these mechanisms can have many outcomes depending on the cellular
context. These outcomes, could eventually lead to cell-cycle arrest, senescence or
apoptosis. Functional inactivation of the p53 pathway is observed in most human
tumors. Although in 50% of cases this is due to mutations in the p53 gene (TP53)
itself, in the remainder the pathway is inactivated by reversible inhibition. So, in the
latter half of human cancers, activating p53 function are considered as a promising
anticancer strategy (Haupt and Haupt, 2004).
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Figure 1.8: The p53 pathway (Dey et al., 2008).
p53 is not required for normal development in mice, but its deletion dramatically
increases the risk of cancer incidence, suggesting that its function is specialized
and/or cryptic (Donehower et al., 1992). It is important to note that the p53 protein is
not often deleted or truncated in cancers, like many tumor suppressor genes. Selective
pressures during cancer progression actually retain a full-length but mutant p53 gene
alongside the wild-type gene, suggesting that a gain-of-function oncogenic property is
required to promote clonal evolution of the tumor cell (Blandino et al., 1999). The
eventual loss-of heterozygosity by deletion of the wild-type allele is associated with
cancers of enhanced metastatic potential and worse prognosis for the patient. The
mutant p53 protein is often stabilized in the nucleus of the cancer cell and bound to
molecular chaperone complexes (Whitesell et al., 1998). The mutant p53 protein is
denatured or unfolded in cancers, thus providing the first molecular defect of the p53
pathway in a cancer cell and indicating that p53 is conformationally flexible in vivo.
There is an ATP-dependent equilibrium between unfolded and folded p53 and cooligomerization of mutant unfolded p53 drives the wild-type protein into the unfolded
conformation. This allosteric nature of the p53 protein provides the only realistic hope
that its conformation and activity can be restored by small molecules via stabilization
of its oligomeric structure. Human cancers not only arise as a result of genome
instability but also accumulate misfolded proteins during the cellular ageing process
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that could cause altered signaling required to drive cancer cell proliferation (Milner
and Medcalf, 1991). The cellular ‘evolutionary buffer’, which permits mutant or
misfolded proteins to be stable and to assemble into component pathways in vivo, is
the chaperone HSP90. It is encouraging that anticancer drugs have been developed
that neutralize HSP90 activity and that these drugs can refold mutant p53 into the
wild-type conformation (Neckers, 2002).
Manipulation of protein conformation in cells by small molecules provides a
novel approach that is relatively distinct from classic anticancer drugs programmes,
which aim to damage DNA and kill cells, to radiosensitize cells or to competitively
inhibit engines of the cell-cycle, like mutant ras or cyclin-dependent protein kinases.
The p53 protein is tetrameric, suggesting a relatively complex mechanism of
assembly, function and regulation. Current, experimental approaches that target p53
for cancer treatment include attempts to activate p53 as well as to inactivate p53.
These strategies aim to induce apoptosis or to prevent the destruction of normal cells
by cytotoxic therapies. On the other hand, in certain cell types, activation of p53 by
therapeutic agents may induce cell cycle arrest (and DNA repair) rather than
apoptosis, thus resulting in a form of protection of cancer cells against the effects of
therapy (Figure 1.8). Thus, activation of p53 may be seen either as a chemosensitizer
or as a chemoprotective mechanism, depending on the cellular context (Cheok et al.,
2011).
1.8. p21
One of the main engines that drive cellular transformation is the loss of proper
control of the mammalian cell cycle. The tumor suppressor protein p53 mediates the
DNA damage-induced checkpoint through the transactivation of various growth
inhibitory or apoptotic genes. Among these, the small 165 amino acid protein p21
(also known as p21WAF1/Cip1) mediates p53-dependent G1 growth arrest (Deng et al.,
1995). The cell cycle is partly regulated by the action of the protein product of the
tumor suppressor gene, p53, through regulation of expression of p21. p21 protein
contributes to the cell response to DNA damage, by regulating fundamental processes,
like cell cycle progression, apoptosis and transcription (Figure 1.9) (Dotto, 2000).
Earlier studies supported the view that p21 suppresses tumors by promoting cell cycle
arrest in response to various stimuli. Additionally, substantial evidence from
biochemical and genetic studies indicates that p21 acts as a master effector of multiple
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tumor suppressor pathways for promoting anti-proliferative activities that are
independent of the classical p53 tumor suppressor pathway. Despite its profound role
in halting cellular proliferation and its ability to promote differentiation and cellular
senescence, recent studies suggest that, under certain conditions, p21 can promote
cellular proliferation and oncogenicity (Roninson, 2002). Consequently, p21 is often
misregulated in human cancers, but its expression, depending on the cellular context
and circumstances, suggests that it can act as a tumor suppressor or as an oncogene.
p21 mediates its various biological activities primarily by binding to and inhibiting
the kinase activity of the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) CDK2 and CDK1 leading
to growth arrest at specific stages in the cell cycle. In addition, by binding to
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), p21 interferes with PCNA-dependent DNA
polymerase activity, thereby inhibiting DNA replication and modulating various
PCNA dependent DNA repair processes (Chen et al., 1995).

Figure 1.9: The central role of p21 in sensing and responding to a plethora of stimuli
(Abbas and Dutta, 2009).
p21 belongs to the Cip and Kip family of CDK inhibitors that includes p21, p27
and p57. These inhibit the kinase activity of broad but not identical classes of CDK–
cyclin complexes through their N-terminal homologous sequences. p21 also inhibits
CDK activity indirectly by interfering with the activating phosphorylation of CDK1
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and CDK2 in the activation segment by an unidentified mechanism. p21 inhibits cell
cycle progression primarily through the inhibition of CDK2 activity, which is required
not only for the phosphorylation of RB with the consequent release and activation of
E2F-dependent gene expression, but also for the firing of replication origins and for
the activity of proteins directly involved in DNA synthesis (Shiyanov et al., 1996).
Although this activity is shared by other CDK inhibitors such as p27 and p57,
biochemical and genetic evidence suggest that they have distinct roles in
tumorigenesis. Nevertheless, p21 is uniquely positioned to function as a central
inhibitor of CDK2 that is activated in response to a variety of cellular and
environmental signals to promote tumor suppressor activities (Besson et al., 2008).
1.9. Bax
An increasing number of genes that are involved in the evolutionary pathway for
physiological cell death and its morphological counterpart, apoptosis, have been
discovered. A number of these genes belong to the Bcl-2 family. All of them are
involved in the manipulation of cell survival outcomes after cytotoxic stress. The
family of Bcl-2 related proteins constitutes one of the most biologically relevant
classes of apoptosis regulators acting at the effector stage (Kroemer, 1997) of
apoptosis, with some members functioning as suppressors of apoptosis and others as
promoters of cell death. The ultimate vulnerability of cells to diverse apoptotic stimuli
is determined by the relative ratio of various pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic
members of the Bcl-2 family (Yang and Korsmeyer, 1996).
Central to p53-mediated apoptosis in response to DNA damage is Bcl-2associated X protein (Bax) (Figure 1.10). The Bax protein is encoded by the p53inducible gene and is up-regulated in response to DNA damage. The Bcl-2 interacting
protein, Bax, is a pro-apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family, and its expression is
induced by -radiation, chemotherapeutic drugs, and other forms of genotoxic stress
(Kitada et al., 1996). A rheostat model was proposed for cell fate determination;
increased activity of pro-apoptotic members over anti-apoptotic members would tip
the balance toward apoptosis and vice versa. Indeed, point mutations in Bcl-2 that
disrupt the interaction between Bcl-2 and Bax also reduce the ability of Bcl-2 to
inhibit certain apoptotic stimuli (Yin et al., 1994). However, mutants of Bax that
inhibit binding to Bcl-2 do not inhibit Bax induced cell death suggesting Bax does not
need to interact with Bcl-2 to induce apoptosis (Wang et al., 1998).
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Bax contains the three Bcl-2 homology domains BH1, BH2 and BH3 that are
involved in protein-protein interaction. In healthy cells Bax is `dormant', located in
the cytosol or loosely associated to mitochondria. Upon induction of apoptosis, the
protein was shown to translocate to mitochondria, insert into the outer membrane,
oligomerize and trigger the release of cytochrome c, Smac/Diablo and other proteins
from the intermembrane space. These events require various conformational changes
of the protein (Kroemer, 1997).

Figure 1.10: Control of cell life and death by Bcl2, Bax and p53 (Basu and Haldar,
1998).
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1.10. Forkhead box class O3 transcription factor (FOXO3a)
The forkhead box (FOX) proteins are a family of transcription factors
characterized by the presence of a fork head DNA binding domain (Huang and
Tindall, 2007). There are more than 100 members that have been discovered in
humans and are categorized as FOXA to FOXR. Members of the FOXO class of FOX
proteins share the characteristic of being regulated by the insulin/PI3K/protein kinase
B (Akt) signaling pathway. The four human FOXO isoforms have been designated as
FOXO1, FOXO3a, FOXO4 and FOXO6. All have been identified as important
regulators of cellular proliferation, cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, autophagy and
metabolism (Burgering and Kops, 2002). The FOXO proteins have been implicated as
potential therapeutic targets in a wide range of diseases because of their control over
angiogenesis, stem cell proliferation, neurodegeneration, tumorigenesis and cellular
ageing. Down-regulation of FOXO3a activity is often seen in cancers. Enhancing
FOXO3a activity has recently emerged as an effective therapeutic target for cancer
chemotherapy. In particular, FOXO3a regulation of genes involved in cell cycle and
apoptosis has been suggested to explain the cytotoxic effect of many anticancer agents
(Calnan and Brunet, 2008). FOXO3a cannot be considered a direct tumor suppressor
like p5γ, but rather acts as silent guardian which is activated to preserve the cell
under harsh conditions (Chiacchiera and Simone, 2010).
The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is involved in cell growth, differentiation and
development and as such is frequently dysregulated in cancer. PI3K are members of a
lipid kinase family characterized by their ability to phosphorylate the hydroxyl group
of inositol in phospholipids. PI3K signaling is activated by membrane bound receptor
tyrosine kinases (RTKs).

RTKs can be activated by a variety of extracellular

substrates including growth factors, cytokines and hormones. FOXO transcription
factors are activated in response to oxidative stress, metabolic dysregulation, growth
factor withdrawal and DNA damage. Removal of growth factors inhibits PI3K/Akt
signaling and increases nuclear localization of FOXO3a leading to gene transcription.
In the nucleus, FOXO3a interacts with target gene promoters via the FOX DNAbinding domain, to promote transcription (Vivanco and Sawyers, 2002). Nuclear
FOXO3a can induce cell cycle arrest through expression of the CDK-inhibitor p27kip1.
Activation of p27 induces cell cycle arrest at the G1/S-phase checkpoint (Zhao et al.,
2008). One of the important functions of FOXO3a-driven transcription is to regulate
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cellular stress resistance by increasing cellular defense to stress. In the presence of
excess cellular oxidants FOXO3a increases cellular levels of the antioxidant enzymes,
manganese superoxide dismutase and catalase, which remove specific reactive oxygen
species (Kops et al., 2002). Cellular energy homeostasis is tightly regulated and
FOXO3a has been identified as a key transcription factor that controls cellular
responses to energy depletion. FOXO3a can be activated by an increased AMP/ATP
ratio. In response to a reduced energy supply FOXO3a drives cell cycle arrest and
autophagy in an attempt to retain energy and produce more ATP. This suggests
FOXO3a as a potential anticancer drug target (Sunters et al., 2006).
1.11. H2AX: the histone guardian of the genome
DNA repair is the cellular process aimed at the correction of DNA damage before
it is fixed as a mutation or chromosomal aberration, leading ultimately to cell death,
tumorigenesis or aberrant germ cell formation. All prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
therefore possess highly efficient and specific repair mechanisms. One important form
of DNA damage is the double-strand break (DSB), where the two complementary
strands of the DNA double helix are broken simultaneously at sites sufficiently close
to one another such that base pairing and chromatin structure are insufficiently strong
to keep the two DNA ends juxtaposed for a longer period of time (Jackson, 2002).
DSBs arise by an exposure to ionizing radiation and radiomimetic drugs or as a result
of replication fork collapse or through the action of reactive oxygen species produced
as a by-product of normal metabolic processes. DSBs are also generated as part of
normal cellular processes such as recombination in developing lymphocytes and
mating-locus type switching in yeast (Mahadevaiah et al., 2001). Even a single DSB
proves detrimental if left unrepaired or when misrepaired. DSBs are serious lesions
that can initiate genomic instability, ultimately leading to cancer (Bennett et al.,
1993).
Nucleosome forms the basic building block of chromatin and within each
nucleosome, 147 base-pairs of DNA are wrapped 1.7 times around a central core of
eight histone protein molecules (an octamer consisting of two copies each of H2A,
H2B, H3, and H4 histones). Among the four major core histones, H2A is known to
have the largest number of variants (Redon et al., 2002). Two H2A variants, H2AX
and H2AZ are constitutively expressed and distributed throughout the genome. H2AX
levels vary from 2–25% of the mammalian histone. Like other members of the H2A
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family, H2AX can be phosphorylated on Ser 1, acetylated on Lys 5 and ubiquitinated
on Lys 119 . But what makes H2AX unique is a highly conserved serine residue
located 4 amino acids from the COOH terminus, which is rapidly phosphorylated
upon the exposure of cells to DNA damage. H2AX is known to be phosphorylated by
members of phosphoinositide 3-kinase related protein kinases such as ATM and
Rad3-related (ATR) (Tel1/Mec1 in yeast), or DNA dependent protein kinase in
response to genomic insult, although it has been recently known to occur outside the
DNA damage response (DDR) as well (Wang et al., 2005). Whereas ATM is a
dominant physiological mediator of H2AX phosphorylation in response to DSB
formation, ATR phosphorylates H2AX in response to single-strand breaks and during
replication stress. In contrast, DNA dependent protein kinase is known to mediate
H2AX phosphorylation in hypertonically stressed cells as well as in response to DNA
fragmentation during apoptosis (Mukherjee et al., 2006). However, in response to
DNA damage caused by ionizing radiation, all these kinases may function
redundantly to phosphorylate H2AX with half maximal amounts at 1–3 min. Upon
DSB induction, the use of an antibody specific to -H2AX (a phosphorylated form of
the histone H2A variant H2AX) has facilitated its visualization in mammalian cells.
The phosphorylated form of the histone protein HβAX, -H2AX, plays a key role in
recruiting and localizing DNA repair proteins. It is a sensitive marker for DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs); therefore,

-H2AX is essential to the efficient

recognition and repair of DSBs. During 30 min after DSB formation, large numbers
of -H2AX molecules form in the chromatin around the break site, creating a focus
where proteins involved in DNA repair accumulate (Redon et al., 2002).
It is now becoming evident that elevated levels of endogenous -H2AX are a
general characteristic of premalignant lesions, tumors and cultured cancer cells, as a
part of activated DDR machinery. -H2AX is an antibody that reacts specifically with
phosphorylated histone H2AX and is used as a marker of activated DNA damage in
cells. Several studies have shown that -H2AX is expressed in cancers and their
precursor lesions in organs including bladder, kidney, colon, breast, and lung (Bonner
et al., β008). Increased levels of -H2AX are observed in melanomas, in dysplastic
nevi, and in human skin xenografts (experimentally induced by growth factors) but
not in normal skin (Gorgoulis et al., 2005).
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It is believed that the accidental activation of some oncogenes resulting from an
exposure to endogenous or environmental mutagens results into replication stress and
DNA damage, which in turn activates the DDR cascade. It is suggested that this
activation of DDR machinery delays or suppresses the tumor development acting as
an ‘anticancer barrier’ (Halazonetis et al., 2008).
1.12. Cancer chemoprevention
Although there is no 'magic bullet' that can completely conquer cancer, many
types of the disease might be avoidable. Cancer risk can be reduced by eliminating the
identified carcinogens or at least minimizing exposure to them but, without complete
identification of the corresponding risk factors, such primary prevention might be
difficult to implement. Dr. Michael Sporn was the first who coined the term
chemoprevention to effectively control the cancer before the complex series of genetic
and epigenetic events that result in invasive and metastatic malignancy have occurred.
A more modern and complete definition of chemoprevention includes the use of
natural or relatively nontoxic (nutritional or pharmacological) interventions to
suppress, delay, arrest or reverse carcinogenesis (Sporn and Hong, 1997).
Cancer prevention strategies can be separated into primary and secondary
prevention. Primary cancer prevention involves making lifestyle changes to prevent
cancer from initiating. Secondary cancer prevention involves preventing or reversing
the progression of an established cancer. Chemoprevention can be used with either
strategy. Good chemopreventive agents should interfere with one or more of the
stages of carcinogenesis. The efficacy of a novel chemopreventive agent is measured
following the same procedure applied to a new drug. It must satisfy the following
requirements: (1) primary prevention in high risk healthy individuals (2) cancer
prevention in individuals that already had developed pre-malignant lesions (3)
prevention of secondary forms of cancers in patients already treated for a primary
cancer. The achievement of clinical evidence for cancer reduction would be the final
endpoint of all three aspects of chemoprevention. Effective chemopreventive agents
can work to raise the quality of millions of people by extending the latency period for
the onset of cancer, often more than doubling this parameter (Surh, 2003).
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Dietary phytochemicals that block or suppress multistage

carcinogenesis (Surh, 2003).
According to conventional classification originally proposed by Lee Wattenberg,
chemopreventive agents are subdivided into three main categories i.e. inhibitors of
carcinogen formation, blocking agents and suppressing agents (Figure 1.11). Blocking
agents prevent carcinogens from reaching the target sites, from undergoing metabolic
activation or from subsequently interacting with crucial cellular macromolecules (for
example, DNA, RNA and proteins). Suppressing agents, on the other hand, inhibit the
malignant transformation of initiated cells, in either the promotion or the progression
stage (Wattenberg, 1985). They can also halt or at least retard the development and
progression of precancerous cells into malignant ones. Recent advances in our
understanding of the carcinogenic process at the cellular and molecular level have
shown this blocking and suppressing categorization to be an oversimplification, and
numerous cellular molecules and events that could be potential targets of
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chemopreventive agents have been more specifically identified. Therefore, the ability
of any single chemopreventive phytochemical to prevent tumor development should
be recognized as the outcome of the combination of several distinct sets of
intracellular effects, rather than a single biological response. The cellular and
molecular events affected or regulated by chemopreventive agents include carcinogen
activation/detoxification by xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes, DNA repair, cell cycle
progression, cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis; expression and functional
activation of oncogenes or tumor-suppressor genes, angiogenesis, metastasis,
hormonal and growth factor activity (Surh, 2003).
1.12.1. The role of phytochemicals in cancer prevention and therapy
Phytochemicals and natural products can function both as chemotherapeutic as
well as chemopreventive agents (Figure 1.12). Until comparatively recent times, the
discovery and use of botanicals was concentrated on the development of
chemotherapeutic drugs (Mehta et al., 2010).

Figure 1.12: Chemopreventive herbs (Mehta et al., 2010).
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Naturally occurring drugs that are part of the war against cancer include vinca
alkaloids (vincristine, vinblastine, vindesine, vinorelbine), taxanes (paclitaxel,
docetaxel), podophyllotoxin and its derivative (etoposide, teniposide), camptothecin
and

its

derivatives

(topothecan,

irinothecan),

anthracyclines

(doxorubicin,

daunorubicin, epirubicin, idarubicin) and others (Figure 1.13) (Newman and Cragg,
2007). These compounds/drugs were established to be consumed as chemotherapeutic
agents and as a result, had some accepted risk of toxicity related with their
consumption. In contrast, chemopreventive agents can be supplied in foods or as
nutritional supplements with little or no toxicity. Taking into attention the sequence of
events in the development of carcinogenesis i.e., initiation, promotion and
progression, it has become increasingly undetermined as to when the role of a
preventive agent ends during the progression of cancer and when the role of a
therapeutic agent begins. There seems to be an undefined grey line, which offers a
venue for employing chemopreventive agents as an adjunct to therapeutic agents. It
has become increasingly clear that exposure to phytochemicals, both via diet or at
pharmacological doses, yields alterations in key genomic responses, which may stop
or delay the process of carcinogenesis (Mehta et al., 2010).

Figure 1.13: Chemotherapeutic agents from plants (Newman and Cragg, 2007).
Clinically, chemoprevention is applicable to healthy individuals in whom a diet
rich in phytochemicals can provide the protective effects. The pharmacological agents
which are classified as chemopreventive agents may be used for individuals at high
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risk of developing cancer due to family history (Figure 1.14). In the case of the cancer
patient, chemopreventive agents may be used in combination with chemotherapeutic
agents in hopes of providing additive or synergistic effects and it may be beneficial to
prevent the recurrence and aggressive progression of the disease. Chemopreventive
compounds can be classified into several major groups including polyphenols and
flavonoids, vitamins, carotenoids, alkaloids, selenium compounds, organosulfurs,
fatty acids and other miscellaneous agents, such as chlorophyll, as shown in Figure
1.14 (Mehta et al., 2010).

Figure 1.14: Chancer chemopreventive agents from plants (Mehta et al., 2010).
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1.12.2. Molecular targets and signaling pathways critical to chemoprevention
The process of carcinogenesis, in which normal cells become malignant, is quite
complex. In a simplified manner, the process is accompanied by changes in structure
and function of genetic information coded in the DNA. Moreover, multiple signaling
pathways become deregulated during the development of cancer. Bioactive
compounds have been found to affect one or more of the deregulated pathways. The
pathways which have received considerable attention as they relate to the process of
carcinogenesis include carcinogen metabolism, DNA repair, cell proliferation,
apoptosis, cell cycle, angiogenesis and metastasis (Surh, 2003).
1.12.2.1. DNA repair
Carcinogenesis from initiation to metastasis involves numerous molecular
dysfunctions summarized in Figure 1.15. The course of cell transformation or
initiation involves gene mutation, carcinogen metabolism and aberrant DNA repair. In
this initial stage, environmental carcinogens (e.g. dietary, tobacco, pollution) induce
one or more simple mutations, including transitions or small deletions in genes which
control the process of carcinogenesis. During this initial step, biotransformation
enzymes (phase I enzymes including the cytochrome P450 system) convert the procarcinogens to the active carcinogens. On the other hand, phase II enzymes (e.g.
glucoronidases, sulfotransferases etc.) play a role in the detoxification of activated
carcinogens. As a result, these agents are excreted in the urine. Furthermore there is
also a chance that the enzymes may change a particular chemical to a more reactive
form that binds to DNA (Mehta et al., 2010).
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are normally generated as part of the normal
oxidative metabolism or may result as end-products of the breakdown of xenobiotic
compounds. Extensive DNA damage resulting from ROS is associated with
increasing the rate of mutation within cells and thereby promoting oncogenic
transformation. Several bioactive compounds have historically been classified as antiinitiators, including genistein, aspirin, selenium, indoles, resveratrol and allyl sulfur
compounds (Wattenberg, 1990). In humans, numerous DNA repair pathways exist to
prevent or overcome DNA damage. Activated carcinogens exert their effects by
forming covalent adducts with individual nucleic acids of DNA or RNA. This leads
to, among other things, deletions of genetic material or mistranslation of the DNA
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sequence. Subsequently, when the DNA replicates, an adducted base, if not repaired,
could produce mutations in critical genes, such as tumor suppressors or oncogenes.
Chemopreventive agents that scavenge activated oxygen species have been shown to
stimulate the repair of oxidative DNA damage. Vitamin C, genistein and compounds
originating from cruciferous vegetables are among the well studied for their scavenger
properties (Guilford and Pezzuto, 2008).

Figure 1.15: Major actions of phytochemicals involving signaling pathways (Mehta
et al., 2010).
1.12.2.2. Apoptosis
The stage of promotion is characterized by deregulation of signaling pathways
which normally control cell proliferation and apoptosis which result in continued
proliferation. Genes that control cell cycle are often mutated in human cancers e.g.
p27 and p53. During the promotion stage, a dysfunctional cell death system is
prominent. Therefore, pathways that are involved in cell death and renewal are greatly
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altered. In general, apoptosis is divided into two distinct pathways: the intrinsic
(mitochondrial) pathway and the extrinsic (death receptor) pathway. Bioactive
compounds for the most part have been shown to regulate the intrinsic pathways
(Khan et al., 2007). Cytochrome C, a critical factor in apoptotic process, is released
from the mitochondria into the cytosol during cell apoptosis. The released cytochrome
C along with Apaf-1 and caspase-9 subsequently cleave the effector caspase-3.
Moreover, the Bcl-2 family members are crucial to the control of the mitochondrial
mediated apoptosis. Bcl-2 and its homologues are capable of halting mitochondrial
membrane disruption and the release of cytochrome C and other proapoptotic factors,
while Bax promotes these events. The ratio of Bcl-2/Bax, the two contrary proteins is
usually regarded as a criterion in programmed cell death (Antonsson, 2004). Survivin,
a recently added member of the inhibitors of apoptosis, has been shown to play a key
role in regulation of apoptosis in cancer cells. Survivin is abundantly expressed in
fetal tissues for survival, but not in normal adult tissues. Survivin has been shown
directly to block the processing and activation of effectors caspase-3 and caspase-7,
which act on a common downstream of both apoptosis signaling pathways. Similarly,
apoptosis may be blocked by a decrease in pro-apoptotic molecules, such as c-jun Nterminal kinase (JNK), or the activation of the anti-apoptotic NFκB signaling
pathway. It can be concluded that anti-promotional agents can target a variety of
signaling pathways. These molecular targets include, but are not limited to, hormone
receptors, cell cycle check-point markers, transcription factors, mitogen activated
protein

kinases,

rate

limiting enzymes

including ornithine

decarboxylase,

cyclooxygenases, cell junctions and tumor suppressor genes (e.g. p53). The stage of
promotion, unlike initiation, is reversible. As such there has been an intense interest
placed in identifying agents which can stop or reverse the process of promotion.
These targets are selective and specific for chemopreventive agents and their action
(Mehta et al., 2010).
1.12.2.3. Angiogenesis
Finally, the stage of progression is characterized by genetic alterations within the
karyotype of the cells brought about by accumulation of mutated genes resulting in
chromosomal abnormalities. That is invasion, angiogenesis and metastatic growth all
constitutes the stage of progression. In recent years, there has been a significant
interest in developing agents to stop the process of metastasis. Chemopreventive
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agents can play a significant role in delaying cancer cell progression to metastasis.
This reduced rate or halting of progression by chemopreventive agents or
chemoquiescence has considerable importance. Of particular interest are agents that
can serve as anti-angiogenic compounds. Angiogenesis, the development of new
blood vessels from endothelial cells, is a crucial step which allows the malignant cells
to gather the needed nutrients and oxygen. During angiogenesis, endothelial cells are
stimulated by various growth factors, including vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and travel to the site where the new
blood vessels, are needed. By blocking the growth of new blood vessels, the supply of
nutrients and oxygen is reduced and, as a result, the size of the tumor and metastasis
may be reduced. Bioactive compounds shown to inhibit angiogenesis are
polyunsaturated fatty acids, EGCG, resveratrol, curcumin and genistein. Another
chemopreventive agent, deguelin, has also been reported to exert its effects as an anti
angiogenic agent in human hepatocellular carcinoma (Lee et al., 2008).
1.13. Drug Discovery strategies
The overall goal in modern medicine is to produce new therapies for the treatment
of disease, especially those for which no treatment currently exists. Typically, this
entails discovery of a pair of molecules that interact with each other- a drug and a
drug target. The drug target is a bio macromolecule in the cell, typically a protein or
DNA or RNA sequence. The second component, the drug, is a molecule that interacts
with the protein to elicit a cellular response. Although most drugs are small organic
molecules and natural products, they can also be a protein/peptide, or a nucleotide.
Typically this molecule is something that is not normally present in the cell and its
addition kicks off a sequence of molecular events culminating in a cellular phenotype.
However, an alternative strategy could be envisioned wherein addition of an
endogenous component of the cell thereby increasing the amount of said molecule,
would affect the normal equilibrium of the cell and again result in a cellular
phenotype (Swinney, 2013).
Two complementary strategies are used in drug discovery: phenotype-based and
target based drug discovery. In the phenotype based approach, a researcher starts out
with a desired cellular/organismal phenotype then develops a high-throughput assay
to screen for the phenotype. Then the molecular target of the lead compound is
determined through a series of biochemical and cell biological experiments. In the
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target based approach, a researcher starts with a protein target which has been
extensively validated as a player in a particular disease under inspection. Once a
target is chosen from the literature or validated in-house, a high-throughput assay is
developed to identify small molecules that bind the target protein or disrupt binding
interactions between the target and binding partners. Typically, high-throughput
assays are miniaturized variants of colorimetric or fluorometric enzymatic assays or
measure binding events using fluorescence polarization, radiometric displacement or
microarray binding assays. Once a suitable assay has been developed, screening is
straightforward and several classes of lead compounds are identified which are then
subjected to rounds of chemical optimization in order to optimize potency, therapeutic
window, and ADME-Tox (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and
toxicity profile) properties. Target based approach is preferred in modern
pharmaceutical industry (Swinney, 2013).
1.14. Anti-proliferative or cytotoxicity assay
Most of the commonly used anti-proliferative or cytotoxic anticancer drugs were
discovered through random high-throughput screening of natural products in cell
based cytotoxicity assay. Cytotoxicity assays are designed to evaluate the direct effect
of test samples on the cancer cell proliferation. Cytotoxicity assay does not give any
information about the mechanism by which test sample exerts anti-proliferative effect
(Monks et al., 1991).
1.14.1. Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
The sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay, which was developed in 1990, remains one of
the most widely used methods for in vitro cytotoxicity screening. It is a convenient,
sensitive, inexpensive most widely used method for the determination of cytotoxic
potential of natural as well as synthetic products. The assay relies on the ability of
SRB to bind to protein components of cells that have been fixed to tissue culture
plates by trichloroacetic acid (TCA). SRB is a bright pink amino xanthene dye with
two sulfonic groups that binds to basic amino acid residues under mild conditions. As
the binding of SRB is stoichiometric, the amount of dye extracted from stained cells is
directly proportional to the cell mass (Skehan et al., 1990).
Skehan et al. (1990) showed that the assay can detect densities as low as 10002000 cells per well. The intense color also increased the sensitivity of this assay
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which is comparable to those of fluorescent dye staining methods and still much
better to other protein staining methods using conventional visible dye. Color
extracted from SRB stained cells is also stable. This assay has been widely used for
drug toxicity testing against various types of cancerous and non-cancerous cell lines
(Vichai and Kirtikara, 2006).
1.15. Cancer chemopreventive assays
There are several types of assays used to evaluate the cancer chemopreventive
potential of botanicals. In this study the following bioassays were used: TNF-α
activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay, Nitric oxide (NO)
production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7
cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, Aromatase inhibition assay and Induction of quinone
reductase 1 (QR1) assay. Brief background information of these assays is described
here:
1.15.1. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay
NFκB (nuclear factor kappa light chain enhancer of activated B cells) is present
ubiquitously in the cytoplasm of all cell types from drosophila to man in its inactive
form. It translocate to the nucleus only when activated, where it regulates the
expression of over 200 immune, growth and inflammation genes (Gilmore, 2006).
Mammalian NFκB belonging to Rel family of proteins consists of five members
namely: p65 (RelA), RelB, c-Rel, p50/p105 (NFκB1) and p5β/p100 (NFκBβ) and
exist as homo or heterodimers bound to the IκB family of proteins which keeps NFκB
in its inactive state within the cytoplasm by masking the nuclear localization signals
of NFκB (Ghosh and Karin, 2002). NFκB activation occurs on stimulation by proinflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), leading to the activation of a
subunit of the IκB kinase (IKK) complex, which then phosphorylates IκB proteins.
Phosphorylated IκBs are recognized by the ubiquitin ligase machinery, leading to
their polyubiquitination and subsequent degradation. Free NFκB dimers then
translocate to the nucleus, where they bind to specific sequences in the promoter or
enhancer regions of target genes (Figure 1.16) (Karin and Ben-Neriah, 2000).
NFκB can modulate the transcriptional activation of genes associated with cell
proliferation, angiogenesis, metastasis, tumor promotion, inflammation and
suppression of apoptosis (Cilloni et al., 2007; Jost and Ruland, 2007). The activation
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of NFκB is a double-edged sword. While needed for proper immune system function,
inappropriate or aberrant NFκB activation can mediate inflammation and is involved
in cancer development and progression as well as in drug resistance, especially during
chemotherapy and radiotherapy (Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001). NFκB is
constitutively active in most tumor cell lines, whether derived from hematopoietic
tumors or solid tumors. In addition, these transcription factors are persistently active
in number of disease states including arthritis, chronic inflammation, asthma,
neurodegenerative diseases and heart disease. It is rarely found to be constitutively
active in normal cells except for proliferating T cells and B cells (Gilmore, 2006;
Perkins, 2007).
TNF, which can mediate carcinogenesis through induction of proliferation,
invasion and metastasis of tumor cells, is perhaps the most potent activator of NFκB.
Blocking NFκB can cause tumor cells to cease proliferation, causes cell cycle arrest,
and leads to apoptosis or become more sensitive to the action of antitumor agents.
Most inflammatory agents mediate their effects through the activation of NFκB
(Figure 1.16), and the latter is suppressed by anti-inflammatory agents. Similarly,
most carcinogens and tumor promoters activate NFκB, whereas chemopreventive
agents suppress it, suggesting a strong linkage with cancer. Thus, NFκB is the subject
of intense study. Agents capable of suppressing NFκB activation have therapeutic
promise and potential to inhibit carcinogenesis (Karin, 2006).
The TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay is a reporter
gene assay for the detection of NFκB activation. A modified cell line, derived from
HEK 293 (Human Embryonal Kidney) cells, which is stably transfected with the
SEAP (secreted alkaline phosphatase) reporter gene under the transcriptional control
of an NFκB response element, was used. Placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) is
one of the most stable isoenzyme only existing in the placenta of higher primates.
These characteristics make PLAP suitable to use as a reporter gene for the analysis of
promoter activity and gene expression in cell culture and animal serum. The natural
form of PLAP is membrane anchored. The recombinant form of PLAP (secreted
alkaline phosphatase, SEAP) is used for reporter gene function. This mutation
converts the membrane bound PLAP protein into the secreted protein which can
easily be detected and measured in cell cultures (http://www.novusbio.com/NFkBSecreted-Alkaline-Phosphatase-Reporter-Cell-Line_NBP2-26260.html).
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Figure 1.16: Components, functions and regulations of NFκB (Ling and Kumar,
2012).
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1.15.2. Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) activated
murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay
Nitric oxide (NO) is a short-lived free radical and an intercellular messenger
which is synthesized by enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS) from L-arginine using
NADPH and molecular Oxygen. It is produced by a variety of mammalian cells,
which include macrophages, neutrophils, platelets, fibroblasts, endothelium, neuronal,
and smooth muscle cells. NO mediates a variety of biological actions ranging from
vasodilatation, neurotransmission, inhibition of platelet adherence and aggregation, as
well as the macrophage and neutrophil-mediated killing of pathogens. Chronic
inflammation and infections lead to the upregulation of a series of enzymes and
signaling proteins in affected tissues and cells (Alderton et al., 2001; Oh et al., 2008).
Three isoforms of NOS have been identified and are classified into the following
two major categories: constitutive and inducible. These are neuronal (n) NOS,
inducible (i) NOS and endothelial (e) NOS. Generally, nNOS and eNOS are
expressed constitutively in neurons and endothelial cells, respectively, though they
can also be expressed by other cells. Activation of these two isoforms depends on
calcium ions and calmodulin, resulting in NO production in low concentrations
(usually nanomolar). Expression of iNOS, by contrast, typically requires induction by
bacterial products alone or with inflammation associated cytokines in many cell types,
particularly macrophages. Activation of iNOS does not require calcium ions and
calmodulin; activation of this enzyme leads to production of high concentrations of
NO (generally micromolar), which may be sustained for a long period. The inducible
forms of NOS are the most important pro-inflammatory enzymes responsible for
increasing the levels of NO (Stamler et al., 1992; Alderton et al., 2001).
Expression of iNOS catalyzes the formation of large amounts of NO, which plays
a key role in the pathogenesis of a variety of inflammatory diseases. Therefore, the
level of NO induced by iNOS may reflect the degree of inflammation and provides an
indicator to assess inflammatory processes. In addition, most of the inhibitory activity
of these compounds towards NO production has been demonstrated to be through the
inhibition of iNOS expression. Long term exposure of cells to high NO concentrations
during chronic inflammation could have an active role in carcinogenesis. NO is
known to cause mutagenesis and deamination of DNA base and promotes the
formation of carcinogenic N-nitroso compounds in vivo (Murata et al., 1997).
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The expression of iNOS is increased in many solid tumors (Aggarwal and Gehlot,
2009), including gastric (Rajnakova et al., 2001), brain (Broholm et al., 2003),
esophagus (Wilson et al., 1998), melanoma (Ekmekcioglu et al., 2006) and urothelial
carcinomas (Figure 1.17) (Hayashi et al., 2001). Several mechanisms of involvement
of NO and metabolites in tumor biology have been proposed, including DNA damage
and subsequent gene mutation (e.g., tumor suppressor p53), suppression of DNA
repair enzymes (e.g., human thymine-DNA glycosylase and 8-oxoguanine DNA
glycosylase) and S-nitrosylation of caspases (Fukumura et al., 2006).

Figure 1.17: Role of NO in carcinogenesis and tumor progression (Lala and
Chakraborty, 2001).
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These findings suggest that use of iNOS inhibitors may be a possible
chemopreventive approach. Chemopreventive effects of iNOS inhibitors have been
proven in preclinical colon cancer models. Sharma et al. (2002) demonstrated the role
of iNOS inhibitors as chemopreventive agents in a primary rat tracheal epithelial
transformation system, predicting their use as lung cancer prevention in rodents.
Therefore, it is of interest to find new inhibitors of iNOS and NO production.
For Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, RAW 264.7 (mouse
leukaemic monocyte macrophage cell line) is used which is established from the
ascites of a tumor induced in a male mouse by intraperitoneal injection of Abselon
Leukaemia Virus (A-MuLV). Cells have receptors for immunoglobulin and produce
lysozyme. They are used in metabolic, inflammation and apoptosis studies. The
activity of iNOS was measured by the accumulation of nitrite, an oxidized metabolite
of NO, in the medium using the Griess reaction (Oh et al., 2008).
1.15.3. Aromatase inhibition assay
Estradiol is the most potent endogenous estrogen. Estradiol is biosynthesized from
androgens by the cytochrome P450 enzyme complex called “aromatase”, with the
highest levels of enzyme present in the ovaries of premenopausal women, in the
placenta of pregnant women, and in the peripheral adipose tissues of postmenopausal
women and of men (Simpson et al., 2004; Simpson, 2002). Estrogens are involved in
many physiological processes together with the growth and maintenance of the female
sexual organs, the reproductive cycle, reproduction and different neuroendocrine
functions. Aromatase activity has also been demonstrated in breast tissue in vitro. The
role of estrogens in the development of breast cancer is well understood with the
majority of women having hormone receptor positive tumors (Maiti et al., 2007).
Aromatase is found in breast tissue, and the importance of intratumoral aromatase
and local estrogen production is being unraveled (Figure 1.18). Local production of
PGE2 via the cyclooxygenase isozymes (constitutive COX-1 isozyme and inducible
COX-2 isozyme) can influence estrogen biosynthesis and estrogen dependent breast
cancer. This biochemical mechanism may explain epidemiological observations of the
beneficial effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) on breast cancer
(Arun and Goss, 2004).
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Figure 1.18: Control of aromatase expression in breast carcinomas (Johnston and
Dowsett, 2003).
Two primary approaches have been developed to reduce the growth-stimulatory
effects of estrogens in breast cancer: 1) interfering with the ability of estrogen to bind
to its receptor and 2) decreasing circulating levels of estrogen. Anti-estrogens
compete for binding to the estrogen receptors and reduce the number of receptors
available for binding to endogenous estrogen. This approach has proven effective as
an anticancer strategy (Carmichael, 1998) and has led to the development of
efficacious anti-estrogens, such as the drug tamoxifen, that exhibit minimal toxicity.
Inhibition of aromatase is the second approach for reducing growth-stimulatory
effects of estrogens. Effective aromatase inhibitors have been developed as
therapeutic agents for controlling estrogen-dependent breast cancer. Investigations on
the development of aromatase inhibitors began in the 1970s and have expanded
greatly in the past three decades (Smith and Dowsett, 2003; Attar and Bulun, 2006).
Additionally, a role for estrogens in prostate neoplasia has been proposed recently and
animal studies have also demonstrated their potential as chemopreventive agents
(Gubson et al., 1995). So there is an enduring search for new classes of natural
products that inhibit aromatase to discover novel breast cancer chemopreventive
agents.
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1.15.4. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay
The human body is exposed to many foreign compounds (xenobiotics) that can
stress and damage human cells. As a result, the body has developed a system of
antioxidant defense mechanisms to fight against the chemicals before they can
damage critical cellular components, such as DNA, protein, and lipid. One such
mechanism is the phase I and phase II drug metabolizing enzymes. When xenobiotics
enter the body, phase I enzymes attach functional groups onto the xenobiotic
compounds. This reaction helps phase II enzymes conjugate these xenobiotic
compounds into water-soluble products which the body then excretes through the bile
or urine (Rushmore and Kong, 2002).
The antioxidant of interest, NADPH: quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), is a
phase II enzyme; NQO1 is also known as quinone reductase (QR). This enzyme was
first described by Drs. Lars Ernster and Franco Navazio in 1955. Structurally, QR is a
flavoprotein consisting of two identical subunits (Chen et al., 2000). Researchers have
discovered many chemical properties of QR, it protects against quinone toxicity,
maintains the antioxidant potential of endogenous antioxidants and stabilizes the p53
antitumor protein (Nioi and Hayes, 2004). The protective nature of QR was first
described when QR levels increased after being exposed to low doses of carcinogenic
agents (Ross et al., 2000). QR was identified as a phase II enzyme, and it was
postulated that this enzyme and others may prevent cancer at the tumor initiation
stage by detoxifying potential carcinogens. As QR rise in vitro and in vivo is
associated with induction of other protective phase II enzymes and its induction is
easy to measure, therefore it is used a general biomarker for in vitro testing of the
samples (Kinghorn et al., 2004). For QR1 induction assay, murine hepatoma Hepa
1c1c7 cells are used.
1.16. Isolation, purification and characterization of natural products
Natural products played a prominent role in ancient traditional medicine systems,
such as Chinese, Ayurveda, and Egyptian, which are still in common use today.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 75% of people still rely on
plant-based traditional medicines for primary health care globally. Separation of a
single molecular entity is very difficult from complex mixtures containing fats, oils,
alkaloid, tannins and glycoside. Generally plant selection involves a deep literature
survey of the floristic diversity (Cannell, 1998).
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Selection of plant material is performed by different approaches.


Totally random selection.



Specific selection using ethnopharmacological reports.



By restricting the plants of interest to group based on chemotaxonomic,
geographical or compound structural type preferences.



Computer-based selection method or Literature Information Selection
Technique (LIST) using the NAPRALERT database (Novel approach
involves

correlation

of

biological

activity,

botanical

facts

and

chemotaxonomic information.
The phytochemical investigation of a plant involves the selection, collection,
identification

and

authentication,

extraction

of

the

plant

material,

fractionation/separation and isolation of the constituents, characterization of the
isolated compounds and investigation of the biosynthetic pathways of particular
compound, quantitative evaluations and pharmacological activities.
Multiple strategies have emerged to isolate the natural products from natural
resources (Cragg and Newman, 2001).


Bioactivity based isolation and identification of bioactive compounds from
natural resources.



Establishment of natural products libraries.



Synthesis of active compounds by using other modern techniques like
genetic manipulation, natural combinatorial chemistry and cell or tissue
culture.



Application

of

advanced

concepts

of

dereplication,

chemical

ﬁngerprinting, and metabolomics.
1.16.1. Extraction
Extraction involves the separation of medicinally active portions of plant or
animal tissues from the inactive or inert components by using selective solvents in
standard extraction procedures. The extract thus obtained may be fractionated to
isolate individual chemical entities. General methods of extraction include;
Maceration, infusion, digestion, decoction, percolation, hot continuous extraction
(Soxhlet), aqueous alcoholic extraction by fermentation, counter-current extraction,
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ultrasound extraction and supercritical fluid extraction (Williamson et al., 1996).
1.16.1.1. Maceration
Selection of extraction method depends upon nature of plant material, active
constituents, solvent system available and various other factors. The method most
commonly used and also employed in this study is maceration. This simple, but still
widely used, procedure involves leaving the pulverized plant to soak in a suitable
solvent in a closed container at room temperature for a defined period with frequent
agitation until soluble matter is dissolved. The mixture is strained, the marc is pressed
and the liquid is filtered. The filtrate then may be subjected to evaporation to get
crude extract (Williamson et al., 1996).
1.16.2. Fractionation, isolation and purification
Fractionation is the process of separation of extracted components on the basis of
differences in their physicochemical properties. The most common methods of
fractionation are solvent-solvent extraction and chromatographic techniques
(Williamson et al., 1996).
1.16.2.1. Solvent-solvent extraction
Crude extracts are not suitable for sophisticated chromatographic techniques
because of the wide range of the polarities of the compounds in the crude extract. It is
therefore preferable to fractionate crude extract into various portions, each having the
compounds of roughly similar polarities. It is a process of extraction of a substance
from one liquid phase into another liquid phase. After obtaining the crude extract
solvent-solvent extraction is almost always the next step. Solvent-solvent extraction is
a method to separate compounds based on their relative solubility in two immiscible
solvents. Most commonly used solvents in solvent-solvent extraction are water and an
immiscible organic solvent like n-hexane, ethyl acetate and chloroform (Williamson
et al., 1996).
1.16.2.2. Chromatography
Chromatography can be defined as a physical process whereby components
(solutes) of a sample mixture are separated by their differential distribution between
stationary and mobile phases (Ullman and Burtis, 2006). The separation takes place
through selective distribution of the components between a mobile phase and a
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stationary phase. However, there are a number of factors, related to the physical and
chemical nature of the mobile and stationary phases, as well as the solutes controlling
the various interactions between the solutes and two phases, involved in the
separation process. The number of possible interactions between the solutes and the
stationary phase (adsorbent) depends on the particle size of the stationary phase the
greater the surface area of the stationary phase, the more the number of interactions. A
stationary phase with a high surface area tends to give enhanced separations. The
equilibrium between the solute and the stationary phase is termed distribution
constant, which is dependent on the chemical nature of the system (Guiochon, 2001).
The choice of stationary phase depends on the polarity of the sample. The
stationary phase first described by Tswett in 1906, has taken many forms over the
years, including paper (Consden et al., 1944), thin layer of solids attached to glass
plates (Stahl, 1956), immobilized liquids (Martin and Synge, 1941), gels (Porath and
Flodin, 1959) and solid particles packed in column (Majors, 1972). The flowing
component of system, or mobile phase, is either liquid or a gas.
1.16.2.2.1. Mechanism of separation
The chromatography technique could be classified according to the shape of the
chromatographic bed, physical state of the mobile phase and mechanism of separation
(Hostettmann et al., 1986).
a) Adsorption Chromatography: Separation in this chromatographic system involves
competing interactions between adsorption at the solid sorbent surface and
dissolution in a liquid mobile phase. Substances are separated according to
polarity of their groups when they migrate on and interact with the sorbent
surface. Using silica gel or aluminium oxide layers as stationary phase and
dichloromethane as mobile phase for instance, ethers and esters lie in the upper
part of the chromatogram, while ketones and aldeyhydes are about in its middle,
alcohols below and acids at the start.
b) Partition Chromatography: This chromatography is a liquid-liquid phase system.
Separation is based mainly on differential solubilization of sample components in
mobile and stationary phases. In TLC, the stationary phase is achieved by
impregnating the solid support of the TLC plate with a liquid (e.g. ethylene glycol,
water or acetic acid).
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c) Ion-Exchange Chromatography: Separation is based mainly on differences in the
ion exchange affinities of the sample components.
d) Exclusion Chromatography: Separation is based mainly on exclusion effects, such
as differences in molecular size and/or shape, or in charge. The term sizeexclusion chromatography may also be used when separation is based on
molecular size. The term ion-exclusion chromatography is specifically used for
the separation of ions in an aqueous phase.
Chromatographic techniques have a wide range of applications, especially in the
area of pharmaceuticals and drug discovery. Different forms of chromatography
employed in this research are:
1.16.2.2.2. Thin layer chromatography (TLC)
TLC is an analytical as well preparative technique. It is performed on a sheet of
plastic, glass or aluminum foil, which is coated with a thin layer of adsorbent called
stationary phase (Stahl, 1956). Usually silica gel, aluminum oxide, polyamide or
cellulose is used as stationary phase. On the basis of polarity of the stationary phase
and mobile phase, it is also classified into normal phase TLC and reverse phase TLC
(RP-TLC). After the sample has been applied on the plate, it is allowed to develop in
the TLC chamber by using mobile phase, which is drawn up the plate by capillary
action. The components of the mixture are separated due to their different ascending
rates i.e. Rf value (Guiochon, 2001).
1.16.2.2.3. Liquid column chromatography (LC)
In this chromatographic technique, stationary phase is packed in a column of
varying diameter depending on the requirement (Gehrke, 2001). The most commonly
used stationary phases are silica gel, aluminum oxide, octadecylsilane (ODS),
polyamide etc. On the basis of polarity of stationary phase and mobile phase, the
column chromatography can be classified in to:a) Normal phase liquid column chromatography (CC)
In this type, stationary phase is more polar (e.g. silica gel) than mobile phase (e.g.
n-hexane, acetone, chloroform, ethyl acetate, methanol etc.). In gradient column
chromatography, the mobile phase is employed in increasing order of polarity that is
starting from least polar and ending with most polar mobile phase (Gehrke, 2001).
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b) Reverse phase liquid column chromatography (RP-CC)
In this type, stationary phase is less polar (e.g. octadecylsilane, octylsilane) and
mobile phase is more polar (e.g. methanol, acetonitrile, water etc.). In gradients RPCC, the mobile phase is also employed in reverse order of polarity that is starting
from most polar and ending with least polar mobile phase (Gehrke, 2001).
On the basis of pressure employed to pass mobile phase through stationary phase
and efficiency of stationary phase, column chromatography can be further explained
as:1.16.2.2.4.

Flash

column

chromatography

or

Low

pressure

column

chromatography (FCC/LPLC)
In this method, to improve the flow of the mobile phase through fine stationary
phase (particle size 230-400 mesh) pressure is employed on the top mobile phase.
Usually the pressure doesn’t exceed 1 bar. By the use of pressure, the flow rate of the
mobile phase is increased and the end up time of column is reduced (Still et al.,
1978). Some time it is also called as low pressure column chromatography (LPLC).
1.16.2.2.5. Medium pressure liquid chromatography (MPLC)
This is more advanced form of flash column chromatography (Still et al., 1978).
To make the resolution better, very fine particle size (5-40 µm) of stationary phase is
used and this causes high back pressure and flow rate of mobile phase is reduced
tremendously. To overcome this problem, MPLC is used. Here specialized glass
columns are used which can bear up to 25 bar pressure. Then mobile phase is forced,
by using a pump, through the stationary phase to make the flow rate steady. More
advanced forms of MPLC are also attached with detectors as well (Robards et al.,
1994). Depending on the size of column, in preparative MPLC very large amount (up
to 100 g) of sample can be employed.
1.16.2.2.6. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
HPLC is highly improved form of column chromatography. Here specialized
columns of stainless steel, packed with very fine and high quality stationary phases
are used and operating pressure up to 400 bar can be employed. It is also attached
with the detectors and the separation can be monitored online. High operating
pressure and online detection system has made HPLC very fast, productive and
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powerful analytical tool. Two basic elution modes are used in HPLC i.e. isocratic
elution and gradient elution. In isocratic elution, the composition of mobile phase
remains constant through the process, while in gradient elution, the composition of
mobile phase changes during the separation process (Brown and Hartwick, 1989).
1.17. Techniques for structure elucidation of pure compounds
1.17.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
Over the last eighty years (NMR) spectroscopy has become the most excellent
technique for determining the structure of organic compounds (Rabi et al., 1938). For
all the spectroscopic methods involved in the structure elucidation, it is the only one
powerful non-selective analytical tool that enables to ascertain molecular structure
including relative configuration, relative and absolute concentrations and even inter
molecular interactions without the destruction of analyte. The technique basically
exploits the magnetic properties of certain atomic nuclei to determine physical and
chemical environment of the atoms or molecules in which they are enclosed. It is
based on the phenomenon of NMR and can provide thorough information about the
structure, dynamics, reaction states and chemical environment of molecules. The role
of NMR spectroscopy in the natural science research has been widespread and can be
applied to a large variety of samples in solution and solid state (van de Ven, 1995;
Steinbeck, 2004).
This can range from small compound analyzed with 1D-NMR (1H-NMR,

13

C-

NMR) to large protein or nucleic acid using 2, 3 or 4 dimensional techniques.
1.17.1.1. One dimensional NMR (1D-NMR)
a) Proton (1H) NMR
The measurement of 1H NMR is a fundamental analysis for the structure
elucidation. From the 1H NMR following information about the sample can be gained.


The number of hydrogen atom, which is indicated by the peak integration.



The type of hydrogen atoms related to the functional group, which is indicated
by chemical shifts.



Type of correlation between one hydrogen atoms to the other, which is
indicated by coupling constant (J).
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The number of coupled neighboring hydrogen atoms, which is indicated by
splitting pattern in a molecule.

Simple NMR spectra are recorded in solutions and solvent protons must not be
allowed to interfere. For the purpose, deuterated solvents are preferred (Silverstein et
al., 1991). Occasionally 1H NMR spectrum is enough to describe the structure of a
compound, especially the known compound. The basic advantage to record the 1H
NMR is that it requires very small amount of purified sample. Occasionally 1 mg of
the purified sample is enough to record the 1H NMR spectrum (van de Ven, 1995).
b) Carbon (13C) NMR
In contrast to 1H NMR,

13

C NMR measurement needs more amount of sample.

This is due to the fact that the ratio of 13C to 12C isotopes abundance in the nature is
less than the ratio of 1H to 2H isotopes. From the

13

C NMR spectrum following

information about the sample can be gained.


The number of carbon atoms in the molecule.



Types of carbon atoms related to the functional groups, which are indicated by
the chemical shift in the molecule.

In

13

C NMR spectrum, the peak integration does not directly represent the exact

number of particular carbon atoms. Furthermore this experiment does not give
information of carbon multiplicity (van de Ven, 1995).
1.17.1.2. Two dimensional NMR (2D-NMR)
Two dimensional NMR spectra provide more information about molecule than
one dimensional NMR spectra (Martin and Zekter, 1988). This experiment is applied
specially to molecule which is too complicated to be elucidated by one dimensional
NMR.
In two dimensional NMR, the signal is recorded as a function of one time variable
and thus the spectrum is plots of intensity vs. frequency. Meanwhile 2D-NMR is
recorded as a function of two time variables (T1 and T2), thus the intensity is plotted
as a function of two frequencies (F1 and F2). The F1 and F2 coordinates the peaks
correspond to those found in a normal one dimensional spectrum. In one dimensional
NMR the coupling are expressed as the multiplicity in the spectrum. However, in two
dimensional spectrum the idea of multiplicity is expanded somewhat so that the
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multiplicity is expressed as a correlation of the two frequencies F1 and F2. HSQC,
HMBC, COSY and NOESY are most useful 2D-NMR experiments (Steinbeck, 2004).
a) Heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC)
HSQC-NMR technique is used to correlate the chemical shift of the protons in a
sample to a heteronucleus such as

13

C or

15

N via the J coupling interaction between

the nuclei (Bodenhausen and Ruben, 1980).
b) Heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC)
HMBC-NMR was first reported by Summers (1986), in which 1H nuclei are
correlated to remote 13C nuclei (two or three bonds away) in a 2D experiment via their
long range heteronuclear J couplings. HMBC experiments correlates 13C shifts in one
dimension with the 1H shift in the other via two or three bonds CH coupling. The
coupling more than three bonds are usually small except cross unsaturated bonds. The
technique is valuable to detect quaternary carbon which is impossible to obtain in 13C
NMR experiments due to low amount of material available. Sometimes a direct CH
correlation is also observed in these experiments (Steinbeck, 2004).
c) Correlation spectroscopy (COSY)
COSY-NMR correlates the 1H shifts of the coupling protons of a molecule
(Keeler, 2005). It means COSY experiments are used to determine the connectivity in
a molecule by determining the protons, which are coupled one to another. The proton
shifts are plotted on both frequency axes in the two-dimensional experiments resulting
in a diagram with square symmetry. In COSY spectrum, the F1 and F2 coordinates of
the peaks in two dimensional spectra also correspond to those found in normal one
dimensional 1H NMR spectrum. Thus a COSY spectrum gives information about H-H
connectivity of a molecule. The interpretation of COSY spectrum is limited by
overlapping signals which are not separated by this experiment if the relevant protons
are coupled to one another (Steinbeck, 2004).
d) Nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY)
In NOESY, the nuclear overhauser cross relaxation between nuclear spin during
the mixing period is used to establish the correlation. The spectrum obtained is similar
to the COSY with diagonal peaks and cross peaks, however the cross peaks connect
resonances from nuclei that are spatially close rather than those that are through bond
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coupled to each other. NOESY spectra also contain extra axial peaks which do not
provide extra information and can be eliminated through a different experiment by
reversing the phase of the first pulse (Keeler, 2005).
1.18. Determination of molecular weight
1.18.1. Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometer is an analytical instrument used to determine the molecular
weight of a compound (Sparkman, 2000). Basically mass spectrometer is divided into
three parts; ionization source, analyser and detector that should be maintained under
high vacuum conditions in order to maintain the ions travel through the instrument
without any hindrance from air molecules. Once a sample is injected into ionization
source, the molecules are then ionized. These ions are then passed and extracted into
the analyser. In the analyser the ions are separated according to their mass to charge
ratio (m/z). Once the separated ions flow into the detector, the signals are then
transmitted to the data system where the mass spectrum is recorded (Klejdus et al.,
2001).
1.19. Aims and objectives
The aims and objectives of the present study were
1. Biological evaluation of the crude extract of F. cretica.
2. To identify the most active fraction of the F. cretica in anti-proliferative
and cancer chemopreventive assays.
3. To purify compounds from active fraction through bioassay-guided
fractionation.
4. Comparative analysis of biological activities of the purified compounds.
5. To elucidate the structures of the purified compounds.
6. To determine the specific cytotoxicity of the purified compounds towards
human breast cancer cells by cell cycle analysis.
7. To determine the mechanism by which the purified compound treatment
inhibits cell proliferation and/or induce cell death.
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2.1. Introduction
Cancer claims millions of human lives on an annual basis. Cancer incidences can
be reduced by elimination of known carcinogens from the environment (Surh, 2003).
Advances in synthetic chemistry and high-throughput screening of chemical libraries
have become popular methods for drug development in recent years. Despite major
scientific and technological progress in combinatorial chemistry, anticancer agents
derived from medicinal plants still make an enormous contribution to drug discovery.
These bioactive products supply a starting point for synthesis of new compounds with
complex and diverse structures and often with multiple stereocenters that can be
challenging synthetically. Many anticancer agents currently in clinical use are either
directly isolated or are derived from the structures of bioactive molecules discovered
in natural products. Even with all the challenges facing drug discovery from
medicinal plants, natural products isolated from medicinal plants can be predicted to
remain an essential component in the search for new anticancer medicines (Koehn and
Carter, 2005).
Traditionally, cancer chemoprevention has been defined as an intervention in the
carcinogenic process facilitated by blocking induction of the neoplastic process or
preventing transformed cells from progressing to malignant phenotypes (Sporn and
Hong, 1997). It may also involve reversal of progression. Chemopreventive agents
may be consumed as part of the diet or administered as standard pharmaceutical
preparations. However, to date, only two chemopreventive agents, tamoxifen and
celecoxib, have been used in large-scale clinical settings (Reddy et al., 2003).
Current dogma suggests a clear distinction between cancer chemoprevention and
chemotherapy. Chemoprevention usually implies prevention of disease with high
efficacy at nontoxic drug concentrations, whereas chemotherapeutic agents are
generally assumed to be used for the management of the established disease.
Furthermore, the therapeutic index of chemotherapeutic agents is generally poor.
However, some success has been realized through use of chemopreventive agents in
conjunction with chemotherapeutic regimens. For example, chemopreventive agents
may reduce the overall toxicity mediated by classical chemotherapeutic agents and
thereby improve efficacy (Kelloff et al., 1999). The cellular and molecular events
affected

or

regulated

by

chemopreventive

agents

include

carcinogen

activation/detoxification by xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes; DNA repair; cell cycle
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progression; cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis; expression and
functional activation of oncogenes or tumor-suppressor genes; angiogenesis and
metastasis; and hormonal and growth factor activity (Surh, 2003).
Interpreting ethno-pharmacological information accurately constitutes the primary
steps in determining the medicinal potential of a plant and whether or not one should
consider it for further scientific investigations. Traditionally, extract of F. cretica is
administered to cancer patients especially to breast cancer patients by local healers of
Pakistan in the expectation that it can aid in reducing tumor size and improving the
patients’ quality of life. However, there is no scientific evidence and it is not known if
F. cretica has any chemotherapeutic or cancer chemopreventive potential. Extraction
with a range of solvents will allow the isolation of different compounds based on their
polarity. Many current chemotherapeutic agents have been developed based on
bioactive molecules obtained by extraction and purification from natural products.
Therefore, providing scientific evidence for the anti-proliferative (cytotoxic) and
cancer chemopreventive activity of F. cretica will demonstrate its anticancerous
potential as described in traditional medicine.
This chapter aims to describe suitable methods for preparation of crude extract
and fractions from plant F. cretica that can be used to investigate its therapeutic
potential

in

vitro

in

different

anti-proliferative

(cytotoxic)

and

cancer

chemopreventive bioassays. In this chapter, ability of crude extract and fractions of F.
cretica to reduce cell viability of different cell lines e.g. MCF-7 (estrogen receptor
positive breast cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast
cancer cell line) and HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) was described. Moreover, the
bioactivity of the crude extract and various fractions of F. cretica in terms of their
chemopreventive potential was also investigated in various chemopreventive assays
i.e. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay, Nitric oxide
(NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW
264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, Aromatase inhibition assay and Quinone
reductase 1 (QR1) induction.
In this chapter, we will test the hypothesis that crude extract and fractions of F.
cretica would show different activities in laboratory bioassays (anti-proliferative and
cancer chemopreventive bioassays).
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2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Plant material collection
For the present study, F. cretica was collected from a rocky habitat in District
Mianwali, Pakistan in March, 2011. The identification of the prickly plant was based
on morphological criteria (Figure 2.1) and it was authenticated by a taxonomist
Professor Dr. Rizwana Aleem Qureshi, Department of Plant Sciences, Faculty of
Biological Sciences, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad. A voucher sample of the
plant material used in this study was deposited in the “Herbarium of medicinal plants
of Pakistan”, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan.

Figure 2.1: Plant Fagonia cretica L. in its natural habitat.
2.2.2. Chemicals used
All the chemicals and organic solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
company Ltd. unless otherwise stated.
2.2.3. Extraction
2.2.3.1. Preparation of plant material for extraction
After plant collection, diseased or deteriorated plant parts were removed. Plant
was washed under tap water to remove any sand or dust particles. Whole plant was
chopped into small pieces and then dried in the relatively dark well-ventilated area for
about 14 days to completely dry the plant materials. The dried plant materials were
then powdered separately in a laboratory grinder in order to facilitate the extraction
process.
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2.2.3.2. Maceration
The precise mode of extraction naturally depends on the texture of the plant
material being extracted, on the type of chemical constituents that is being isolated
and on the solvent system available. Coarsely powdered dried whole plant material
(20 kg) was soaked in mixture of chloroform and methanol (1:1) in a closed container
stored at room temperature for one week with vigorous shaking. Solvent volume was
used in the ratio of 3 mL for 1 g of dry powdered plant material. This procedure was
repeated three times and the extract was filtered with Whatman No.1 filter paper. The
filtrate was then concentrated under reduced pressure at 45C on rotary evaporator
(Buchi, Switzerland) and finally in fume hood. The semi-solid residues yielded crude
extract of the plant F. cretica named as FCC. FCC (1400 g) was stored at -20ºC for
further processing.
2.2.4. Fractionation
The crude extract (FCC) obtained from F. cretica was divided into two organic
and an aqueous fraction according to the chemical constituents’ solubility in the
respective solvent system.
Table 2.1: Polarity index of solvents used in extraction and fractionation process.
Solvent

Polarity index

n-Hexane

0.0

Chloroform

4.1

Ethyl acetate

4.4

Methanol

5.1

Water

9.0

2.2.4.1. Solvent-solvent extraction
Crude extracts are not suitable for sophisticated chromatographic techniques
because of the wide range of the polarities of the compounds in the crude extract. It is
therefore preferable to fractionate crude extract into various portions each having the
compounds of roughly similar polarities. The concentrated crude extract (FCC, 1400
g) was dispersed in hot distilled water in the ratio of 1 g extract in 3 mL water. The
water suspension of FCC was extracted three times with equal volume of n-hexane
using a separating funnel. The organic layer was concentrated in the rotary evaporator
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at 35C and n-hexane fraction (FCN, 295 g) was obtained. Residual aqueous layer
was again extracted three times with equal volume of ethyl acetate using a separating
funnel. Organic layer was concentrated in rotary evaporator at 35C and ethyl acetate
fraction (FCE, 278 g) was obtained. The residual aqueous portion was dried in rotary
evaporator at 45C and an aqueous fraction (FCA, 827 g) was obtained. Polarity index
of solvents used in extraction and fractionation is given in Table 2.1 and the scheme
of solvent-solvent extraction is summarized in Figure 2.2. All the fractions were
subjected to bioassays (anti-proliferative and cancer chemopreventive assays) and
stored at -20ºC for further processing.
Powdered plant material
(20 kg)
Maceration with CHCl3: CH3OH
(1:1)
Crude Extract (FCC)
(1400 g)
n-Hexane : Water
(1:1)×3

Aqueous Layer

n-Hexane Layer

Ethyl acetate : Water
n-Hexane Fraction

(1:1)×3

(FCN)
(295 g)

Ethyl acetate Layer

Aqueous Layer
Evaporated under reduce
pressure at 40°C

Ethyl acetate Fraction (FCE)

Aqeuous Fraction (FCA)

(278 g)

(827 g)

Figure 2.2: Extraction and fractionation of crude extract (FCC) of F. cretica whole
plant into two organic and an aqueous fraction.
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2.2.5. Bioassays
2.2.5.1. Anti-proliferative assay
2.2.5.1.1. Human cell lines collection
MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line)
MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line) cells were purchased
from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, USA. product code HTB-22). Cells
were grown in DMEM (Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated
fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100
µg/mL) (Invitrogen, USA).
MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line)
MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line) cells were
purchased from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, USA. product code HTB26). Cells were grown in DMEM (Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 10% heatinactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and
streptomycin (100 µg/mL) (Invitrogen, USA).
HeLa (cervical cancer cell line)
HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) cells were purchased from ATCC (American
Type Culture Collection, USA. product code CCL-2). Cells were grown in DMEM
(Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS),
penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL) (Invitrogen, USA).
2.2.5.1.2. Chemicals, supplies and apparatus used
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS),
Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS), Penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL), Streptomycin
sulfate (100 µg/mL), Trypsin-EDTA, DMSO, Trichloroacetic acid (TCA, 20%),
Sulforhodamine B (SRB, 0.4%) in 1% acetic acid, Acetic acid, Tris-base (10 mM, pH
10), Test samples (20 µg/mL in 10% DMSO for crude extract/fractions and 50 µM for
pure compounds).
Sterile transparent 96-well plates, CO2 incubator (Forma series II water jacketed),
Gyratory shaker, Microplate reader (Biotek).
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2.2.5.1.3. Cell culture
All cell lines were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.
Cells were passaged routinely and an identification number was assigned to each
passage for an individual cell line. Cells were in the logarithmic phase of growth at
the time of anti-proliferative assay. Overall general protocols for cell culture are as
follows:
Growth medium preparation
Dulbecco's modified eagles medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS),
penicillin G sodium and streptomycin sulfate were warmed at 37°C before making up
a complete media. Penicillin G sodium and streptomycin sulfate (5 mL) and FBS (50
mL for 10%) were added into 500 mL of DMEM in a sterilized environment. The
media was mixed and stored in a fridge at 2-8°C.
Defrosting cells
Growth media was prewarmed at 37°C. The cryovial was removed from liquid
nitrogen and the exterior of the vial was sprayed with 70% alcohol. The cell vial was
then placed in an incubator at 37°C. When the cells were completely thawed, the
contents were transferred from the vial to a sterile centrifugation tube. The volume
was made up to 8-10 mL by adding DMEM. Cells were centrifuged at 200×g for 5
minutes. The supernatant was removed and pellet was suspended in about 10 mL of
DMEM for T-75 flask. The flask was labeled with cell type, date, initials and passage
number and was incubated overnight. After 24 hours, the media was removed, cells
were washed with PBS (5 mL) twice and the flask was replenished with fresh media.
Passage (splitting cells)
When cells were 80-100% confluent, they were divided into two portions. Firstly,
the media was removed from the flasks and cells were washed with PBS (5-8 mL)
twice to remove the metabolites and to partially remove the dead cells, as they are
non-adherent to the flask surface. Prewarmed trypsin-EDTA (1 mL for T-75 flask)
was added and incubated for 1-3 minutes at 37°C. The flasks were tapped gently to
dislodge the cells and were visualized under a microscope. After the cells were
completely disassociated from the flask, the growth media (Complete, 10 mL) was
added into the T-75 flask. The media was pipetted up and down several times to break
up any cell lumps. The cell suspension was divided into two fresh flasks. The growth
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media was topped up to 5 mL in each flask. Flasks were labeled with new passage
number and kept in an incubator at 37°C. After 24 hours, the old media containing
trypsin was removed from each flask and cells were replenished with fresh media.
Freezing and storing cells
Cells can be maintained for short periods of time by repeated passaging. However,
they will start to deteriorate and may start to lose some of their characteristics after a
certain number of passages, depending on the type of cell line. Cells are therefore
regularly frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen to provide a long term means of storage.
After cell splitting (as described previously), the portion of cells that needs to be
stored were resuspended in a centrifuge tube at 200×g for 1 minute. The supernatant
was removed and to the pellet, a mixture containing 90% FBS and 10% DMSO (as
cryopreservative agent) were added. The cell suspension was transferred to a cryovial
tube marked with the initials, cell line name, passage number and date. The cryovial
tubes were kept overnight at -80°C. After 24 hours, the cells were transferred into
liquid nitrogen.
Cell counting
There are number of different ways to assess the number of viable cells in a
population growing in a flask. In the present study, cells were counted using a
haemocytometer as it is a quick and efficient method and is useful for determining
cell numbers for setting up assays. Cells were trypsonized (as described earlier in cell
passage), DMEM was added and cells were centrifuged in conical tube for at 200×g
for 1 minute. The supernatant was removed and pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of
DMEM. Cell suspension was mixed by pipetting up and down for few times. A small
volume of cell suspension was added to the haemocytometer slide with the help of
pasture pipette. The viable cells were counted in each of four squares and the mean
was calculated. Total viable cells were calculated using the following equation:
Total viable cells/mL = Mean of cells × 104 × 10 (dilution factor)
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2.2.5.1.4. Anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
Treatment of cells with crude extract and fractions
The cytotoxic potential of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica towards cancer
cells was determined by using SRB colorimetric assay (Mi et al., 2001). All cells
(MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HeLa) were grown as monolayer culture in T-75 flasks
in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL)
and streptomycin sulfate (100 µg/mL). Cells were incubated in humidified
atmosphere at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 72 hours to get approximately 80-100%
confluence. A confluent monolayer of cells was seeded into a 96-well plate at a
density of 5×104 cells/mL in a volume of 200 µL (DMEM) in each well for 24 hours.
Then old medium was replaced with fresh medium (190 µL of DMEM in each well)
and 10 µL of test samples and control (10% DMSO in PBS) were transferred to 96well plates and cells were incubated for 72 hours at 37°C in a CO2 incubator.
Fixation of cells
The incubation was stopped with the addition of 50 µL of 20% cold
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and cells were incubated at 4°C for 30 minutes. Cells were
then washed for four times with the tap water and plates were air-dried.
Cell staining and reading
Cells were stained with SRB (0.4%) in 1% acetic acid for 30 minutes at room
temperature. Plates were then washed for four times with 1% acetic acid to rinse off
unbound dye. Plates were again air-dried. Bound dye was solubilized with addition of
200 µL of Tris-base (10 mM, pH 10) for 10 minutes on a gyratory shaker. Microplate
reader (Biotek) was used to measure optical density (OD) at 515 nm and percent cell
survival was determined. A zero-day control was performed in each case by adding an
equivalent number of cells to sixteen wells, incubating for 30 minutes at 37°C and
processing as described above. Percentage cell survival was calculated using the
following formula:
(OD cells + tested

samples –

OD zero day) / (OD cells + 10% DMSO - OD zero day) × 100

Samples that showed less than 50% survival at 20 μg/mL concentration were
tested further at different concentrations to find half maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50 value).
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2.2.5.2. Cancer chemopreventive assays
2.2.5.2.1. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay
Chemicals, supplies and apparatus
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Invitrogen Co., Carlsbad, CA,
USA), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), Trypsin, Penicillin G (sodium salt) and
Streptomycin sulfate (Gibco), Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS), 293/NFκB-luc HEK
cells (Panomics, Fremont, CA, USA), Tumor Necrosis Factor-α (TNF-α, human
recombinant, E. coli, Calbiochem, Gibbstown, NJ, USA), 1X Reporter lysis buffer
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA), Luciferase assay buffer system, Trichloroacetic acid
(TCA, 20%), Sulforhodamine B (SRB, 0.4%) in 1% acetic acid, Acetic acid, Tris-base
(10 mM, pH 10), Test samples (20 µg/mL in 10% DMSO for crude extract/fractions
and 50 µM for pure compounds).
Sterile pipettes, Sterile T-75 and T-25 flasks, Sterile white walled 96-well plates,
Sterile transparent 96-well plates, Haemocytometer, LUMIstar Galaxy Luminometer
(BMG, Offenburg, Germany), Incubator 37C, CO2 incubator (Forma series II water
jacketed), Microplate reader (Biotek), Refrigerator -80C, Gyratory shaker.
Procedure
TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) assay was performed according
to procedure previously described by Kondratyuk et al. (2012). Human embryonic
kidney cells 293/NFκB-Luc HEK cells, which are stably transfected were used for
detection of changes occurring along the NFκB pathway. According to the enclosed
information with product, cell line (293/NFκB-Luc) was obtained by a procedure of
co-transfection of pNFκB-Luc (Panomics P/N LR0051) and pHyg into human
embryonic kidney 293 cells followed by selection on hygromycin. Clones from the
hygromycin-resistant cells were then selected by using TNF-α induced luciferase
activity. These cells retain characteristic chromosomal integration of a construct of
luciferase reporter gene regulated by multiple copies of the NFκB response element.
Cells were grown in DMEM medium supplemented with FBS (10%). Antibiotics,
penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin sulfate (100 µg/mL) were added
into the medium. Cells were seeded into a sterile white walled 96-well plate at 2×104
cells/200 µL of DMEM in each well. After 48 hours of incubation at 37°C and 5%
CO2, medium was replaced and cells were treated with various concentrations of test
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samples. TNF-α was added to each well at a concentration of 2 ng/mL (0.14 nM) and
it was used as an activator. After six hours of incubation, cells were washed by using
PBS and addition of 50 µL of 1X reporter lysis buffer stopped the reaction. Cells were
frozen at -80°C for overnight. Then cells were thawed and inhibition activity was
measured by using a LUMIstar Galaxy Luminometer (BMG, Offenburg, Germany)
and Luc assay system from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). The gene product,
luciferase enzyme, reacts with luciferase substrate and the emitted light was detected
by the luminometer. Data was calculated as percent inhibition. Samples that showed
more than 70% inhibition at 20 μg/mL concentration were tested at different
concentrations to find IC50 value. In this assay, Nα-Tosyl-Lphenylalanine
chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) was used as a positive control.
To avoid false positive results due to cytotoxic effect of samples on cells, a
cytotoxicity assay was performed simultaneously. The procedure for cytotoxicity
assay was the same as described above except that transparent 96-well plates were
used instead of white-walled 96-well plates. After six hours of incubation, cells were
treated with 50 µL of cold 20% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and incubated for 30
minutes at 4°C. TCA was then removed and cells were washed with tap water for four
times. Plates were air-dried for overnight and then 100 µL of SRB (0.4%) in 1%
acetic acid was added to each well for 30 minutes at room temperature. Wells were
then washed four times with acetic acid (1%) to rinse unbound dye and plates were
again air-dried for overnight. To dissolve bound dye, 200 µL of Tris-base (10 mM,
pH 10) was added in each well, which was mixed for 10 minutes on gyratory shaker.
The optical density was measured by using microplate reader (Biotek) at 515 nm and
percentage cell survival was determined.
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2.2.5.2.2. Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated
murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay
Chemicals, supplies and apparatus
Murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium
(DMEM, Invitrogen Co., Carlsbad, CA, USA), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), Penicillin
G (sodium salt) and Streptomycin sulfate, Lipopolysaccharide, Griess reagent,
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA, 10%), Sulforhodamine B (SRB, 0.4%) in 1% acetic acid,
acetic acid, Tris-base (10mM, pH 10), Test samples (20 µg/mL in 10% DMSO for
crude extract/fractions and 50 µM for pure compounds).
Sterile transparent 96-well plates, CO2 incubator (forma series II water jacketed),
Microplate reader (Biotek), Gyratory shaker.
Procedure
The inhibitory effect of samples on nitric oxide (NO) production was evaluated in
LPS-activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells using iNOS assay by a method
previously described by Park et al. (2011). Briefly, RAW 264.7 cells were cultured in
DMEM medium supplemented with FBS (10%), penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and
streptomycin sulfate (100 µg/mL). The cells were seeded in 96-well culture plates
with 1×105 cells/well and allowed to adhere for 24 hours at 37°C in a humidified
atmosphere containing 5% CO2. After 24 hours of incubation, the medium was
replaced with 190 µL of DMEM (phenol red free) containing FBS (1%). Cells were
treated with 10 µL of test samples in 10% DMSO for 15 minutes followed by
treatment of 1 µg/mL of LPS. Cells were then incubated in humidified atmosphere at
37°C and 5% CO2 for 20 hours. After 24 hours incubation, media from each well (100
µL) was transferred to a 96-well plate. The concentration of NO in the cultured
medium was measured by using Griess reagent [90 µL of 1% sulfanilamide and 90 µL
of N-(1-naphthyl) ethylenediamine (0.1%) in 2.5% H3PO4]. Griess reagent was added
into each well of 96-well plate. The standard curve was created by using known
concentrations of sodium nitrite and the optical density was measured at 540 nm with
the help of microplate reader. Samples which showed more than 70% inhibition at 20
μg/mL concentration were further tested at three fold serial dilution to find IC50 value.
L-N

G

-Monomethyl arginine citrate (L-NMMA) was used as positive control.
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To avoid false positive results due to cytotoxic effect of samples on cells, a
cytotoxicity assay was performed simultaneously. The procedure for cytotoxicity
assay was the same as described above. After 24 hours of incubation, cells were
treated with 50 µL of 20% cold trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and incubated for 30
minutes at 4°C. TCA was then removed and cells were washed with tap water for four
times. Plates were air-dried for overnight and then 100 µL of SRB (0.4%) in 1%
acetic acid was added to each well for 30 minutes at room temperature. Wells were
then washed four times with acetic acid (1%) to rinse unbound dye and plates were
again air-dried for overnight. To dissolve bound dye, 200 µL of Tris-base (10 mM,
pH 10) was added in each well, which was mixed for 10 minutes on gyratory shaker.
The optical density was measured by using microplate reader (Biotek) at 515 nm and
percentage cell survival was determined.
2.2.5.2.3. Aromatase inhibition assay
Chemicals, supplies and apparatus
Aromatase enzyme (CYP19, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), Nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP), Magnesium chloride (MgCl2), Glucose-6phosphate (G-6-P), Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH), Albumin,
Naringenin, Potassium phosphate, Dibenzylfluorescein (DBF), Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH), Test samples (20 µg/mL in 10% DMSO for crude extract/fractions and 50
µM for pure compounds).
Black micro titer plate (384 well), Synergy II fluorescent microplate reader
(Biotek), Incubator (37°C), Gyratory shaker.
Preparation of potassium phosphate buffer
Potassium phosphate buffer (100 mL) was prepared by mixing 80.2 mL of
K2HPO4 (1M) and 19.8 mL of KH2PO4 (1M).
Preparation of solution A
Solution A (15 mL) was prepared by adding 299.7 mg of NADP (26.1 mM), 1 mL
of G-6-P (1M) and 94.3 mg of MgCl2 (66 mM) in distilled water (15 mL). Solution A
was stored at -20°C.
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Preparation of solution B
Solution B was prepared by adding dibenzylfluorescein (DBF, 0.8 mM), G-6PDH (40 U/mL) in sodium citrate (5 mM), NaOH (2N) and potassium phosphate
buffer (50 mM, pH 7.4). Solution B was stored at -20°C.
Preparation of cofactor/serial dilution (C/SD) buffer
Cofactor/serial dilution (C/SD) buffer (12 mL) was prepared by adding 10.6 mL
of potassium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.4), 12 mg of albumin (1 mg/mL), 1.2
mL of solution A and 240 µL of solution B.
Preparation of enzyme and substrate mixture (E/S mixture)
Enzyme and substrate mixture (E/S mixture, 15 mL) was prepared on ice by
adding 14.4 mL of potassium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.4), 60 mg of albumin (4
mg/mL), 15 µL of dibenzylfluorescein (DBF, 0.8 mM) and 500 µL of enzyme.
Procedure
Aromatase inhibition assay is an enzymatic assay. This assay employs
dibenzylfuorescein (DBF) as a substrate and the level of fluorescence due to the
resultant fluorescein indicates the level of enzyme activity. Aromatase inhibition
assay was carried out by following the procedure described previously by Lee et al.
(2001). In this assay, black 384 well plates were used for experiment. In brief, test
samples (3.5 μL of 20 µg/mL stock solution), negative control (10% DMSO in PBS)
and positive control (Naringenin) were preincubated with 30 µL of C/SD buffer in
each well for 10 minutes at 37°C. Then, 33 µL of the enzyme and substrate mixture
(E/S mixture) was added in each well. The reaction mixture was incubated for 30
minutes at 37°C to allow aromatase enzyme to generate the product and then reaction
was terminated by the addition of 25 µL of NaOH (2N) to each well. It was then kept
on shaker for 5 minutes followed by incubation for two hours at 37°C. Fluorescence
was measured at 485 nm (excitation) and 535 nm (emission) by using synergy II
fluorescent plate reader with Gen5 software. The samples which showed more than
70% inhibition at 20 µg/mL concentration were tested further to find IC50 value. IC50
values and dose-response curves were based on three independent experiments
performed in triplicate using five concentrations of test sample. Naringenin was used
as a positive control in this assay.
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2.2.5.2.4. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay
Chemicals, supplies and apparatus
Hepa 1c1c7 (murine hepatoma) cells, Minimum Essential Medium (MEM-α)
without ribonucleosides or deoxyribonucleosides, Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Gibco),
Penicillin G sodium, Streptomycin sulfate, Digitonin, 4-Bromoflavone, Tris-HCl (0.5
M, pH 7.4), Tween-20 (1.5%), Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD, 7.5 mM),
Glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P, 150 mM), Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6PDH), Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate (NADP, 50 mM), Bovine
Serum Albumin (BSA), 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazo-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT), menadions, crystal violet (0.2% in 2% EtOH), Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS,
0.5% in 50% EtOH), Test samples (20 µg/mL in 10% DMSO for crude
extract/fractions and 50 µM for pure compounds).
Sterile transparent 96-well plates, Microplate reader (Biotek), CO2 incubator
(Forma series II water jacketed), Gyratory shaker.
Preparation of reaction mixture
Reaction mixture (90 mL) was prepared by adding 83.8 mL of cold water, 4.5 mL
of Tris-HCl (0.5 M, pH 7.4), 0.60 mL of Tween-20 (1.5%), 0.06 mL of FAD (7.5
mM), 0.60 mL of G-6-P (150 mM), 0.054 mL of NADP (50 mM), 60 mg of BSA, 27
mg of MTT, 180 units of G-6-PDH and 90 µL of menadions (50 mM).
Procedure
For Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay, Hepa 1c1c7 (murine hepatoma)
cells were used. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay was performed by
following a method described previously by Song et al. (1999). Hepa 1c1c7 cells
were cultured in MEM-α medium (without ribonucleosides or deoxyribonucleosides)
supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin
sulfate (100 µg/mL). Hepa 1c1c7 cells were seeded at 1×104 cells/mL concentration
in each well (200 µL) of 96-well plates. Cells were incubated in humidified
atmosphere for 24 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2. After 24 hours, old medium was
replaced with 190 µL of fresh medium and 10 µL of test samples. Treated cells were
again incubated for 48 hours. After 48 hours incubation, medium from each well was
removed and 50 µL of digitonin (0.8%) in EDTA (2 mM, pH 7.8) was added to each
well. Plates were then incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C with constant shaking.
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Digitonin was used to permeabilize cell membranes. Then 200 µL of reaction
mixture was added to each well. Plates were shacked at room temperature until the
blue color appeared. Enzyme activity was measured by the reduction of MTT to a
blue formazan. Production of formazan was determined by measurement of
absorption at 595 nm. 4’-Bromoflavone was used as a positive control. The samples
which showed induction ratio IR >2 were tested at three fold serial dilution to find CD
(concentration of sample which causes double induction of enzyme QR) value.
A total protein assay using crystal violet staining was run in parallel to test the
cytotoxicity of the samples on Hepa 1c1c7 cells. After 48 hours incubation with test
samples, medium from each well was removed and 200 µL of crystal violet (0.2% in
2% EtOH) was added to each well. Plates were incubated for ten minutes at room
temperature. After ten minutes incubation, crystal violet was removed and plates were
rinsed with tap water for two minutes and then plates were air-dried. After drying, 200
µL of SDS (0.5% in 50% EtOH) was added to each well and plates were incubated at
room temperature on shaker for 5-10 minutes to solubilize the bounded dye
completely. Optical density was measured by using microplate reader (Biotek) at 595
nm and protein concentration was determined.
2.2.6. Statistical analysis
Values obtained from experiments were expressed as means S.E.M. of triplicate
and further analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for comparison and
statistical significance was accepted for p values ≤ 0.05. Analyses were performed
using GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.

2.3. Results
The present chapter aimed to describe the development of methods for efficient
extraction of compounds from F. cretica using various solvents and test the crude
extract/fractions for potential bioactivity in anti-proliferative (cytotoxic) and cancer
chemopreventive assays.
Crude extract and fractions from F. cretica were analyzed for their potential
bioactivity by a series of anti-proliferative (cytotoxic) and cancer chemopreventive
assays. Anti-proliferative ability of crude extract/fractions of F. cretica to reduce cell
viability of different cell lines e.g. MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer
cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line) and
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HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) were tested using sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay.
Cancer chemopreventive assays

used to

analyze the potential of crude

extract/fractions of F. cretica in this study included TNF-α activated nuclear factor
kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay, Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay,
Aromatase inhibition assay and Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay. Details
of crude extract/fractions of F. cretica used for anti-proliferative and cancer
chemopreventive assays are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Details of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica used for antiproliferative and cancer chemopreventive assays.

Serial no.

Sample name

Sample code

Weight (g)

1

Crude extract of F. cretica

FCC

1400

2

n-Hexane fraction of F. cretica

FCN

295

3

Ethyl acetate fraction of F. cretica

FCE

278

4

Aqueous fraction of F. cretica

FCA

827

2.3.1. Anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
Cell proliferation and viability in cell populations can be studied by a number of
methods. For this purpose, in colorimetric assays, protein content of viable cells can
be estimated as one such parameter. For the determination of cytotoxic potential of
the crude extract/fractions of F. cretica against multiple cell lines, sulforhodamine B
(SRB) assay was employed (Mi et al., 2001). Sulforhodamine B (SRB) is a bright
pink amino xanthene dye with two sulfonic groups that binds to basic amino acid
residues under mild conditions. In this assay binding ability of SRB to protein
components of cells, which are fixed to tissue culture plates by trichloroacetic acid
(TCA) is measured. As the binding of SRB dye to protein components of cells is
stoichiometric, it is considered that the amount of dye extracted from stained cells is
directly proportional to the cell mass (Skehan et al., 1990).
In the present study, anti-proliferative ability of crude extract/fractions of F.
cretica to reduce cell viability of different cell lines e.g. MCF-7 (estrogen receptor
positive breast cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast
cancer cell line) and HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) were tested using
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sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. After 72 hours of treatment, at 20 µg/mL
concentration, the crude extract and fractions of F. cretica (FCC, FCN, FCE and
FCA) were able to reduce cell viability of breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDAMB-231) strongly but they were less cytotoxic against HeLa cells (Table 2.3). After
treatment with extracts/fractions of F. cretica (at 20 µg/mL concentration), HeLa
cells’ survival was >70% except for FCN where it was 66.8%. As shown in Table 2.3,
among fractions, FCE was the most potent one against MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231
cells with IC50 values 5.13 and 3.62 µg/mL, respectively (Figure 2.3). FCN also
reduced the viability of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells in a dose dependent manner
with IC50 values 8.32 and 7.05 µg/mL, respectively. FCA was least effective against
MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells with IC50 values 51.88 and 84.52 µg/mL,
respectively (Table 2.3). Overall, fractions FCN and FCE strongly reduced the
proliferation of estrogen receptor negative cell line i.e. MDA-MB-231 as compared to
estrogen receptor positive cell line i.e. MCF-7.
Table 2.3: Effect of crude extract/fractions of F. cretica on viability of MCF-7,
MDA-MB-231 and HeLa cells in anti-proliferative (SRB) assay.
Anti-proliferative assay (SRB)
Serial

Sample

No.

Nameᶲ

MCF-7

MDA-MB-231

HeLa

% survival

IC50

% survival

IC50

% survival

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

1

FCC

47.8 ± 5.21

NT

40.3 ± 3.96**

NT

100.6 ± 8.42**

2

FCN

40.5 ± 4.21*

8.32

36.4 ± 2.35**

7.05

66.8 ± 2.31*

3

FCE

35.9 ± 2.05**

5.13

30.4 ± 3.89***

3.62

78.6 ± 3.35*

4

FCA

65.3 ± 5.31

51.88

61.7 ± 3.19

84.52

90.9 ± 1.76

Data denoted * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 is significant as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
All samples were initially tested at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Each value in the table represents a mean of triplicate experiments.
± = standard error
NT= Not Tested
ᶲSamples’ detail are given in Table 2.2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3: Anti-proliferative effect of FCE at 20 µg/mL concentration against (a)
MCF-7 and (b) MDA-MB-231. Figure (c) and (d) represents the control (10 % DMSO
in PBS) treated MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells, respectively.
2.3.2. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay
NFκB is proved to have a dominant role in a variety of disease states, including
cancer. Activated NFκB, as a transcription factor is found to control the expression of
numerous genes involved in cell survival, proliferation, differentiation and
inflammation. Numerous scientific investigations demonstrating the inhibitory effects
of natural and synthetic compounds on NFκB activity have been reported (Homhual et
al., 2006). In the present study, for observing changes occurring along the NFκB
pathway, stably transfected human embryonic kidney cells (HEK 293) were used as
described by Kondratyuk et al. (2012). NFκB activation was demonstrated by
treatment with TNF-α. Treatment with 0.14 nM TNF-α increased the NFκB activation
by 5 to 15 folds which gave high values and good reproducibility for luciferase
luminescence.
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In the present study, FCC showed 44.1% NFκB inhibition at 20 µg/mL
concentration. Both of the organic fractions FCN and FCE showed strong NFκB
inhibitory activity at 20 µg/mL concentration (79.2% and 83.6%, respectively) with
the IC50 values 5.26 and 3.29 µg/mL, respectively (Table 2.4). FCE was the most
potent fraction in NFκB inhibition with least IC50 value. FCA was the least active
fraction, showing only 36.3% NFκB inhibition. To avoid false positive results due to
cytotoxic effect of samples on cells, a cytotoxicity assay was also performed
simultaneously. All the tested extract/fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) showed
≥90% cell survival at 20 µg/mL concentration and 100% survival at IC50
concentration. Nα-Tosyl-Lphenylalanine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) was used as a
positive control (IC50, 3.8 µM) in this assay.
2.3.3. Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay
Nitric oxide (NO) is an inorganic gaseous molecule that is synthesized by the
oxidation of L-arginine catalyzed by nitric oxide synthase (NOS). In the NOS family,
iNOS is expressed in a variety of cells including macrophages, endothelial cells and
smooth muscle cells in response to pro-inflammatory stimuli such as IL-1β, TNF-α,
and LPS (Kleinert et al., 2004). NO plays an important role in the regulation of many
physiological functions, such as host defense, neurotoxicity and vasodilation. Excess
production of NO has been implicated in many immunological and inflammatory
diseases including septic shock, rheumatoid arthritis, graft rejection, diabetes and
cancer (Jasnis et al., 1997). Therefore, inhibition of NO increase is apparently an
important therapeutic consideration in the development of anti-inflammatory,
chemopreventive and anticancer agents. In the present study, among fractions, only
FCN exhibited strong inhibitory activities against NO production with inhibition rates
of 97.2% at 20µg/mL concentration and with the IC50 value 3.86 µg/mL. FCC and
FCE showed 46.2% and 36.1% inhibition of NO production, respectively at 20 µg/mL
concentration. The least potent nitric oxide synthase inhibitor was FCA (2.5%
inhibition). To avoid false positive results due to cytotoxic effect of samples on cells,
a cytotoxicity assay was also performed simultaneously. All the tested
extract/fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) showed ≥90% cell survival at 20 µg/mL
(Table 2.4). L-NG-Monomethyl arginine citrate (L-NMMA) was used as positive
control (IC50, 25.1 µM) in this assay.
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Table 2.4: Cancer chemopreventive effect of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica.

NFκB inhibition assay
Serial

Sample

No.

Name*

iNOS inhibition assay

Aromatase inhibition assay

% inhibition

% survival

IC50

% inhibition

% survival

IC50

% inhibition

IC50

(at 20 µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

QR1 induction assay
Induction Ratio
(IR)
(at 20 µg/mL)

% survival

CD

(at 20 µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

1

FCC

44.1 ± 3.21

95.1 ± 4.83*

NT

46.2 ± 3.75***

126.8 ± 8.50*

NT

30.1 ± 1.87

NA

1.7 ± 0.36**

120.8 ± 6.09

NT

2

FCN

79.2 ± 1.50***

124.9 ± 3.17

5.26

97.2 ± 1.35***

90.6 ± 7.37**

3.86

18.0 ± 3.58*

NA

11.7 ± 2.10**

11.5 ± 1.69***

2.21

3

FCE

83.6 ± 2.59***

110.3 ± 9.19

3.29

36.1 ± 3.63***

98.3 ± 5.49**

NA

11.7 ± 2.24**

NA

5.8 ± 0.97*

41.6 ± 7.11***

5.30

4

FCA

36.3 ± 3.07

117.5 ± 6.37

NA

2.5 ± 0.44***

143.4 ± 3.11

NA

12.5 ± 1.71**

NA

2.0 ± 0.33

68.3 ± 5.49***

21.42

Data denoted * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 is significant as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
All samples were tested at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Each value in the table represents a mean of triplicate experiments.
± = standard error
NA= Not Applicable, NT= Not Tested
Anti-proliferative (cytotoxicity) assay was also performed in parallel to avoid false positive results
The samples which showed percentage inhibition ≥70 or IR ≥2 or were cytotoxic at concentration 20 µg/mL were tested for dose dependence to find IC 50 and CD value.
IC50 =Concentration required to inhibit activity by 50%

CD = Concentration required to double the activity of enzyme Quinone reductase 1

Nα-Tosyl-Lphenylalanine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) was used as a positive control in TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay (IC50, 3.8 µM), L-NG-Monomethyl
arginine citrate (L-NMMA) was used as positive control in Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay
(IC50, 25.1 µM), Naringenin was used as positive control in aromatase inhibition assay (IC50, 0.23 µM), 4’-Bromoflavone was used as a positive control (CD, 0.01 µM) in Quinone reductase 1
(QR 1) assay.
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2.3.4. Aromatase inhibition assay
Aromatase (CYP19) converts C19 androgens to aromatic C18 estrogens through
three consecutive hydroxylation reaction steps. Aromatase transcription is mediated
by IκB kinaseβ (IKKβ), a kinase previously known for cancer-promoting activity.
Under some situations (e.g. post menopause), aromatase is a key player in estrogen
production and its inhibitors have been shown to function as chemopreventive agents
(Murray, 2001). Aromatase inhibitors can block the production of estrogen, which in
turn can trim down the growth of estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells.
Aromatase inhibitors are already in clinical use for the treatment of breast cancer in
postmenopausal women and animal studies have also demonstrated their potential as
chemopreventive agents (Gubson et al., 1995). In the present study, based on an in
vitro test system, FCC showed 30.1% activity at 20 µg/mL concentration. Overall, in
this assay, fractions of F. cretica (FCN, FCE and FCA) were found to be relatively
weak aromatase inhibitors (Table 2.4). Naringenin (IC50, 0.23 µM) was used as
positive control in this assay.
2.3.5. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay
An established mechanism of cancer chemoprevention involves the stimulation of
metabolic detoxification activity. The detoxification enzyme quinone reductase 1
(QR1) is an important phase II enzyme (one that deactivates reactive and potentially
carcinogenic species) that converts quinones to hydroquinones. The enzyme exhibits
broad specificity, reducing a wide range of hydrophobic quinones of varying structure
(Su et al., 2004). The induction of QR often coincides with induction of other phase II
enzymes and is therefore useful in the study of chemopreventive agents. QR1 is a
convenient indicative enzyme because it is widely distributed in mammalian tissues; it
can be easily measured and it shows a large inducer response. Hepa 1c1c7 (mouse
hepatoma) cells were used to assess quinone reductase activity via a color change as
MTT is reduced to a blue formazan in this assay. Results are described in Table 2.4,
which includes the induction ratio. Induction ratio (IR) is the ratio of the observed
QR1 activity resulting from treatment of 20 µg/mL of the test sample vs. control (10
% DMSO). FCC showed QR1 activity with induction ration (IR) of 1.7. Fractions of
F. cretica (FCN, FCE and FCA) were found to enhance QR1 activity with an
induction ratio of 11.7, 5.8 and 2.0, respectively. To avoid false positive results due to
cytotoxic effect of samples on cells, a cytotoxicity assay was also performed
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simultaneously. FCN, FCE and FCA were found to be cellular cytotoxic at the same
concentration (Table 2.4). Cytotoxic samples were tested at lower concentration
because cytotoxicity at high concentration often masks potential QR1 induction. FCN,
FCE and FCA were also selected to find CD (concentration required to double
activity) values. FCN showed least CD value i.e. 2.21 µg/mL but it was cytotoxic for
Hepa 1c1c7 cells at the CD value so, it was not considered active for this assay. FCE
was the most potent with CD value 5.30 µg/mL and FCA was less potent with CD
value 21.42 µg/mL (Table 2.4). The results of dose dependence experiments showed
that when CD values of the extracts are below 10 µg/mL they are considered as active
leads. 4’-Bromoflavone was used as a positive control (CD, 0.01 µM) in this assay.
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Table 2.5: Comparison of the biological activities of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica.

Bioassays grading
Serial

Sample

No.

Name

Anti-proliferative assay

NFκB

iNOS

Aromatase

QR1

(Cytotoxicity at 20 µg/mL)

%inhibition

%inhibition

%inhibition

Induction Ratio (IR)

MCF-7

MDA-MB-231

HeLa

at 20 µg/mL

at 20 µg/mL

at 20 µg/mL

at 20 µg/mL

1

FCN

+++

+++

++

+++

++++

++

++++

2

FCE

+++

+++

+

++++

++

+

++++

3

FCA

++

++

+

++

+

+

+++

+ = <30% activity or IR= <0.5
++ = 30—60% activity or IR=0.5—1.5
+++ = 60—80% activity or IR=1.5—2.5
++++ = >80% activity or IR= >2.5
NFκB = TNF-α activated NFκB inhibition assay, iNOS = inhibition of NO production in LPS-activated macrophage RAW 264.7 cell, Aromatase = Aromatse inhibition
assay, QR1 = Quinone reductase1 induction assay
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Overall summarized results of the biological activities of the extracts/fractions of
F. cretica (FCN, FCE and FCA) are given in Table 2.5. FCE showed best activities in
all assays except iNOS assay, so it was considered as most potent fraction as
compared to other fractions and FCA was considered as least active among fractions.
It is worth mentioning that cytotoxicity results in the each assay (NFκB, iNOS and
QR1) against the respective cell lines cannot be compared with cytotoxicity assay
results against the cancer lines (MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and HeLa) as the samples
which are cytotoxic against cancer line may not be cytotoxic against the cells used in
other cell based assay. These cell lines are genetically different with different growth
pattern than cancer cell lines hence different level of sensitivity to the cytotoxic
samples is expected.
2.4. Conclusion
Studies mentioned in this chapter demonstrated that bioactive extract/fractions
from F. cretica can be generated using maceration technique with mixture of
methanol: chloroform (1:1) as solvent and by using solvent-solvent extraction
method. Crude extract and fractions of F. cretica are able to reduce cell viability of
breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231). FCE was considered strongest
among fractions to reduce the viability of breast cancer cells. The results from this
chapter highlight the potential of F. cretica to be useful in treatment of breast cancer.
Moreover, FCE and FCN were found to be able to inhibit NFκB production in
293/NFκB-Luc HEK cells without being cytotoxic towards cell line. FCN was found
to inhibit production of inducible NO in RAW 264.7 cells. Crude extract and fractions
from F. cretica were not found to be useful as aromatase enzyme inhibitors. FCE was
able to induce the amount of QR1 enzyme without being cytotoxic on Hepa 1c1c7
cells at CD value. However the compounds and mechanism governing these activities
has yet to be elucidated. The subsequent chapters will focus on the characterization of
active fractions i.e. FCN and FCE.
Comparison of all the tested fractions (two organic and one aqueous) for their
biological activities (Table 2.5) has led to the conclusion that most potent fraction is
FCE followed by FCN and these should be investigated further for their
phytochemical analysis.
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This preliminary screening data revealed that this medicinal plant contains
chemical constituents capable of cancer chemopreventive and cytotoxic activity
against rapidly growing cancer cells and this needs further investigation. It is probable
that extract contains complex mixture of compounds and that these activities may be
associated with treatment and not with efficacy. This suggests that bioactive
compounds isolated from this plant will be a potential candidate as drug for human
consumption.
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3.1. Introduction
Isolation of natural products from plants has played an important role in the
discovery of novel chemotherapeutic agents. For example, the group of drugs called
“vinca alkaloids” is derived from Catharanthus roseus, also known as the Madagascar
Periwinkle. They include drugs such as vinblastine, a microtubule inhibitor that
suppresses microtubule dynamics and induces cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in tumor
cells (Jordan and Wilson, 2004). Vinca alkaloids have been used to treat a wide
variety of cancer types, notably, for Hodgkinʼs lymphoma. Another microtubule
inhibitor, paclitaxel, is widely used to treat patients with lung, ovarian and breast
cancer. The original taxol compound was isolated from the Pacific yew tree in 1967
and since 1992 has been used clinically in chemotherapy regimes (Wall and Wani,
1995).
Natural product drug discovery begins with identification of a potential
therapeutic source, such as a plant or herb that is used in a traditional herbal remedy
and preparation of extracts for screening. Methodologies such as bioassay-guided
fractionation are used to isolate compounds of interest from complex mixtures (Sarker
et al., 2006). Bio-assay guided fractionation involves a mixture of separation and
analytical techniques where fractionated material is periodically tested for activity in a
bioassay and for purity by analytical methods. Initially a crude extract is produced
with confirmed bioactivity such as anticancer properties. This extract is then
fractionated by solvent-solvent extraction or chromatographic methods before testing
isolated fractions in the same bioassay. Extracts can be analyzed using a simple TLC
technique and applied directly to a bioassay after removal of the extraction solvent.
This is a common first step in bioassay-guided fractionation of plant material and
many novel chemotherapeutic agents have been discovered using this method. Active
fractions can then be purified by purification techniques and pure active compounds
can be characterized structurally using different analytical techniques (Kinghorn et
al., 2003).
The primary goal of a successful chemotherapeutic drug is inhibition of tumor
growth or reduction in tumor cell viability while minimizing damage to healthy tissue
that may also come into contact with the cytotoxic agent. A bioassay that measures
treatment effects on cell viability is commonly employed to test the cancer-specific
activity of chemotherapeutic compounds in vitro. The results can help with
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identifying novel compounds as candidates for drug discovery as it is possible to
determine early on if the alleged medicinal source has any anticancer potential.
In the previous chapter, the initial effect of treatment of crude extract and fractions
of F. cretica (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) on viability of different cell lines e.g. MCF7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen
receptor negative breast cancer cell line), MCF-10A (non-tumorigenic human breast
epithelial cell line) and HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) was investigated. Effect of
treatment of F. cretica extract/fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) in various cancer
chemopreventive assays (inhibition of TNF-α activated nuclear factor-kappa B
(NFκB) assay, inhibition of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated nitric oxide (NO)
production in murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) assay, Aromatase
inhibition assay and Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay was also
investigated. On the basis of the results described in previous chapter, the primary
aims described in this chapter are to isolate compounds from active fractions of plant
F. cretica through bioassay-guided isolation method and then to evaluate bioactivities
of pure compounds.
In this chapter, we will test the hypothesis that fractions from column
chromatography and purified compounds isolated from F. cretica would show potent
activities in laboratory bioassays (anti-proliferative and cancer chemopreventive
bioassays).

3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Plant collection
For the present study, F. cretica was collected from the District Mianwali,
Pakistan in March, 2011. The identity of the plant was based on morphological
criteria and it was authenticated by taxonomist Professor Dr. Rizwana Aleem Qureshi,
Department of Plant Sciences, Faculty of Biological Sciences, Quaid-i-Azam
University, Islamabad. The voucher specimen of the collected plant material was
deposited in the “Herbarium of medicinal plants of Pakistan”, Quaid-i-Azam
University, Islamabad, Pakistan.
3.2.2. Chemicals used
All the chemicals and organic solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
company Ltd. unless otherwise stated. Pre-coated aluminium cards of Silica gel 60
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F254 (0.2 mm thickness) for thin layer chromatography (TLC) were ordered from
Merck Ltd., Germany.
3.2.3. Extraction and fractionation of crude extract
Dried plant material was grounded and then coarsely powdered plant material (20
kg) was soaked in mixture of chloroform and methanol (1:1) in a closed container.
Crude extract (FCC) of plant material was prepared by maceration technique. Then,
crude extract (FCC) obtained from F. cretica was divided into two organic fractions
i.e. n hexane and ethyl acetate (FCN and FCE) and an aqueous fraction (FCA) by
using solvent-solvent extraction method (described in detail in chapter 2).
3.2.4. Bioassay-guided fractionation
In order to isolate active compounds from F. cretica, a bioassay-guided
fractionation method was employed. It involves multiple step fractionations using
analytical chemistry techniques such as thin layer chromatography and column
chromatography to separate compounds of interest. At each step the isolated fractions
or pure compounds were tested in bioassay for activity before identifying candidate
leads.
As described earlier in chapter 2, crude extract and all the fractions (FCC, FCE,
FCN and FCA) were subjected to various bioassays and on the basis of bioassays
results, FCN and FCE were selected for further purification. For this purpose, normal
phase column chromatography was used.
3.2.4.1. Thin layer chromatography
Thin layer chromatography (TLC) is a standard chromatographic technique for the
separation of compounds in a mixture. It is most commonly carried out by blotting a
small amount of a mixture onto a silica gel plate (stationary phase) and applying a
solvent or solvent mixture (mobile phase) to be drawn up the plate by capillary action.
A small amount of dried extract or compound was solubilized in its extraction solvent
and applied 1.5 cm from the bottom of a silica gel, aluminium backed TLC plate, cut
to 6 cm by 10 cm (W x H). Suitable mobile phase was used to separate the compound
mixtures. After the solvent front had migrated to within 2 cm of the top of the plate
the solvent was removed by air drying and the compounds were visualized either
under UV lamp or compounds were stained by submerging the plate in 10% H2SO4
solution and heating on a hot plate until compounds were visible.
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3.2.4.2. Normal phase column chromatography
Fractions (FCN and FCE) were dissolved in appropriate solvents and were
adsorbed on the silica gel 60 (70-230 mesh, Merck, Germany) in the ratio of 1 g
sample on 1 g silica and dried in a fume hood. Then a glass column was loaded with
silica gel 60 (70-230 mesh, Merck, Germany) and the dried sample was loaded on the
top. A protective layer of silica gel (2 cm) was also added after loading the sample.
The n-hexane fraction (FCN, 295 g) was subjected to column chromatography and
was eluted with gradient change in mobile phase; starting from n-hexane, n-hexaneethyl acetate with increasing polarity from 1% to 90%, 100% ethyl acetate, ethyl
acetate-methanol with increasing polarity from 1% to 90% and 100% methanol,
respectively as shown in Figure 3.1. Each fraction of 250 mL was collected and dried
in rotary evaporator at 35°C. Total 72 fractions were collected, which were pooled on
the basis of similar Rf values on analytical TLC to afford a total of 11 fractions.

FCN (295 g)

Dissolved in n-hexane and ethyl acetate mixture (1:1)

Adsorbed on silica gel 60 (70- 230) mesh (295 g)

Dried in fume hood

Loaded on column containing blank silica gel 60
(70- 230) mesh

Eluted with n-Hex:EA::100:0 to 0:100
EA:MeOH::100:0 to 0:100
Total 72 fractions (FCN1 to FCN72) were collected
and dried at 35°C in rotary evaporator

Figure 3.1: Scheme for fractions preparation of FCN by normal phase column
chromatography
The ethyl acetate fraction (FCE, 278 g) was separated by column chromatography
on silica gel. The column was eluted with chloroform, chloroform-ethyl acetate with
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increasing polarity from 1% to 90%, 100% ethyl acetate, ethyl acetate-methanol with
increasing polarity from 1% to 90% and 100% methanol, respectively as shown in
Figure 3.2. Each fraction of 250 mL was collected and dried in rotary evaporator at
35°C. Total 143 fractions were collected. The collected fractions were combined on
the basis of similar Rf values on analytical TLC to afford a total of 17 fractions.

FCE (278 g)

Dissolved in ethyl acetate and methanol mixture
(3:1)
Adsorbed on silica gel 60 (70- 230) mesh (278 g)
Dried in fume hood

Loaded on column containing blank silica gel 60
(70- 230) mesh

Eluted with CHCl3:EA::100:0 to 0:100
EA:MeOH::100:0 to 0:100
Total 143 fractions (FCE1 to FCE143) were collected
and dried at 35°C in rotary evaporator

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of fractions preparation of FCE by column
chromatography
3.2.5. Combination scheme of FCN and FCE fractions
On the basis of TLC and bioassays’ results, similar fractions were combined
together before further processing. The detail of combination scheme is given in the
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Total 28 fractions (FCNA-FCNK and FCEA-FCEQ) were
subjected to analytical normal phase TLC and bioassays.
3.2.6. Isolation and purification from the combined fractions
The fractions which were active in multiple bioassays were chosen first for
purification of active compounds and then these pure compounds were subjected to
bioassays and structure elucidation procedures.
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Table 3.1: Combination scheme of FCN fractions prepared by normal phase column
chromatography on the basis of TLC and bioassays results.
Combination scheme of FCN
Serial no.
Fractions combined

Weight (g)

Fraction name

1

FCN1-FCN5

57.79

FCNA

2

FCN6-FCN12

35.93

FCNB

3

FCN13-FCN18

9.03

FCNC

4

FCN19-FCN26

14.49

FCND

5

FCN27-FCN36

12.36

FCNE

6

FCN37-FCN45

7.46

FCNF

7

FCN46-FCN53

10.04

FCNG

8

FCN54-FCN58

10.4

FCNH

9

FCN59-FCN62

4.14

FCNI

10

FCN63-FCN69

65.98

FCNJ

11

FCN70-FCN72

4.63

FCNK
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Table 3.2: Combination scheme of FCE fractions prepared by normal phase column
chromatography on the basis of TLC and bioassays results.
Combination scheme of FCE
Serial no.
Fractions combined

Weight (g)

Fraction name

1

FCE1-FCE3

2.41

FCEA

2

FCE4-FCE11

3.69

FCEB

3

FCE12-FCE16

3.37

FCEC

4

FCE17-FCE25

3.86

FCED

5

FCE26-FCE35

7.78

FCEE

6

FCE36-FCE41

3.34

FCEF

7

FCE42-FCE44

2.18

FCEG

8

FCE45-FCE54

5.7

FCEH

9

FCE55-FCE58

4.84

FCEI

10

FCE59-FCE68

14.03

FCEJ

11

FCE69-FCE79

45.69

FCEK

12

FCE80-FCE96

66.3

FCEL

13

FCE97-FCE108

24.75

FCEM

14

FCE109-FCE116

12.17

FCEN

15

FCE117-FCE128

15.71

FCEO

16

FCE129-FCE139

7.49

FCEP

17

FCE140-FCE143

0.82

FCEQ

3.2.6.1. Isolation and purification of FCEE1
Flash column chromatography was performed on silica gel 60 (70-230 mesh) for
column adsorption chromatography. Glass column was manually packed. A volume
of the CHCI3 was passed through the silica gel to remove any remaining air and to
equilibrate the column. FCEE fraction (7.78 g) was loaded as adsorbed slurry on silica
on the top of the packed column. Stepwise elution was carried out using a
CHCl3:MeOH/100:1-1:100 as mobile phase. Fractions of 25 mL were collected and
concentrated. TLC was performed for all the eluted fractions and visualized under UV
lamp (254 nm). Fractions possessing similar Rf values were combined together. Total
67 fractions were obtained. Fractions 23 to 35 were combined and subjected to low
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pressure liquid chromatography (LPLC, silica gel 60, 230-400 mesh). Column was
eluted using CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1 as mobile phase and 17 fractions (25 mL each)
were collected. Out of these 17 fractions, fraction number 5-12 were combined and
chromatographed on reverse phase silica gel column (RP-LPLC, Bondesil-C18,
40µm) using 100% MeOH as mobile phase. Total 20 fractions (10 mL each) were
collected. Fractions 3 to 17 were dried to get pure compound FCEE1 (13 mg).
Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCEE1 is given in Figure
3.3.

FCEE (7.78 g)
Column chromatography
Silica gel 60 (70-230 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/100:1-1:100
67 fractions

Fraction 23-35
LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1
17 fractions

Fractions 5-12
RP-LPLC
Bondesil-C18, 40µm
100% MeOH
20 fractions

Fractions 3-17
Dried on rotary evaporator

FCEE1

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCEE1.
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3.2.6.2. Isolation and purification of FCEK2 and FCEK3
FCEK fraction (20 g) was loaded on silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh) packed
manually in glass column. Normal phase low pressure liquid column chromatography
was carried out by using mixture of chloroform and MeOH in an increased polarity
order (CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1) as mobile phase with gradient elution. Total 48
fractions (25 mL each) were collected. TLC was performed for all the eluted fractions
and visualized under UV lamp (254 nm). Fractions possessing similar Rf values were
combined together. Fraction 7 to 14 were further purified by reverse phase low
pressure liquid chromatography (RP-LPLC, Bondesil-C18, 40µm) using 100% MeOH
as mobile phase. Total 18 fractions were collected. Fractions 4-13 were dried to get
pure compound FCEK2 (15 mg).
Fraction 21 to 27 were combined and subjected to normal phase low pressure
liquid column chromatography (LPLC, silica gel 60, 230-400 mesh) using the mobile
phase CHCl3:MeOH/5:1-1:1. Total 36 fractions (25 mL each) were collected.
Fractions 11 to 26 were dried to get pure compound FCEK3 (5 mg). Schematic
representation of isolation and purification of FCEK2 and FCEK3 is given in Figure
3.4.

FCEK(20 g)
LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1
Fractions 7-14

Fractions 21-27

RP-LPLC
Bondesil-C18, 40µm
100% MeOH
18 fractions

LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/5:1-1:1
36 fractions

Fractions 4-13
Dried on rotary
evaporator

Fractions 11-26
Dried on rotary
evaporator

FCEK2

FCEK3

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCEK2 and
FCEK3.
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3.2.6.3. Isolation and purification of FCEM4
FCEM (24.75 g) was loaded on silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh) packed manually in
glass column. Normal phase low pressure liquid column chromatography was carried
out using the mobile phase CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1 with gradient elution. Total 53
fractions (25 mL each) were obtained. TLC was performed for all the eluted fractions
and visualized under UV lamp (254 nm). Fractions possessing similar Rf values were
combined together. Fractions 13-18 were combined and subjected to reverse phase
low pressure liquid chromatography (RP-LPLC, Bondesil-C18, 40µm) using
MeOH:Water/2:1 as mobile phase. Total 25 fractions (10 mL each) were collected of
which the fractions 4-19 were crystallized to yield FCEM4 (8 mg). Schematic
representation of isolation and purification of FCEM4 is given in Figure 3.5.

FCEM (24.75 g)
LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/30:1-1:1
53 fractions

Fractions 13-18

RP-LPLC
Bondesil-C18, 40µm
MeOH:Water/2:1
25 fractions

Fractions 4-19
Crystallization

FCEM4

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCEM4.
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3.2.6.4. Isolation and purification of FCEN5
FCEN5 (12.17 g) was subjected to normal phase low pressure liquid column
chromatography (silica gel 60, 230-400 mesh) using the mobile phase
CHCl3:MeOH/50:1-1:1. Total 73 fractions (25 mL each) were collected. TLC was
performed for all the eluted fractions and visualized under UV lamp (254 nm).
Fractions possessing similar Rf values were combined together. Fractions 16-24 were
crystallized and re-crystallized in MeOH and crystals were washed for three days with
MeOH to yield FCEN5 (7.5 mg). Schematic representation of isolation and
purification of FCEN5 is given in Figure 3.6.

FCEN (12.17 g)
LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
CHCl3:MeOH/50:1-1:1
73 fractions

Fraction 16-24

Crystallizatio
n in MeOH

FCEN5

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCEN5.
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3.2.6.5. Isolation and purification of FCNC6
FCNC6 (9.03 g) was subjected to normal phase low pressure liquid column
chromatography (silica gel 60, 230-400 mesh) using the mobile phase nHex:EA/20:1-1:20. Total 60 fractions (25 mL each) were collected. TLC was
performed for all the eluted fractions and visualized under UV lamp (254 nm).
Fractions possessing similar Rf values were combined together. Fractions 21 to 28
were mixed and further purified by reverse phase low pressure liquid chromatography
(RP-LPLC, Bondesil-C18, 40µm) using 100% MeOH as mobile phase. Total 15
fractions were collected of which fraction 4-12 was dried to get pure compound
FCNC6 (15 mg). Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCNC6 is
given in Figure 3.7.

FCNC (9.03 g)
LPLC
Silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh)
n-Hex:EA/20:1-1:20
60 fractions

Fraction 21-28
RP-LPLC
Bondesil-C18, 40µm
100% MeOH
15 fractions

Fractions 4-12
Dried on rotary
evaporator

FCNC6

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of isolation and purification of FCNC6.
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3.2.7. Bioassays
3.2.7.1. Anti-proliferative assay
The cytotoxic potential of fractions and purified compounds from F. cretica was
determined by using SRB assay against MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line)
and HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) as reported previously by Mi et al. (2001) and
described in detail previously (Chapter 2). The effect of pure compounds’ treatment
on the viability of non-tumorigenic human breast epithelial cell line (MCF-10A) was
also investigated.
3.2.7.2. Cancer chemopreventive assays
3.2.7.2.1. Inhibition of TNF-α activated nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB) assay
Inhibition of TNF-α activated nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB) assay was carried
out as reported earlier by Kondratyuk et al. (2012) and described in detail previously
(Chapter 2).
3.2.7.2.2. Inhibition of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated nitric oxide (NO)
production in murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) assay
Inhibition of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated nitric oxide (NO) production in
murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) assay was carried out as reported earlier
by Park et al. (2011) and described in detail previously (Chapter 2).
3.2.7.2.3. Aromatase inhibition assay
Aromatase inhibition assay was performed as reported earlier by Lee et al. (2001)
and described in detail previously (Chapter 2).
3.2.7.2.4. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay
Induction of Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) in Hepa 1c1c7 (murine hepatoma) cells
was assayed as reported earlier by Song et al. (1999) and described in detail
previously (Chapter 2).
3.2.8. Statistical Analysis
Values obtained from experiments were expressed as means S.E.M. of triplicate
and further analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for comparison and
statistical significance was accepted for p values ˂ 0.05. Analyses were performed
using GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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3.3. Results
The results can be summarized in two parts.


Biological activities of fractions (FCN and FCE) obtained by normal phase
column chromatography



Biological activities of pure compounds

3.3.1. Biological activities of fractions (FCN and FCE) obtained by normal phase
column chromatography
The biological screening of two organic fractions i.e. n-hexane and ethyl acetate
(FCN and FCE) and an aqueous fraction (FCA) from F. cretica in anti-proliferative
(cytotoxic) and cancer chemopreventive assays showed that the ethyl acetate fraction
(FCE) is the most effective fraction followed by n-hexane fraction (FCN), so these
fractions were selected for further phytochemical analysis. In order to isolate active
compounds from F. cretica, a bioassay-guided fractionation method was employed. In
this approach, the crude extract and fractions were again partitioned. For this purpose,
normal phase column chromatography technique was used. From column
chromatography of FCN and FCE, various fractions were collected, which were then
pooled on the basis of similar Rf values on analytical TLC and bioassay results to
afford a total of 28 fractions (11 from FCN and 17 from FCE, Table 3.1 and 3.2).
These fractions were again subjected for biological evaluation in anti-proliferative
(cytotoxic) and cancer chemopreventive assays.
3.3.1.1. Anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay was used to test cytotoxic activity of all the
fractions (11 fractions from FCN and 17 fractions from FCE) against MCF-7, MDAMB-231 and HeLa cell line at 20 µg/mL concentration. The samples which showed
less than 50% survival at 20 µg/mL were further tested at lower concentrations. The
results of cytotoxic activity at 20 µg/mL are given in the Figure 3.8.
Fractions from this plant specifically reduce the cell viability of breast cancer
(MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) calls. As shown in results (Figure 3.8), at 20 µg/mL
concentration, none of the FCN fractions were cytotoxic against HeLa cells. Among
FCE fractions, only 3 fractions (FCEB, FCEG and FCEK) were more cytotoxic
against HeLa cells, comparatively.
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Among FCN fractions, after 72 hours of 20 µg/mL sample treatment to breast
cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231), strong anti-proliferative activity (<50% cell
survival) was observed in only 4 fractions (FCNE-FCNH) and moderate antiproliferative activity (51-70% cell survival) was concentrated in 3 fractions (FCNBFCND).
The results of this assay showed that FCE fractions showed strong proliferation
inhibition of tested cell lines than FCN fractions. A total of 6 fractions from FCE
(FCEE, FCEF, FCEG, FCEK, FCEM and FCEN) were strongly anti-proliferative
(<50% cell survival) at 20 µg/mL against MCF-7 but against MDA-MB-231cells,
FCEK and FCEN showed moderate anti-proliferative activity (51-70% cell survival).
Some of the fractions were more cytotoxic against estrogen receptor negative cell line
MDA-MB-231 as compared to estrogen receptor positive cell line MCF-7 and vice
versa (Figure 3.8).
3.3.1.2. Cancer chemopreventive assays
In TNF-α activated nuclear factor-kappa B (NFκB) inhibition assay, a total of 28
fractions (11 from FCN and 17 from FCE) were tested at 20 µg/mL concentration. To
monitor the cell survival and exclude the chance of false positive results, antiproliferative assay (SRB) was also run in parallel. The results were calculated as
percentage inhibition and survival at 20 µg/mL. Results (Figure 3.9) showed that
strong (>70%) NFκB inhibition was concentrated in five fractions (FCNH, FCEC
FCEE, FCEG, FCEK and FCEM) and moderate (50-70%) NFκB inhibition was
concentrated in 10 fractions (FCNB, FCNC, FCND, FCNG, FCNI, FCED, FCEF,
FCEH, FCEI and FCEN). Among these fractions, only FCEG and FCEI showed
cytotoxic effects on 293/NFκB-Luc HEK cells (21.5% and 24.9% cell survival,
respectively). Overall in this plant, fractions from FCE were found to be the most
potent in NFκB inhibition at 20 µg/mL concentration as compared to FCN fractions.
Nα-Tosyl-Lphenylalanine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) was used as a positive control
(IC50, 3.8 µM) in this assay.
All the fractions from FCN (11 fractions) and FCE (17 fractions) obtained through
normal phase column chromatography were also tested for inhibition of nitric oxide
(NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW
264.7 cells (iNOS assay) at 20 µg/mL concentration. Results (Figure 3.10) showed
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that out of 28 fractions, 11 fractions (5 from FCN and 6 from FCE) have strong
(>70%) inhibition and 8 fractions (4 from FCN and 4 from FCE) have moderate (5070%) inhibition of inducible NO production. Among these fractions, only FCEE
showed cytotoxic effects on RAW 264.7 cells (39.51% cell survival).

L-N

G

-

Monomethyl arginine citrate (L-NMMA) was used as positive control (IC50, 25.1 µM)
in this assay.
In enzyme based aromatase inhibition assay, all the fractions (11 fractions from
FCN) and (17 fractions from FCE) were tested. The results were calculated as %
inhibition at 20 µg/mL concentration as given in Figure 3.11. Among the tested
fractions, FCEJ showed highest aromatase inhibition i.e. 29.2%. None of the tested
fraction showed considerable inhibition of aromatase enzyme. Naringenin was used as
positive control in aromatase inhibition assay (IC50, 0.23 µM).
The results of Quinone reductase 1 induction in Hepa 1c1c7 (murine hepatoma)
cells are shown in the Figure 3.12. All the fractions of F. cretica (11 fractions from
FCN) and (17 fractions from FCE) were tested at 20 µg/mL concentration. The
samples which showed induction ratio IR ≥ 2 and cell survival >70% were considered
active. Results were calculated as induction ratio (IR) and percentage survival at 20
µg/mL (Figure 3.12). A total of 15 fractions (5 from FCN and 10 from FCE) showed
IR≥2. To exclude the risk of false negative results, cytotoxicity assay was also
performed in parallel. All active fractions (with IR ≥ 2) from FCN (except FCEI) and
only FCEA, FCED and FCEG from FCE were considered cytotoxic (<50% cell
survival) against Hepa 1c1c7 (murine hepatoma) cells at 20 µg/mL concentration.
FCEC was considered as most potent one (IR, 3.0 and 59% cell survival) at 20
µg/mL. 4’-Bromoflavone was used as a positive control (CD, 0.01 µM) in this assay.
This screening data suggested that active fractions of FCN and FCE contains
chemical constituents capable of anti-proliferative and cancer chemopreventive
activity and this needs further purification.
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Figure 3.8: Results of FCN and FCE fractions in anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay against MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and
HeLa cells at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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Figure 3.9: Results of FCN and FCE fractions in TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay at 20 µg/mL
concentration.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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Figure 3.10: Results of FCN and FCE fractions in Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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Figure 3.11: Results of FCN and FCE fractions in Aromatase inhibition assay at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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Figure 3.12: Results of FCN and FCE fractions in Quinone reductase (QR1) induction assay at 20 µg/mL concentration.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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3.3.2. Biological activities of pure compounds
The biological screening of active fraction from F. cretica showed that the ethyl
acetate fraction (FCE) is the most effective fraction followed by n-hexane fraction
(FCN), so these fractions were selected for further phytochemical analysis. A series of
chromatographic

experiments

(normal

and

reverse

phase

flash

column

chromatography) resulted in the isolation of six compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2,
FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) from potent fractions.
These purified compounds were tested for their biological activities and their IC50
values in the respective assays were calculated as micromolar (µM) concentration
after their structure elucidation and molecular weights determination. A serial dilution
of eight concentrations (0.39, 0.78, 1.56, 3.12, 6.25, 12.5, 25 and 50 µM) for each
compound were tested. Overall results of the bioassays are summarized in Table 3.3,
3.4 and 3.5.
3.3.2.1. Anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
Anti-proliferative effect of all the pure compounds isolated from F. cretica
(FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) against breast cancer cell
lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231), non-tumorigenic breast epithelial cell line (MCF10A) and cervical cancer cell line (HeLa) was preliminary evaluated by using SRB
assay.
MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, MCF-10A and HeLa cells were exposed to 50 µM
concentration of all isolated compounds for 72 hours. Results indicated that after 72
hours of treatment, none of the tested compounds inhibited growth of HeLa cells more
than 30% as compared to control. FCEE1 showed least HeLa cell survival i.e. 68.8%
at 50 µM concentration (Table 3.3).
As shown in Table 3.3, compounds isolated from F. cretica specifically reduced
the cell viability of breast cancer (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) cells in a concentration
dependent manner. In comparison, compounds were less cytotoxic towards nontumorigenic epithelial MCF-10A cell line. Non-tumorigenic epithelial MCF-10 cells’
viability was reduced 25.9% by FCEE1, 19.1% by FCEK2, 54.3% by FCEK3, 23.7%
by FCEM4, 26.4% by FCEN5 and 45.2% by FCNC6. Among compounds, only
FCEK3 and FCNC6 in comparison with other compounds showed strong cytotoxicity
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against non-tumorigenic breast epithelial MCF-10A cells i.e. 45.7% and 54.8%
respectively.
Results also indicated that after 72 hours of treatment, compounds isolated from
F. cretica specifically reduced the cell viability of breast cancer (MCF-7 and MDAMB-231) cells in concentration dependent manner. Among breast cancer cells,
compounds were more cytotoxic toward estrogen receptor negative MDA-MB-231
cells as compared to estrogen receptor positive MCF-7 cells. FCEE1 was the most
potent compound (Figure 3.13), it reduced the viability of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231
cells with IC50 0.02 and 0.09 µM, respectively. FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCNC6 showed
similar behavior and they reduced growth of both breast cell lines. FCEK3 showed
IC50 12.75 and 13.77 µM against MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells, respectively.
FCEM4 showed IC50 0.11 and 0.24 µM against MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells,
respectively. FCNC6 showed IC50 16.53 and 10.51 µM against MCF-7 and MDAMB-231 cells, respectively. FCEK2 and FCEN5 did not reduce the growth of MCF-7
cells strongly in a dose dependent manner but interestingly they reduced the cell
viability of MDA-MB-231 cells with IC50 9.92 and 0.35 µM, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.13: Anti-proliferative effect of FCEE1 at 12.5 µM concentration against (a)
non-tumorigenic breast epithelial MCF-10A cells (b) estrogen receptor positive breast
MCF-7 cells and (c) estrogen receptor negative breast MDA-MB-231 cells. Figure
(d), (e) and (f) represent the negative control treated cells, respectively.
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3.3.2.2. Cancer chemopreventive assays
Briefly, in TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay,
strongest inhibition (89.5%) of NFκB was observed after treatment of 293/NFκB-Luc
HEK cells with FCEE1 at 50 µM concentration. FCEE1 proved to be the most potent
compound in this assay and reduced the inhibition of NFκB in a dose dependent
manner with IC50 0.38 µM (Table 3.4). FCEN5 also showed potent NFκB inhibitory
activity among other compounds under study with IC50 value 0.49 µM followed by
FCNC6 (IC50, 1.25 µM), FCEM4 (IC50, 1.58 µM), FCEK3 and FCEK2. To avoid false
positive results due to cytotoxic effect of compounds on cells, a cytotoxicity assay
(SRB) was also performed in parallel. At IC50 concentration, none of the compounds
were cytotoxic against 293/NFκB-Luc HEK cells.
In Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, FCEM4 showed the most
potent inhibition with IC50 5.26 µM followed by FCEN5 (IC50 8.66 µM). Other
compounds did not show any significant inhibition of inducible NO production.
In aromatase inhibition assay, none of the pure compounds showed strong
inhibition of aromatase enzyme.
In QR1 induction assay, compound FCNC6 was the most potent one with least
CD value i.e. 17.07 µM followed by FCEE1 (CD, 21.05 µM), FCEK2 (CD, 45.94
µM), FCEM4 (CD, 48.25 µM), FCEN5 (CD, 50.65 µM) and FCEK3 (CD, 50.67
µM). At CD concentration these compounds were not cytotoxic for Hepa 1c1c7 cells.
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Table 3.3: Summarized results of anti-proliferative sulforhodamine (SRB) assay of purified compounds from F. cretica.

Anti-proliferative assay (SRB)
Serial
No.

MCF-7

Samples
%survival
(at 50 µM)

MDA-MB-231

IC50 (µM)

%survival
(at 50 µM)

IC50 (µM)

MCF-10A

HeLa

%survival

%survival

(at 50 µM)

(at 50 µM)

1

FCEE1

34.1 ± 3.56***

0.02 ± 0.01

21.5 ± 0.79***

0.09 ± 0.04

74.1 ± 5.26***

68.8 ± 2.36***

2

FCEK2

64.7 ± 1.40***

N.A

43.2 ± 4.76***

9.92 ± 3.66

80.9 ± 1.74***

74.8 ± 1.44***

3

FCEK3

56.7 ± 1.18***

12.75 ± 1.23

18.0 ± 1.39***

13.77 ± 4.92

45.7 ± 3.37***

81.2 ± 2.37***

4

FCEM4

34.4 ± 1.82***

0.11 ± 0.08

16.3 ± 1.01***

0.24 ± 0.01

76.3 ± 1.66**

89.6 ± 1.56*

5

FCEN5

81.6 ± 0.97***

N.A

34.9 ± 1.40***

0.35 ± 0.16

73.6 ± 1.43**

85.1 ± 1.47***

6

FCNC6

36.1 ± 2.89***

16.53 ± 0.05

25.3 ± 1.67***

10.51 ± 0.65

54.8 ± 2.33*

81.5 ± 1.33***

Data denoted * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 is significant as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
Each value in the table represents a mean of triplicate experiments.
± = standard error
µM = micromolar

IC50 = concentration required for 50% inhibition
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Table 3.4: Summarized results of cancer chemopreventive assays of purified compounds from F. cretica.
Serial
No.

NFκB inhibition assay

iNOS inhibition assay

Aromatase inhibition

QR1 assay

Samples
%inhibition

%survival

(at 50 µM)

(at 50 µM)

IC50 (µM)

%inhibition

%survival

(at 50 µM)

(at 50 µM)

IC50 (µM)

%inhibition
(at 50 µM)

IC50 ( µM)

IR

%survival

(at 50 µM)

(at 50 µM)

CD( µM)

1

FCEE1

89.5 ± 0.56***

89.1 ± 2.93

0.38 ± 0.30

12.41 ± 1.02***

80.63 ± 1.28

>20

8.8±0.43

NA

2.98±1.37

83.03±0.97

21.05±1.62

2

FCEK2

53.7 ± 1.95***

103.1 ± 3.42

>20

31.20 ± 0.93***

76.68 ± 1.28

>20

4.3±0.45***

NA

2.03±3.35***

76.47±2.37***

45.94±0.94

3

FCEK3

54.8 ± 0.86***

100.8 ± 2.46*

>20

26.13 ± 1.05***

70.37 ± 0.54**

>20

7.0±0.31

NA

1.98±1.74**

87.07±1.48*

50.67±2.12

4

FCEM4

65.9 ± 1.89***

105.1 ± 3.23*

1.58 ± 0.60

97.26 ± 1.77***

102.13 ± 1.94***

5.26 ± 0.23

9.6±0.52

NA

2.07±2.4**

78.07±2.27**

48.25±1.04

5

FCEN5

61.6 ± 1.11***

95.4 ± 1.63

0.49 ± 0.14

96.49 ± 1.03***

87.88 ± 1.36*

8.66 ± 0.56

5.6±0.56**

NA

1.50±2.42***

80.20±1.91*

50.65±0.54

6

FCNC6

65.3 ± 1.21***

93.7 ± 2.19

1.25 ± 0.23

37.67 ± 1.52

67.64 ± 1.61***

>20

11.4±0.55*

NA

3.24±2.10***

82.67±2.10*

17.07±1.73

Data denoted * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 is significant as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
Each value in the table represents a mean of triplicate experiments.
± = standard error
IR= Induction Ratio, CD = concentration required to double the enzyme activity , NA = not applicable µM = micromolar, IC50 = concentration required for 50%
inhibition, NFĸB = TNF-α activate NFκB inhibition assay, iNOS = inhibition of NO production in LPS-activated macrophage RAW 264.7 cell
Aromatase = Aromatse inhibition assay, QR1 = Quinone reductase 1 induction assay
Nα-Tosyl-Lphenylalanine chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) was used as a positive control in TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay (IC50, 3.8 µM), L-NGMonomethyl arginine citrate (L-NMMA) was used as positive control in Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells
(iNOS) inhibition assay (IC50, 25.1 µM), Naringenin was used as positive control in aromatase inhibition assay (IC 50, 0.23 µM), 4’-Bromoflavone was used as a positive control (CD,
0.01 µM) in Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) assay
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the biological activities of pure compounds isolated from F. cretica.

Bioassay grading
Serial No.

Anti-proliferative assay

Samples

(Cytotoxicity at 20 µg/mL)
MCF-7

MDA-MB-231

MCF-10A

HeLa

NFκB

iNOS

Aromatase

inhibition

inhibition

inhibition

QR1
Induction Ratio
(IR)

1

FCEE1

+++

+++

+

++

++++

+

+

++++

2

FCEK2

++

++

+

+

++

++

+

+++

3

FCEK3

++

++++

++

+

++

+

+

+++

4

FCEM4

+++

++++

+

+

+++

++++

+

+++

5

FCEN5

+

+++

+

+

+++

++++

+

+++

6

FCNC6

+++

+++

++

+

+++

++

+

++++

+ = <30% activity or IR= <0.5
++ = 30—60% activity or IR=0.5—1.5
+++ = 60—80% activity or IR=1.5—2.5
++++ = >80% activity or IR= 2.5—3.5
NFĸB = TNF-α activated NFκB inhibition assay, iNOS = inhibition of NO production in LPS-activated macrophage RAW 264.7 cell, Aromatase = Aromatse
inhibition assay, QR1 = Quinone reductase 1 induction assay
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3.4. Conclusion
Organic fractions FCN and FCE from F. cretica were found to be active in results
of most of the bioassays so these fractions were selected for further purification.
Bioassay-guide fractionation method was followed for further partitioning of
compounds in sub-fractions. A series of chromatographic experiments (normal and
reverse phase flash column chromatography) resulted in total of 28 fractions (11 from
FCN and 17 from FCE). These fractions were again subjected for biological
evaluation in anti-proliferative (cytotoxic) and cancer chemopreventive assays and on
the basis of quantity of fraction, analytical TLC and results of biological assays,
active fractions were selected for further purification. With the help of normal and
reverse phase low pressure liquid chromatography six compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2,
FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) were randomly purified from active fractions.
These compounds have different bioactivities. Overall results showed that FCEE1
was most potent against cancer cell proliferation and in NFκB inhibition assay.
FCEM4 was most active in iNOS inhibition and FCNC6 showed best activity in QR
induction assay. Overall, it was observed that for the reduction of cellular viability of
breast cancer cells, FCEE1 was the most active compound followed by FCEM4
(Table 3.5).
The current research work has established that F. cretica is a rich source of active
compounds and certainly possesses significant anticancer activity against breast
cancer cells especially against estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line
(MDA-MB-231). These compounds can be promising source for new drug discovery.
However it seems that this plant could be a good source and it still has potential to
give more biologically active compounds.
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4.1. Introduction
Natural products act as lead molecules for the synthesis of various potent drugs.
The plant‐derived compounds have a long history of clinical use, better patient
tolerance and acceptance. It is significant that over 60% of currently used anticancer
agents are derived in one way or another from 25,000 plant species and 600 are for
oncological use having played and continue to play a dominant role in the discovery
of leads for the development of conventional drugs (Cragg et al., 1997). Despite
major scientific and technological progress in combinatorial chemistry, anticancer
agents derived from medicinal plants still make an enormous contribution to drug
discovery. Recently, the pharmaceutical industry has moved back to the isolation of
therapeutic compounds from natural products due to the lack of leads from highthroughput chemistry and the successes experienced in the past with natural products
(Harvey, 2008). In fact, modern drug discovery is reverting to a back to basics
approach due to the success seen with drug development from natural products in the
past (Harvey, 2008). Anticancer drug development in particular has experienced
success from natural product chemistry. For example, the widely used
chemotherapeutic compounds paclitaxel, vinblastine and etoposide were all derived
from plants (Newman and Cragg, 2007).
Natural product drug discovery represents a field of research encompassing a wide
range of disciplines that fall under the umbrella term pharmacognosy. It begins with
identification of a potential therapeutic source, such as a plant or herb. Analytical and
structural chemistry have provided the tools to purify various compounds and to
determine their structures, which in turn has given insights into their action on the
human body. Methodologies such as bioassay-guided fractionation are used to isolate
compounds of interest from complex mixtures. Pure active compounds can be
characterized structurally using analytical techniques such as mass spectrometry
(MS), tandem mass spectrometry (MS-MS), X-ray crystallography and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) (Sarker et al., 2006).
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to characterize the isolated
compounds from F. cretica. In the previous chapter, it was described that six
compounds were isolated from F. cretica through an extensive screening process by
utilizing anti-proliferative (cytotoxic) and cancer chemopreventive bioassays. Anti-
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proliferative assay was performed against MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line),
MCF-10A (non-tumorigenic human breast epithelial cell line) and HeLa (cervical
cancer cell line). In this chapter, characterization of the isolated compounds was
carried out by using 1D-NMR and 2D-NMR techniques.
In this chapter, we will test the hypothesis that purified compounds isolated from
column chromatography of F. cretica would have interesting structures belonging to
different classes of chemical compounds having diverse activities.

4.2. Materials and Methods
For the characterization of isolated compounds, a series of one-dimensional and
two dimensional NMR experiments were conducted by using Bruker Avance-400
MHz NMR spectrometer at the College of Pharmacy, University of Hawaii at Hilo,
USA.
4.2.1. Sample preparation for NMR spectroscopy
Isolated compounds were dried and then NMR samples were prepared using
deuterated solvents in Norell NMR tubes. To remove any undissolved sample,
particulates, dust etc. from the sample solution, Pasteur pipette equipped with cotton
wool plug that discharges into an NMR tube was used. Details of the quantity of each
sample and solvent used for NMR are given in table below (Table 4.1).
4.2.2. Sample preparation for mass spectrometry (MS)
All the samples for MS were prepared in methanol (final concentration 10 µg/mL)
and direct injection method was used.
Table 4.1: Details of compounds isolated from F. cretica (solvents and quantity of
the compounds) for NMR.
Serial no.

Compound name

Solvent

Quantity

1.

FCEE1

DMSO-d6

13.0 mg

2.

FCEK2

Methanol-d4

15 mg

3.

FCEK3

DMSO-d6

5 mg

4.

FCEM4

Methanol-d4

8 mg

5.

FCEN5

Methanol-d4

7.5 mg

6.

FCNC6

Chloroform-d

15.0 mg
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4.3. Results
All NMR measurements were recorded by using Bruker Avance-400 MHz NMR
spectrometer at College of Pharmacy, University of Hawaii at Hilo, USA. Structures
of compounds were assigned with the help of Dr. Leng Chee Chang, Assistant
Professor, College of Pharmacy, University of Hawaii at Hilo, USA.
Structural assignments were based on spectra resulting from one or more of the
following one dimensional or two dimensional NMR experiments: 1H,

13

C, 1H-13C

heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC), 1H-13C heteronuclear multiple
bond correlation (HMBC), 1H‐1H correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and Nuclear
Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY). Spectra of pure compounds were
processed by using Bruker 1D-NMR or 2D-NMR software. The structures of the
compounds were confirmed by comparison of their spectroscopic data with reference
data from available literature. MS spectrum was also recorded to confirm the
molecular weight of the compounds.
4.3.1. Structure elucidation of FCEE1
Compound FCEE1 was isolated as white amorphous powder and its molecular
formula was determined as C30H46O5 (m/z 486).
1

H and

13

C NMR analysis of FCEE1 indicated its triterpenoid nature. The 1H

NMR spectrum of FCEE1 (Table 4.2) displayed characteristic signals for six methyl
groups (H 0.69, 0.89, 0.91, 0.82, 0.85 and 0.90). In 1H NMR, characteristic ursanetype signals were observed at H 0.85 and 0.90. 1H NMR spectrum of FCEE1
indicated a methylene bearing a hydroxyl group (H 2.97) and an olefinic hydrogen
(H 5.49), which are also characteristic of an urs-12-en-28-oic acid.
13

C NMR spectra of FCEE1 showed signals for 30 carbons: six methyl groups (C

16.5, 28.5, 16.2, 18.3, 17.6 and 21.5), nine methylenes, seven methines (one
oxygenated at C 77.1) and eight quaternary carbons (C 39.5, 36.9, 38.9, 132.8, 53.8,
47.5, 176.3 and 178.5).
In 13C NMR spectra, two peaks at both C 176.3 (C-27) and 178.5 (C-28) indicated
that this compound has two carboxyl groups. All these data suggested that FCEE1
was an urs-12-en-28-oic acid. These NMR data are in agreement with the reported
ones of (3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,28-dioic acid. Hence compound FCEE1 was
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named as (3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,28-dioic acid or quinovic acid. This is a
known ursane type triterpene already reported by Tapondjou et al. (2002) and Fatima
et al. (2002).
Proposed structure for FCEE1 is given in Figure 4.1. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCEE1 is given in Figure 4.2.

13

C NMR spectrum is given in Figure 4.3. HSQC,

HMBC and COSY NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
NMR spectra of FCEE1 are described in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.1: Proposed structure of FCEE1 [(3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27, 28-dioic
acid or quinovic acid].
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Figure 4.2: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1.
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Figure 4.3: 13C NMR spectra (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1.
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Figure 4.4: HSQC (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1.
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Figure 4.5: HMBC (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1.
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Figure 4.6: COSY (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1.
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Table 4.2: 1H and 13C NMR data (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEE1, δ in ppm.
No.

δC

δH

1

39.3 CH2

1.65 m

2

27.4 CH2

1.45 m

3

77.1 CH

2.97 m

16.5 (C-23), 28.5(C-24)

4

39.5 Q

5

55.5 CH

0.61 d (12.3)

39.5 (C-4), 38.9 (C-10), 16.5 (C-23), 28.5 (C-24)

6

18.4 CH2

1.27 m, 1.49 m

7

36.3 CH2

1.22 m, 1.70 m

8

36.9 Q

9

46.3 CH

10

38.9 Q

11

22.8 CH2

1.92 m

12

128.1 CH

5.49 d (3.6)

13

132.8 Q

14

53.8 Q

15

27.2 CH2

1.49 m

16

24.2 CH2

1.59 m, 1.91m

17

47.5 Q

18

55.1 CH

2.14 m

2.20 m

HMBC

16.2 (C-25), 38.9 (C-10), 22.8 (C-11), 36.9 (C-8)

22.8 (C-11), 46.3 (C-9), 53.8 (C-14)

47.5 (C-17), 36.9 (C-22), 36.7 (C-19), 178.5 (C-28),
128. 1 (C-12), 132.8 (C-13)

19

36.7 CH

1.15 m

20

36.9 CH

0.90 m

21

30.2 CH2

1.21 m, 1.42 m

22

36.9 CH2

1.60 m

23

16.5 CH3

0.69 s

77.1 (C-3), 55.5 (C-5), 39.5 (C-4), 28.5 (C-24)

24

28.5 CH3

0.89 s

77.1 (C-3), 55.5 (C-5), 39.5 (C-4), 16.5 (C-23)

25

16.2 CH3

0.91 s

46.3 (C-9)

26

18.3 CH3

0.82 s

46.3 (C-9), 53.8 (C-14), 39.4 (C-8)

27

176.3 Q

28

178.5 Q

29

17.6 CH3

0.85 d (5.9)

36.7 (C-19)

30

21.5 CH3

0.90 d ( 6.5)
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4.3.2. Structure elucidation of FCEK2
Compound FCEK2 was isolated as white crystalline powder and its molecular
formula was determined as C36H56O10 (m/z 648). The mass spectrum of FCEK2 gave
ion species at m/z 648 [M-H]- (quasi-molecular ion) and 603 [(M-H)-COO]. The m/z
486 peak (aglycone ion) corresponded to the loss of a glucose unit from the m/z 648,
whereas the peaks at m/z 441 and 425 corresponded to the loss of a glucose unit with
and without the glycosidic oxygen from the fragment at m/z 603.
1

H and

13

C NMR analysis of FCEK2 indicated its triterpenoid nature. The 1H

NMR spectrum of FCEK2 (Table 4.3) displayed characteristic signals for six methyl
groups (H 0.86, 1.05, 1.00, 0.92, 0.93 and 0.95). In 1H NMR, characteristic ursanetype signals were observed at H 0.93 and 0.95. 1H NMR spectrum of FCEK2
indicated a methylene bearing a hydroxyl group (H 3.18) and an olefinic hydrogen
(H 5.64), which are also characteristic of an urs-12-en-28-oic acid.
13

C NMR spectra of FCEK2 showed signals for 30 carbons: six methyl groups (C

17.9, 29.3, 17.1, 19.9, 19.1 and 22.3), nine methylenes, seven methines (one
oxygenated at C 90.7), and eight quaternary carbons (C 41.2, 41.5, 38.8, 133.9, 57.3,
49.5, 179.1 and 181.7). In 13C NMR spectra, the two peaks at C 179.1 (C-27) and C
181.7, (C-28) indicated that this compound has two carboxyl groups. The aglycone
(C30H46O5) for the glycosides FCEK2 was identified as (3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,
28-dioic acid on the basis of 1H and 13C NMR (Table 4.3).
The β-D-pyranosyl form of glucose in compounds FCEK2 was deduced from the
δ values of the anomeric protons and carbons (Table 4.3 and 4.4). The presence of a
β-glucose unit linked at the aglycone with an ether bond in compounds FCEK2 was
suggested by the 1H NMR (H 4.33) and by the

13

C NMR (C 107.4, C-1') anomeric

signals. The ether glycosidation site was shown to be at C-3 of quinovic acid by the
13

C NMR absorptions of C-3 (C 90.7), C-2 (27.3) and C-4 (41.2) which were in

agreement with a model of oleanolic acid substituted at C-3 (Pizza and De-Tommasi,
1987). In compound FCEK2, C-12 and C-13 resonated at C 130.5 and 133.9,
respectively. These values were diagnostic for the presence of an unsubstituted
carboxyl group at C-14 in a urs-12-en-27, 28 dioic acid model. The C-28 esterified
carboxyl group appeared at δC 181.7 in FCEK2 and the C-27 free carboxyl group
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resonated at δ179.1 in FCEK2. In addition, in the 1H NMR spectra the H-12
resonance at δH 5.64 is also an indication that compounds FCEK2 is a glycoside.
These NMR data are in agreement with the reported ones of quinovic acid-3-O-D-glycopyranoside. Hence compound was named as quinovic acid-3-O--Dglycopyranoside. This is a known ursane type triterpene already reported by Aquino
et al. (1989).
Proposed structure for FCEK2 is given in Figure 4.7. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCEK2 is given in Figure 4.8.

13

C NMR spectrum is given in Figure 4.9. HSQC,

HMBC and COSY NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12,
respectively. These spectra are described in Table 4.3 and 4.4.

Figure

4.7:

Proposed

structure

of

FCEK2

[quinovic

acid-3-O--D-

glycopyranoside].
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Figure 4.8: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2.
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Figure 4.9: 13C NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2.
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Figure 4.10: HSQC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2.
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Figure 4.11: HMBC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2.
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Figure 4.12: COSY (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2.
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Table 4.3: 1H and 13C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEK2, δ in ppm.
No

δC

δH

1

40.7 CH2

1.66 m

2

27.3 CH2

2.07 m, 1.68 m

3

90.7 CH

3.18 m

4

41.2 Q

5

58.1 CH

0.79 d (11.8)

6

20.1 CH2

1.54 m, 1.47 m

7

37.9 CH2

1.22 m, 1.70 m

8

41.5 Q

9

48.9 CH

10

38.8 Q

11

24.7 CH2

1.95 m

12

130.5 CH

5.64 m

13

133.9 Q

14

57.3 Q

15

26.5 CH2

1.75 m

16

27.9 CH2

1.75 m, 1.95 m

17

49.5 Q

18

56.3 CH

2.28 m

19

40.9 CH

1.78 m

20

39.1 CH

1.76 m

21

32.0 CH2

1.27 m, 1.48 m

22

38.4 CH2

1.63 m

23

17.9 CH3

0.86 s

90.7 (C-3), 58.1 (C-5), 41.2 (C-4), 29.3 (C-24)

24

29.3 CH3

1.05 s

90.7 (C-3), 58.1 (C-5), 41.2 (C-4), 17.9 (C-23)

25

17.1 CH3

1.00 s

38.8 (C-10), 40.7 (C-1), 48.9 (C-9), 58.1 (C-5)

26

19.9 CH3

0.92 s

48.9 (C-9), 57.3 (C-14), 41.5 (C-8)

27

179.1 Q

28

181.7 Q

29

19.1 CH3

0.93 d (5.9)

40.5 (C-19), 39.1 (C-20)

30

22.3 CH3

0.95 d (7.0)

HMBC

17.9 (C-23), 29.3 (C-24), 41.2 (C-4), 107.4 (C-1)

41.2 (C-4), 38.8 (C-10), 17.9 (C-23), 29.3 (C-24)

2.26 m

24.7 (C-11), 48.9 (C-9), 57.3 (C-14), 179.1 (C-27)

49.5 (C-17), 40.5 (C-19), 181.7 (C-28), 130. 5 (C-12),
133.9 (C-13), 57.3 (C-14), 19.1 (C-29)
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Table 4.4: 1H and

13

C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of sugar mioty in

FCEK2, δ in ppm.
Glucose at C-3
No

δC

δH

HMBC

1

107.4 CH

4.33 d (8.6)

90.7 (C-3), 79.1 (C-3)

2

76.5 CH

3.21 m

3

79.1 CH

3.38 m

4

72.4 CH

3.31 m

5

78.5 CH

3.29 m

6

63.6 CH

3.88 dd (2.72, 12.4), 3.69
dd ( 4.84, 12.4)

78.5 (C-5), 72.4 (C-4)

4.3.3. Structure elucidation of FCEK3
Compound FCEK3 was isolated as white amorphous powder and its molecular
formula was determined as C35H60O6 (m/z 576.85).
The 1H NMR spectrum of FCEK3 (Table 4.5 and 4.6) displayed characteristic
signals of six methyl groups (δH 0.71, 1.04, 0.95, 0.94, 0.82 and 0.86). In 1H NMR
spectrum, an olefinic methine (δH 5.36) and an oxygenated methine (δH 3.69) signals
were also observed.

13

C NMR spectrum of FCEK3 indicated presence of 29 carbon

signals: six methyl groups (δC 12.1, 19.8, 18.9, 19.9, 19.2 and 12.3), eleven
methylenes, nine methines (one olefinic methine at δC 122.4 (C-6) and one
oxygenated methine at δC 79.5 (C-3)) and three quaternary carbons (δC 140.7, 37.1 and
42.7 at C-5, C-10 and C-13, respectively). The sugar signals in FCEK3 were
identified as D-glucopyranose with β-glycosidic linkage and it was concluded that
compound FCEK3 is a sterol. These NMR data of FCEK3 are in agreement with the
reported ones of β-sitosterol 3-O-β-D-glucopyranoside (Mouffok et al., 2012; Yoo et
al., 2006). Hence compound FCEK3 was named as β-sitosterol 3-O-β-Dglucopyranoside.
Proposed structure for FCEK3 is given in Figure 4.13. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCEK3 is given in Figure 4.14.

13

C NMR spectrum is given in Figure 4.15. HSQC

and HMBC NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4.16 and 4.17, respectively. These
spectra are described in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.13: Proposed structure of FCEK3 [β-sitosterol 3-O-β-D-glucopyranoside].
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Figure 4.14: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEK3.
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Figure 4.15: 13C NMR spectra (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEK3.
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Figure 4.16: HSQC (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEK3.
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Figure 4.17: HMBC (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEK3.
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Table 4.5: 1H and 13C NMR data (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of FCEK3, δ in ppm.
No.

δC

δH

1

37.6 CH2

1.85 m

2

29.9 CH2

1.93 m

3

79.5 CH

3.69 m

4

39.0 CH2

2.38 t (10.0)

5

140.7 Q

6

122.4 CH

5.36 d (5.0)

7

32.3 CH2

1.47 m

8

32.3 CH

1.98 m

9

50.6 CH

0.95 m

10

37.1 Q

11

21.2 CH2

1.50 m

12

40.8 CH2

2.05 m

13

42.7 Q

14

57.2 CH

15

24.6 CH2

1.53 m

16

28.6 CH2

1.85 m

17

56.4 CH

1.14 m

18

12.1 CH3

0.71 s

19

19.8 CH3

1.04 s

20

36.5 CH

1.27 m

21

18.9 CH3

0.95 d (5.1)

22

34.3 CH2

1.26 m

23

26.4 CH2

1.19 m

24

46.2 CH

0.93 m

25

29.5 CH

1.53 m

26

19.9 CH3

0.94 d (5.3)

27

19.2 CH3

0.82 d (6.9)

28

23.4 CH2

1.26 m

29

12.3 CH3

0.86 t (7.4)
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13

C NMR data (400 MHz, in DMSO-d6) of sugar moiety in

Sugar at C-3
No.

δC

δH

1

101.5 CH

4.41 d (7.9)

2

74.0 CH

3.23 t (7.9)

3

76.9 CH

3.42 t (7.9)

4

70.7 CH

3.42 m

5

76.3 CH

3.29 m

6

62.2 CH2

3.75 dd (10.0)

4.3.4. Structure elucidation of FCEM4
Compound FCEM4 was isolated as white amorphous powder and its molecular
formula was determined as C47H76O12 (m/z: 833.5423). Daughter ions at m/z 603.28,
439.25 and 366.286 were also observed.
1

H and 13C NMR experiments demonstrated that FCEM4 comprised of a steroidal

skeleton in the aglycon moiety. Based on the peak assignments data, FCEM4 showed
some resemblance in chemical shift values of 1H (δH) and

13

C (δC), which are in

agreement with the previously reported data (Abdel Sattar et al., 2008). The complete
set of 1H and 13C NMR data for the aglycon part of FCEM4 are summarized in Table
4.7.
The 1H and 13C NMR spectra showed the presence of two side chains "a” and “b.
Each side chain consists of one methylene (δH 3.67, δC 59.9), one methine (δH 5.4, δC
126.8), two quaternary carbons (δC 174.8 and 131.2) and two methyl groups (δH 0.88,
0.94; δC 15.8, 19.7) with unsaturated double bonds between C-3 and C-4, which is
further evident from their high chemical shift values in 1H and 13C NMR spectra. Two
anomeric protons signals were detected in the 1H and

13

C-NMR spectra, which

appeared at δH 4.32 and 5.38 and correspond to anomeric carbons at δC 104.7 and 93.7
respectively (Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10) suggesting the presence of two sugar moieties
in the chemical structure of the glycoside.
The chemical shift values of 1H- and 13C-NMR data for the glycon part of seponin
are summarised in Table 4.9. Based on these observed signals and the reported data
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(Abdel-Sattar et al., 2008), it is suggested that the FCEM4 contains two sugar
moieties. Inter glycosidic linkages and points of attachment of the saccharide chain to
aglycon were established by HMBC experiments.
13

The

C NMR experiment exhibited a total of 47 carbon signals, of which 11

corresponded to methyl carbons, 12 to methylene carbons, 18 to methine carbons, and
6 to quaternary carbons, corresponding to a glycoside carrying two sugar moieties
with molecular formula represented as C47H76O12. From this data, the structure of
FCEM4

was

established

as

12-(4-methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)-20-(4-methyl-pent(1→4)-3-

3enoyloxy)3β,12β,20β-trihydroxy-pregnan-3-ylO-β-D-cymapyranosyl
methoxy-6-deoxy-β-D-glucopyranoside.

Proposed structure for FCEM4 is given in Figure 4.18. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCEM4 is given in Figure 4.19. HSQC, HMBC and COSY NMR spectra are shown
in Figure 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22, respectively. These spectra are described in Table 4.7,
4.8 and 4.9.
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Figure 4.18: Proposed structure of FCEM4 [12-(4-methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)-20-(4methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)3β,12β,20β-trihydroxy-pregnan-3-ylO-β-D-cymapyranosyl
(1→4)-3-methoxy-6-deoxy-β-D-glucopyranoside].
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Figure 4.19: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEM4.
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Figure 4.20: HSQC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEM4.
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Figure 4.21: HMBC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEM4.
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Figure 4.22: COSY (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEM4.
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13

C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of aglycon moiety of

FCEM4, δ in ppm.
No.

δC

δH

1

35.4 CH2

1.23 m

2

28.8 CH2

1.49 m

3

74.1 CH

3.13 m

4

37.4 CH2

1.74 m

5

55.7 CH

1.23 m

6

24.6 CH2

1.72 m

7

30.4 CH2

1.22 m

8

37.1 CH

1.68 m

9

48.6 CH

1.23 m

10

35.5 Q

11

21.5 CH2

2.05 m

12

89.1 CH

3.13 m

13

55.0 Q

14

53.0 CH

2.26 m

15

17.0 CH2

1.49 m

16

21.5 CH2

1.90 m

17

53.0 CH

2.26 m

18

14.8 CH3

0.79 s

19

17.2 CH3

0.83 s

20

72.3 CH

3.33 m

21

21.5 CH3

1.04 d (7.51)
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Table 4.8: 1H and

13

C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of side chains of

aglycon moiety of FCEM4, δ in ppm.
Side chain “a” at C-20
No.

δC

δH

1a

174.8 Q

2a

59.9 CH2

3.67 dd (12.63)

3a

126.8 CH

5.40 m

4a

131.2 Q

5a

15.8 CH3

0.89 m

6a

19.7 CH3

0.94 m

Side chain “b” at C-12

Table 4.9: 1H and

13

No.

δC

δH

1b

174.4 Q

2b

63.2 CH2

3.84 dd (12.63)

3b

127.4 CH2

5.60 m

4b

131.2 Q

5b

17.0 CH3

0.88 m

6b

20.2 CH3

0.91 m

C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of sugar moieties of

FCEM4, δ in ppm.
Allopyranose

No.

Cymaropyranose

No.
δC

δH

δC

δH

1

104.7 CH

4.32 d (8.06)

1

93.7 CH

5.38 d (8.06)

2

75.1 CH

3.33 m

2

34.7 CH2

1.72 m

3

79.7 CH

4.05 t (7.87)

3

73.8 CH

3.26 m

4

75.7 CH

3.40 m

4

74.1 CH

3.43 t (9.06)

5

74.2 CH

3.41 m

5

37.2 CH

3.39 m

6

14.2 CH3

1.04 dd (7.51)

6

14.7 CH3

1.01 dd (10.25)

OCH3

67.2 CH3

3.34 s

OCH3

69.8 CH3

3.34 s
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4.3.5. Structure elucidation of FCEN5
Compound FCEN5 was isolated as white crystalline powder and its molecular
formula was determined to be C42H66O15 (m/z 810).
The mass spectra of FCEN5 showed a quasi-molecular ion at m/z 810 [M-H]- and
two peaks at m/z 648 and 631 which were interpreted as the cleavage of a glucose
moiety with and without the glycosidic oxygen. The facile decarboxylation from the
m/z 648 and 631 fragments led to the peaks at m/z 603 and 587. Other fragments were
observed at m/z 441 and 425 corresponding to the loss of a further glucose unit.
1

H and

13

C NMR analysis of FCEN5 indicated its triterpenoid nature. The 1H

NMR spectrum of FCEN5 (Table 4.10) displayed characteristic signals for six methyl
groups (H 0.86, 1.05, 1.00, 0.92, 0.93 and 0.95). In 1H NMR, characteristic ursanetype signals were observed at H 0.93 and 0.95. 1H NMR spectrum of FCEN5
indicated a methylene bearing a hydroxyl group (H 3.18) and an olefinic hydrogen
(H 5.76) which is also characteristic of an urs-12-en-28-oic acid.
13

C NMR spectra of FCEN5 showed signals for 30 carbons: six methyl groups (C

17.9, 29.3, 17.7, 19.9, 19.0 and 22.3), nine methylenes, seven methines (one
oxygenated at C 91.5) and eight quaternary carbons (C 41.2, 41.5, 38.8, 135.1, 57.4,
50.3, 178.1 and 182.0). In 13C NMR spectra, the two peaks at (C 178.1, C-27 and
182.0, C-28) indicated that this compound has two carboxyl groups. The aglycone
(m/z C30H46O5) for the glycosides FCEN5 was identified as (3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12ene-27,28-dioic acid on the basis of 1H and 13C NMR (Table 4.10).
The β-D-pyranosyl form of glucose in compounds FCEN5 was deduced from the
δ values of the anomeric protons and carbons (Table 4.11). The presence of a βglucose unit linked at the aglycone with an ether bond in compound FCEN5 was
suggested by the 1H NMR (H 4.33) and by the

13

C NMR (C 107.4, C-1') anomeric

signals. The presence of a further β-glucose unit linked at a carboxyl group (C-28) of
the aglycone in FCEN5 was consistent with the 1HNMR anomeric signal at δH 4.33
(d, J=7.5 Hz) and in full agreement with the observed carbon resonance of C-I" at δC
95.8. The ether glycosidation site was shown to be at C-3 of quinovic acid by the 13C
NMR absorptions of C-3 (C 91.5), C-2 (27.3) and C-4 (41.2) which were in
agreement with a model of oleanolic acid substituted at C-3 (Pizza and De-Tommasi,
1987). In compound FCEN5, C-12 and C-13 resonated at C 131.1 and 135.1,
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respectively. These values were diagnostic for the presence of an unsubstituted
carboxyl group at C-14 in a urs-12-en-27, 28 dioic acid model. The C-28 esterified
carboxyl group appeared at δC 182.0 in FCEN5 and the C-27 free carboxyl group
resonated at δ178.1 in FCEN5. In addition, in the 1H NMR spectra the H-12
resonance at δH 5.76 is also an indication that compounds FCEN5 is a glycoside. The
β-nature of attached sugar was deduced from the 1H NMR anomeric signals at δH
4.33.
These NMR data are in agreement with the reported ones of Quinovic acid-3β-Oβ-D-glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester. Hence compound was named
as Quinovic acid-3β-O-β-D-glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester. This
is a known ursane type triterpene already reported by Tapondjou et al. (2002) and
Fatima et al. (2002).
Proposed structure for FCEN5 is given in Figure 4.23. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCEN5 is given in Figure 4.24.

13

C NMR spectrum is given in Figure 4.25. HSQC

and HMBC NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4.26 and 4.27, respectively. These
spectra are described in Table 4.10 and 4.11.

Figure

4.23:

Proposed

structure

of

FCEN5

[Quinovic

acid-3β-O-β-D-

glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester].
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Figure 4.24: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEN5.
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Figure 4.25: 13C NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEN5.
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Figure 4.26: HSQC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEN5.
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Figure 4.27: HMBC (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEN5.
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Table 4.10: 1H and 13C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of FCEN5, δ in ppm.
No.

δC

δH

1

40.8 CH2

1.65 m

2

27.3 CH2

2.07 m, 1.68 m

3

91.5 CH

3.18 m

17.9 (C-23), 29.3 (C-24), 41.2 (C-4), 107.4 (C-1)

4

41.2 Q

5

58.1 CH

0.79 d (11.8)

41.2 (C-4), 38.8 (C-10), 17.9 (C-23), 29.3 (C-24)

6

20.1 CH2

1.54 m, 1.47 m

7

38.6 CH2

1.22 m, 1.70 m

8

41.5 Q

9

48.8 CH

10

38.8 Q

11

24.7 CH2

1.95 m

12

131.1 CH

5.76 m

13

135.1 Q

14

57.4 Q

15

26.5 CH2

1.75 m

16

27.9 CH2

1.75 m, 1.95 m

17

50.3 Q

18

56.3 CH

2.28 m

19

40.9 CH

1.78 m

20

39.1 CH

1.76 m

21

32.0 CH2

1.27 m, 1.48 m

22

38.4 CH2

1.63 m

23

17.9 CH3

0.86 s

91.5 (C-3), 58.1 (C-5), 41.2 (C-4), 29.3 (C-24)

24

29.3 CH3

1.05 s

91.5 (C-3), 58.1 (C-5), 41.2 (C-4), 17.9 (C-23)

25

17.7 CH3

1.00 s

38.8 (C-10), 40.8 (C-1), 48.8 (C-9), 58.1 (C-5)

26

19.9 CH3

0.92 s

48.8 (C-9), 57.4 (C-14), 41.5 (C-8)

27

178.1Q

28

182.0 Q

29

19.0 CH3

0.93 d (5.9)

40.9 (C-19), 39.1 (C-20)

30

22.3 CH3

0.95 d (7.0)

HMBC

2.26 m

24.7 (C-11), 48.8 (C-9), 57.4 (C-14), 178.1 (C-27)

50.3 (C-17), 40.9 (C-19), 182.0 (C-28), 131. 1 (C-12),
135.1 (C-13), 57.4 (C-14), 19.0 (C-29)
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Table 4.11: 1H and

13

C NMR data (400 MHz, in Methanol-d4) of sugar at C-3 in

FCEN5, δ in ppm.
Glucose at C-3
No.

δC

δH

HMBC

1

107.4 CH

4.33 d (8.6)

91.5 (C-3), 79.1 (C-3)

2

76.5 CH

3.21 m

3

79.1 CH

3.38 m

4

72.4 CH

3.31 m

5

78.5 CH

3.29 m

6

63.6 CH

3.88 dd (2.72, 12.4), 3.69 dd (4.84,
12.4)

78.5 (C-5), 72.4 (C-4)

4.3.6. Structure elucidation of FCNC6
Compound FCNC6 was isolated as white crystalline (needle like) powder and its
molecular formula was determined to be C29H48O (m/z 412.69).
The 1H NMR spectrum of FCNC6 (Table 4.12) showed characteristic signals of
six methyl groups i.e. two methyl sinlgets at δH 0.69 and 1.02; three methyl doublets
that appeared at δH 0.93, 0.85 and 0.83 and a methyl triplet at δH 0.87. The 1H NMR
has revealed the existence of signals for olefinic proton at δH 5.35 which corresponds
to C-6. Angular methyl proton at δH 0.69 and 1.02 corresponds to C-18 and C-19
proton, respectively.
13

C NMR spectrum of FCNC6 indicated presence of 29 carbon signals: six methyl

groups (δC 11.9, 19.8, 21.1, 21.4, 20.1 and 12.0), nine methylenes, eleven methines
(one olefinic methine at δC 121.7 (C-6) and one oxygenated methine at δC 71.8, (C-3))
and three quaternary carbons (δC 140.7, 36.5 and 42.3 at C-5, C-10 and C-13,
respectively). The

13

CNMR has shown recognizable signals at δC 140.7 and 121.7

which are assigned to C-5 and C-6 double bonds respectively. Other olefinic carbons
of FCNC6 appeared at δC 138.5 and 129.5 for C-22 and C-23. The signals at δC 11.9
and 19.8 correspond to angular carbon atoms C-18 and C-19, respectively. NMR
spectra of FCNC6 showed significant carbon signal for the C-3 attached to a hydroxyl
group at δC 71.8.
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All the spectral data for FCNC6 supported the presence of sterol skeleton having a
hydroxyl group at C-3 position with two double bonds at C-5/C-6 and C-22/C-23 with
six methyl groups which was supported by the key COSY and HMBC correlations.
Thus, the structure of FCNC6 was assigned as 3β-Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22cholestadiene or (22E)-stigmasta-5,22-dien-3β-ol (stigmasterol), which is a known
compound. These spectral data are consistent to the reported literature values of
stigmasterol (Habib et al., 2007; Jamal et al., 2009).
Proposed structure for FCNC6 is given in Figure 4.28. 1H NMR spectrum of
FCNC6 is given in Figure 4.29.

13

C NMR spectrum is given in Figure 4.30. HSQC,

HMBC and COSY NMR spectra are shown in Figure 4.31, 4.32 and 4.33,
respectively. These spectra are described in Table 4.12.

Figure

4.28:

Proposed

structure

of

FCNC6

[3β-Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-

cholestadiene or stigmasterol].

.
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Figure 4.29: 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6.
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Figure 4.30: 13C NMR spectra (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6.
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Figure 4.31: HSQC (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6.
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Figure 4.32: HMBC (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6.
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Figure 4.33: COSY (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6.
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Table 4.12: 1H and 13C NMR data (400 MHz, in Chloroform-d) of FCNC6, δ in ppm.
No.

δC

δH

1

37.2 CH2

2

31.6 CH2

3

71.8 CH

4

42.3 CH2

5

140.7 Q

6

121.7 CH

7

31.9 CH2

8

33.9 CH

9

50.1 CH

10

36.5 Q

11

21.1 CH2

12

39.7 CH2

13

42.3 Q

14

56.7 CH

15

23.1 CH2

16

29.1 CH2

17

56.3 CH

18

11.9 CH3

0.69 s

19

19.8 CH3

1.02 s

20

40.7 CH

21

21.1 CH3

0.93 d (6.6)

22

138.5 CH

5.16 dd (15.6)

23

129.5 CH

5.02 dd (15.6)

24

45.8 CH

25

31.9 CH

26

21.4 CH3

0.85 d (6.6)

27

20.1 CH3

0.83 d (7.0)

28

25.6 CH2

29

12.0 CH3

5.35 d (6.1)

0.87 t (7.7)
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4.4. Conclusion
It is well documented in traditional medicine that F. cretica is used for treatment
of different ailments. In the present study, a total of six compounds were isolated from
F.cretica through bioassay guided fractionation method.
All the isolated compounds have been successfully characterized. Structural
assignments were based on spectra resulting from one or more of the following onedimensional or two dimensional NMR experiments: 1H,

13

C, HSQC, HMBC and

COSY. The structures of the compounds were confirmed by comparison of their
spectroscopic data with reference data from available literatures.
Among these six compounds, one compound (FCEE1) is a triterpene acid, two
compounds (FCEK2 and FCEN5) belong to the triterpene seponin class, one
compound FCEM4 belongs to steroidal seponin class and two compounds (FCEK3
and FCNC6) belong to phytosterol class of chemical compounds (Table 4.13). Two of
the triterpenes (FCEK2 and FCEN5) are ursane type triterpne seponins and contain
sugar moieties.
All the isolated compounds are already known compounds but none of these
compounds are reported/isolated from this particular plant species F. cretica. So, all
these compounds are being reported for the first time from F. cretica.
Table 4.13: Details of compounds isolated from F. cretica (solvents and quantity of
the compounds) for NMR.
Serial
no.

Compound code

Compound name

Class

1.

FCEE1

((3β)-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27, 28-dioic
acid or quinovic acid

Triterpene acid

2.

FCEK2

quinovic acid-3-O--D-glycopyranoside

Triterpene seponin

3.

FCEK3

Phytosterol

4.

FCEM4

5.

FCEN5

β-sitosterol 3-O-β-D-glucopyranoside
12-(4-methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)-20-(4methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)3β,12β,20βtrihydroxy-pregnan-3-ylO-β-Dcymapyranosyl (1→4)-3-methoxy-6-deoxyβ-D-glucopyranoside
Quinovic acid-3β-O-β-D-glucopyranosyl(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester

6.

FCNC6

3β-Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-cholestadiene

Steroidal seponin

Triterpene seponin
Phytosterol
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5.1. Introduction
Cancer cells exhibit many characteristics that distinguish them from healthy cells
and in fact many of these unique molecular features provide potential targets for
therapy. One important difference of a cancer cell is that they exhibit heightened
proliferation (increased replicative capacity), which ultimately, is responsible for
tumor formation. Therefore, cancer cells are susceptible to stresses that affect cell
cycle progression such as DNA damage. With respect to DNA damage, activation of
the DNA damage response and subsequent DNA repair mechanisms confers cell
survival. Many cancers exhibit mutations within the DNA repair system and
consequently struggle to repair radio or chemotherapy induced DNA damage,
ultimately leading to apoptotic cell death. When cellular DNA damage is too great to
repair, initiation of the apoptotic machinery ensures organism survival by removing
potentially tumorigenic cells. This principle is exploitable for cancer therapy because
an increased proliferation rate exposes DNA from the protection of histones during
replication, making the cell susceptible to DNA damaging agents and subsequently to
growth inhibition by cell cycle arrest and cell death by apoptosis (Helleday et al.,
2008). Loss of cell cycle inhibition and increased cycling rate is also a target for
cancer treatment. For example, cisplatin, a platinum based DNA inter and/or intrastrand cross-linking agent is widely used in cancer chemotherapy and is effective by
inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in cancer cells by stalling of replication forks.
This in turn activates DNA damage response signaling leading to cell cycle inhibition
and protection from further DNA damage (Ashkenazi, 2008).
The eukaryotic cell cycle involves four sequential phases that go from quiescence
(G0-phase) to proliferation (G1, S, G2 and M phases) and back to quiescence. It is
regulated by formation of phase specific cyclin/CDK complexes that allow
progression through cell cycle checkpoints. Progression through each cell cycle phase
and transition from one phase to the next (G1/S-phase, S/G2-phase and G2/M-phase)
are monitored by sensor mechanisms, called checkpoints, which maintain the accurate
sequence of events and are discussed in detail in chapter 1 (Elledge, 1996).
Cell cycle arrest and apoptosis are two major targets for cancer chemotherapy as
they allow for reduced tumor growth (and disease progression) and the removal of
mutant cells in a controlled, non-damaging manner.
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In the previous chapters, it is demonstrated that crude extract (FCC), fractions
(FCN and FCE) and pure compounds from F. cretica can reduce viability of human
breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) in a dose dependent manner in vitro.
This chapter aims to describe ability of pure compounds to reduce viability of
human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) in a dose as well as time
dependent manner (after 24, 48 and 72 hours time interval). The limitations of the
anti-proliferative assay mean that it is not possible to determine the action that results
in loss of cell viability thus further investigations were required to elucidate the
mechanism of apparent loss of viability. In order to understand how pure compounds’
treatment reduces cell viability, the cell cycle and induction of apoptosis with the help
of flow cytometer were investigated.
In this chapter, we will test the hypotheses that purified compounds isolated from
F. cretica would reduce viability of human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDAMB-231) in a dose and time dependent manner. Purified compounds would affect the
distribution of cells in different phases of cell cycle and induce apoptosis.

5.2. Material and Methods
Cell culture methodology was already explained in detail in chapter 2.
5.2.1. Human cell lines collection
5.2.1.1. MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line)
MCF-7 (ATCC HTB-22, estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line) cells
were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotic penicillin G
sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL).
5.2.1.2. MDA-MB-231 (estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line)
MDA-MB-231 (ATCC HTB-26, estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell
line) cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotic
penicillin G sodium (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL).
5.2.2. Anti-Proliferative Assay (SRB)
To investigate the ability of pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4,
FCEN5 and FCNC6) to reduce viability of human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231) in a dose as well as time dependent manner, anti-proliferative
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sulforhodamine B assay (SRB) was performed. SRB assay was performed according
to Mi et al. (2001) and described in detail previously in chapter 2. A serial dilution of
eight concentrations (0.39, 0.78, 1.56, 3.12, 6.25, 12.5, 25 and 50 µM) for each
compound was tested. Cells were treated with up to 50 µM of each compound for up
to 72 hours prior to analysis of cell viability. Cells were incubated for various time
points i.e. 24, 48 and 72 hours and half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50 value)
was calculated.
5.2.3. Analysis of cell cycle distribution
The cell cycle status of individual cells within a population can be analyzed using
fluorescent staining coupled to flow cytometry. Flow cytometry using a fluorescence
assisted cell sorter (FACS), utilizing laser technology to detect fluorescence, has
proven to be a powerful tool in the analysis of cell cycle distribution within cell
populations. Various dyes and fluorescent tags are used to stain DNA followed by
flow cytometric analysis. The cell cycle phases are then distinguished through the
fluorescence intensity with this method. Cells with higher fluorescence intensity
contain more DNA. DNA can be stained by a number of dyes including: propidium
iodide

(PI),

4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(NIM-DAPI),

Hoechst,

7-

aminoactinomycin D, mithramycin and chromomycin. Measuring fluorescence
intensity using the flow cytometer enables a quantitative analysis of cell populations
in different phases (Pozarowski and Darzynkiewicz, 2009).
NIM-DAPI is a DNA-specific probe which forms a fluorescent complex by
attaching in the minor grove of A-T rich sequences of DNA. Binding of DAPI to
DNA produces a 20-fold fluorescence enhancement, apparently due to the
displacement of water molecules from both DAPI and the minor groove (Kapuscinski,
1995).
In the present study, cell-cycle distribution was assessed by staining DNA content
of cells with NIM-DAPI solution according to the manufacturer’s instructions with
the help of Cell Lab Quanta SC flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter).
5.2.3.1. Treatment of cells with compounds
A confluent monolayer of human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231)
were seeded into a 6 cm dish at a density of 10x104 cells per mL. Cells were seeded in
a volume of 4 mL (DMEM) in each 6 cm dish for 24 hours. After 24 hours of
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incubation at 37C and 5% CO2, medium was replaced with fresh DMEM. MCF-7
and MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2,
FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) and negative control (10 % DMSO) at desired
concentration (12.5 µM) and then these were incubated for various time points (24, 48
and 72 hours).
5.2.3.2. Preparation of samples for cell cycle analysis
After treatment, medium was removed and transferred from each dish to a
separate 15 mL conical tube. Cells were washed with 2 mL sterile phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) for three times. After washing, PBS from each dish was also transferred
to respective conical tube. Cells were then detached by using 0.5 mL trypsin.
Detached cells in PBS were transferred to respective conical tube. The cell suspension
was centrifuged at 200×g for 5 minutes. After centrifugation, supernatant was
discarded and 150 mL of sterile PBS was added in each conical tube. Cell pellets were
dissolved in PBS and transferred into a 96 well plate. NIM-DAPI solution (50 µL)
was added in each well and cell cycle profile of these cells was then analyzed with the
help of Cell Lab Quanta SC flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). Cell cycle
populations were distributed according to their fluorescent profiles and data expressed
as percentage distribution of cells treated with pure compounds in different phases of
cell cycle was compared to untreated control cell population.
5.2.4. Statistical Analysis
Values obtained from experiments were expressed as means S.E.M. of triplicate
and further analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for comparison and
statistical significance was accepted for p values ˂ 0.05. Analyses were performed
using GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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5.3. Results
Bioassay systems for anticancer activity have been established using the screening
process to guide the fractionation and separation of crude extracts. Phytochemical
analysis resulted in the isolation of six compounds from F. cretica. As described
earlier in chapter 2 and chapter 3, the crude extract, potent fractions and pure
compounds from plant F. cretica showed significant cytotoxicity against two cancer
cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA MB-231). Here, pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2,
FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) were further evaluated for their
antiproliferative activity against two breast cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA MB-231) at
different time points i.e. 24, 48 and 72 hours. The aim was to determine whether these
compounds are showing selective growth inhibition and is worth further evaluation
for the mode of cell death.
5.3.1. Anti-proliferative assay (SRB)
Anti-proliferative effect of all the pure compounds isolated from F. cretica
(FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) against breast cancer cell
lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) were preliminary evaluated by using SRB assay at
different time points i.e. 24, 48 and 72 hours.
MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were exposed to up to 50 µM concentration of all
isolated compounds for 72 hours. Results indicated that after 72 hours of treatment,
compounds isolated from F. cretica specifically reduced the cell viability of breast
cancer (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) cells in a concentration as well as time dependent
manner.
Compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) reduced
viability of estrogen receptor positive (MCF-7) and estrogen receptor negative breast
cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) in a dose and time dependent manner albeit with
varying effectiveness. As already described in chapter 3 (Table 3.3), only compounds
FCEE1, FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCEN6 were found to possess relatively potent
cytotoxic activity against estrogen receptor positive MCF-7 cells. So, only these
compounds were further tested against MCF-7 cells for determination of their IC50
values at different time points i.e. 24, 48 and 72 hours against MCF-7 cells.
A serial dilution of eight concentrations (0.39, 0.78, 1.56, 3.12, 6.25, 12.5, 25 and
50 µM) for each compound was tested using SRB assay for 24, 48 and 72 hours
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treatments and half maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) value for active
compounds were calculated for each time point. The results of SRB assay (IC50 value)
against MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 after 24, 48 and 72 hours are summarized in
Figure 5.1.
FCEE1 showed strong proliferation inhibitory activity against both breast cancer
cells i.e. MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231. FCEE1 showed obvious superiority to other
isolated compounds in suppressing breast cancer cell proliferation and it reduced
viability of estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line MCF-7 cells (with an
apparent IC50 value 1.54, 0.67 and 0.02 µM after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively) as
well as estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 cells (with an
apparent IC50 value 1.92, 0.37 and 0.09 µM after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively).
FCEE1 showed a decrease in IC50 value by increasing the exposure time of breast
cancer cells (Figure 5.1).
FCEK2 showed moderate cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cell line MCF-7 (64.7 % cell survival at 50 µM after 72 hour, Table 3.3) but as
it is obvious from Figure 5.1, it showed high cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor
negative breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 (IC50 value 12.81, 11.22 and 9.92 µM
after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively).
FCEK3 exhibited less cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor positive breast cancer
cell line MCF-7 (IC50 value 16.51, 11.85 and 12.75 µM after 24, 48 and 72 hours,
respectively) as compared to estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line MDAMB-231 (IC50 value 11.2, 8.3 and 13.77 µM after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively,
Figure 5.1).
FCEM4 showed excellent proliferation inhibitory activity against estrogen
receptor positive breast cancer cell line MCF-7 (IC50 value 0.67, 0.51 and 0.11 µM
after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively) and estrogen receptor negative breast cancer
cell line MDA-MB-231 (with an apparent IC50 value 2.13, 1.45 and 0.24 µM after 24,
48 and 72 hours, respectively, Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Anti-proliferative effect (in terms of IC50 value) of compounds (FCEE1,
FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) against (a) MCF-7 cells and (b)
MDA-MB-231 cells after 24, 48 and 72 hours.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by
GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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FCEN5 showed weak proliferation inhibitory activity against estrogen receptor
positive breast cancer cell line MCF-7 (81.2% cell survival at 50 µM after 72 hour,
Table 3.3) but it showed high cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor negative breast
cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 (IC50 value 3.69, 1.19 and 0.35 µM after 24, 48 and 72
hours, respectively, Figure 5.1).
FCEN6 showed moderate cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cell line MCF-7 (IC50 value 20.93, 14.75 and 16.53 µM after 24, 48 and 72
hours, respectively) but it showed high cytotoxicity against estrogen receptor negative
breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 (IC50 value 13.22,11.27 and 10.51 µM after 24,
48 and 72 hours, respectively, Figure 5.1).
5.3.2. Analysis of cell cycle distribution
The anti-proliferative effect of all the compounds isolated from F. cretica
(FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) was evaluated by SRB
assay for their ability to specifically reduce breast cancer cell (MCF-7 and MDA-MB231) viability. The influence of compounds’ treatment on cell cycle of estrogen
receptor positive breast cancer line MCF-7 and estrogen receptor negative breast
cancer line MDA-MB-231 was determined in order to ascertain the mechanism by
which compound treatment reduces MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells’ viability. Based
on the results of SRB assay, significant anti-proliferative activity was observed
against both cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) by treatment with various
concentrations of tested compounds. Therefore, to get a fair comparison, MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with a uniform 12.5 µM concentration of FCEE1,
FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6 for up to 72 hours before cell cycle
analysis was carried out by flow cytometry using FACS. Percentage distribution of
cells in different phases of cell cycle (sub G1, Go/G1, S and G2/M) after 24, 48 and
72 hours of compounds’ treatment was quantified which is given in Figure 5.2.
Apoptotic cells often have fractional DNA content due to the fact that the
fragmented (low molecular weight) DNA undergoes extraction during the staining
procedure. Some cells also lose DNA (chromatin) by shedding apoptotic bodies.
Thus, only a fraction of the DNA remains within apoptotic cells. They are then
represented on the DNA content frequency histograms by the “sub-G1” peak.
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MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells lines were shown to have normal growth
characteristics expected under standard in vitro culture conditions. After 24, 48 and 72
hours treatment with pure compounds, the two cell lines that have undergone major
changes in cell viability (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) after compounds’ treatment also
exhibited major changes in the percentages of cells in different cell cycle phases.
As shown in Figure 5.2, compared to the control, estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cells (MCF-7) became apoptotic after 24 hours of exposure to 12.5 µM
concentration of FCEE1, as 29.43% of cells were accumulated in sub-G1 phase of cell
cycle. Same concentration of FCEE1 induced an increase in the percentage of MCF-7
cells in sub-G1 phase after 48 hours i.e. 54.36% and after 72 hours treatment,
apoptotic cells were at peak in sub-G1 phase i.e. 61.32% cells followed by a
decreased cell numbers in S and G2/M phase (Figure 5.2). In case of estrogen receptor
negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231), compared to the control, more
pronounced changes in the cell cycle profile were observed by treatment with same
concentration of FCEE1. A 15.79% of population of MDA-MB-231 cells was
accumulated in sub-G1 phase of cell cycle after 24 hours treatment which was
increased to 49.98% after 48 hours and apoptotic MDA-MB-231 cells were at peak
i.e. 67.87% after 72 hours followed by a decreased cell numbers in S and G2/M phase
(Figure 5.2). These changes in cell cycle profile indicate a potential cell cycle arrest
and these effects were time-dependent.
While studying the effect of FCEK2 on estrogen receptor positive breast cancer
cells’ (MCF-7) cell cycle, it was observed that as compared to control, cell cycle
profile of MCF-7 cells did not change much even after 72 hours of 12.5 µM FCEK2
treatment. Most of the cells were accumulated in G0/G1 and S-phase and gone
through the cell cycle successfully without showing any significant sign of apoptosis,
which is in agreement with the results of SRB assay (Table 3.3). However treatment
of FCEK2 affected the cell cycle profile of estrogen receptor negative breast cancer
cells (MDA-MB-231). After treatment with the FCEK2, an apoptotic sub-G1
population (6.18%) was observed after 24 hours which was increased with time
(19.57% after 48 hours) followed by a decreased cell numbers in S and G2/M phase
indicating time dependent cell cycle arrest (Figure 5.2).
In case of compound FCEK3, compared to the control, 24 and 48 hours of
compound treatment to estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells (MCF-7) did not
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affect the cell cycle profile too much. However, after 72 hours treatment, cell cycle
profile was changed i.e. 3.91% cells accumulated in sub-G1 phase (Figure 5.2). In
case of estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231), FCEK3
treatment changed the cell cycle profile and apoptotic cell population became
apparent as 5.88% of cells accumulated in sub-G1 phase after 24 hours which was
increased to 8.29% cells after 48 hours and up to 15.41% cells were accumulated in
sub-G1 phase after 72 hours followed by decrease of cell numbers in S-phase
indicating cell cycle arrest. After 72 hours of treatment, an increase in number of
MDA-MB-231 cells in G2/M phase was also observed i.e. 22.14% (Figure 5.2).
The effect of FCEM4 on estrogen receptor positive breast cancer MCF-7 cell
cycle progression using flow cytometry showed an increase in the population of subG1 phase from 5.15% to13.66% after 48 hours and up to 26.91% after 72 hours
incubation. The increase was consistent with a reduction in the G0/G1 phase from
49.93% to 38.23% after 48 hours and up to 23.82% after 72 hours incubation (Figure
5.2). FCEM4 treatment towards estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDAMB-231) also resulted in same response. Apoptotic population (7.3% cells in sub-G1
phase) was observed after 24 hours treatment of compound, which increased to
16.65% after 48 hours and after 72 hours this increase was up to 32.92%, indicating a
potential cell cycle arrest as there were concomitant decrease of cell population in
both S and G2/M phases compared to control (Figure 5.2).
Flow cytometry method using FACS showed that by increasing the time, FCEN5
treated estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells’ (MCF-7) cell cycle profile did
not show dramatic change in comparison to control. Only small population 2.1% cells
were accumulated in sub-G1 phase after 72 hours. Most of the MCF-7 population was
found progressing normal cell cycle (Figure 5.2). While FCEN5 treated estrogen
receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) showed an altered cell cycle
profile. Cell cycle arrest was obvious as most of MDA-MB-231 cells were
accumulated in sub-G1 phase i.e. 6.96% cells after 24 hours, 14.36% cells after 48
hours and 24.47% cells after 72 hours with a minimal change in S and G2/M phase
population (Figure 5.2).
In case of FCNC6 treated estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells (MCF-7),
cell cycle profile did not change much, only a small proportion of total population i.e.
3.48% cells were seen in sub-G1 phase after 72 hours of treatment compared to
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control i.e. 0.55% cells in sub-G1 phase (Figure 5.2). FCNC6 exposed estrogen
receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) showed a different picture.
FCNC6 treatment to MDA-MB-231 exhibited accumulation of small portion of cells
in sub-G1 phase of cell cycle and by increasing the time, sub-G1 accumulated
population increased i.e. (4.28% after 24 hours, 9.5% after 48 hours and 10.89% after
72 hours compared to control i.e. <1% (Figure 5.2).
Histograms of flow cytometric data are enclosed in appendices
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Figure 5.2: Effect of compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and
FCNC6) on cell cycle profile of *MCF-7 and **MDA-MB-231 cells after (a) 24, (b)
48 and (c) 72 hours.
Data is expressed as mean ± SD (P <0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test by
GraphPad Prism software version 5.01.
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5.4. Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated that compounds isolated from F.cretica (FCEE1,
FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) exerted anti-proliferative effects
specifically against breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells) in dose and
time dependent manner. Some of the compounds exhibited anti-proliferative effect
against one breast cancer cell line but were not cytotoxic against other. For example,
compound FCEK3 and FCEN5 were selectively cytotoxic for estrogen receptor
negative cell line (MDA-MB-231) but these compounds did not affect the viability of
estrogen receptor positive cells (MCF-7). Among compounds FCEE1 showed obvious
superiority in anti-proliferative activity followed by FCEM4 with minimum half
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50 value) as compared to others (Figure 5.1).
Overall all the six compounds are more effective against estrogen receptor negative
breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) cells.
To understand the mechanism for this apparent loss of breast cancer viability with
treatment of potent compounds, the cell cycle and induction of apoptosis were
investigated with the help of flow cytometer. Apoptotic cells were represented on the
basis of DNA content frequency histograms (generated by flow cytometer) by the
“sub-G1” peak. Typically, when cells are arrested at sub-G1 phase after DNA
damage, and not allowed to progress to S phase or mitosis, respectively, it is
advantageous to the cell because it may avoid replication on a damaged template or
the transmission of damaged genetic material to the daughter cells. Our findings
demonstrated obvious cell cycle arrest at sub-G1 phase by treatment with potent
compounds at different time intervals (Figure 5.2). Flow cytometer using FACS data
was in agreement with the results of anti-proliferative SRB assay (chapter 3, Table
3.3). Here again it was observed that for induction of apoptosis in breast cancer cells,
FCEE1 was the best compound followed by FCEM4.
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6.1. Introduction
The eukaryotic cell cycle is regulated by formation of phase-specific cyclin/CDK
complexes that allow progression through cell cycle checkpoints (Hartwell and
Kastan, 1994). DNA damage results in activation of cell cycle regulatory proteins
such as p53 and p21, which control cell cycle progression by preventing activation or
transcription of specific cyclins (Elledge, 1996). The tumor suppressor p53 can be
activated by various direct post-translational modifications such as ATM/ATRdependent phosphorylation as a result of DNA damage or indirectly such as
modification of its negative regulator MDM2. Upon activation, p53 is translocated to
the nucleus where it is transcriptionally active. An important cell cycle regulatory
protein, p21, is a p53 transcription target and is responsible for inhibiting cell cycle
progression (Waldman et al., 1995). The cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor,
p21, inhibits cyclin-CDK2/1 complexes by direct binding to these complexes and
prevents progression through cell cycle checkpoints (Xiong et al., 1993).
DNA damage-activated cell cycle arrest serves to allow DNA repair mechanisms
to repair DNA lesions and protect against possible lethal genomic mutations. Under
certain conditions, such as excessive exposure to UV light, the level of DNA damage
can exceed the repair capabilities and in order to protect the organism, the apoptotic
machinery is activated (Fridman and Lowe, 2003). The DNA repair pathways are
often dysregulated in cancers, thus providing a target for cancer therapy through an
increased susceptibility to DNA damage (Helleday et al., 2008). Transcription factor
p53 is important in induction of apoptosis through binding to its transcriptional target
Bax. The Bax protein is an impotent unit of the Bcl-2 gene family that regulates
apoptosis. It has been shown that p53 promotes apoptosis by increasing Bax
expression and by decreasing anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein expression. It also promotes
apoptosis under pro-apoptotic conditions by inducing mitochondrial outer membrane
permeabilization (Haupt et al., 2003).
It has been established that over 50% of tumors produce mutant, non-functional
p53 and that mutations within the TP53 gene are the most frequent oncogenic
mutation in human cancers (Olivier et al., 2010). The high frequency of TP53
mutations in tumors highlights the need for chemotherapeutic treatments that work
independently of p53-mediated effects. In fact many p53-independent mechanisms
that lead to cancer cell death have been described (Green and Kroemer, 2009). The
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presence of DNA damage in breast cancer cells can also be confirmed by the presence
of the double strand break indication -H2AX, which is produced by phosphorylation
of serine-139 in H2AX by phosphatidylinositol kinase (PIK)-related family members
including ATM and ATR. It has been shown that -H2AX is required for activation of
p53/p21 axis and p21 induced cell cycle arrest in response to replication stalling
during DNA synthesis (Fragkos et al., 2009).
Although p53 is important in suppressing oncogenesis, and loss of function in
tumors is responsible for disease progression and drug resistance, p53-independent
mechanisms which can inhibit cellular growth in response to stress are also important
for homeostatic control (Olivier et al., 2010). The Forkhead box class O (FOXO)
proteins are a group of transcription factors involved in cellular differentiation, cell
proliferation, metabolic stress and apoptosis. It has been shown that loss of FOXO
function in cancer cells may be responsible for defects in promotion of arrest of cell
cycle and cell death as a result of DNA damage (Huang and Tindall, 2007). The
FOXO protein, FOXO3a, can control pro-apoptotic signaling and cell cycle
progression through transactivation of its transcriptional targets such as Bim and p27.
Inhibition of FOXO3a has also been implicated in promoting tumorigenesis in
multiple models where nuclear translocation was restricted by promoting
phosphorylation of FOXO3a. It has also been shown that activation of FOXO3a in
breast cancer models can repress epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) as well as
induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis (Yang et al., 2008). It is unclear how FOXO
transcription factors respond to DNA damage but ectopic over-expression of FOXO3a
is not only able to reduce cellular proliferation but also potentiates growth arrest
induced by DNA damage (Ho et al., 2008). Moreover, induction of DNA damage by
ionizing radiations can activate FOXO3a which results in an increase in its
translocation to nucleus. Consequently, this result in activation of Fas and Bim
ligands which are associated with apoptosis induction and is observed independently
of p53, highlighting a potential FOXO3a triggered response to DNA damage (Yang et
al., 2006).
It was shown previously in chapter 5 that treatment with pure compounds isolated
from F. cretica can significantly induce apoptosis and cell cycle arrest. However, it is
not yet known how this occurs. In this chapter the effects of compounds’ treatment on
p53 expression and its downstream transcriptional targets p21 and Bax was
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investigated as they are influential in the activation of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis
in response to cell stress. The effect of pure compounds on expression of -H2AX, an
important protein associated with controlling cell cycle checkpoints and apoptosis was
checked and given the significance of the FOXO3a pathway as a mediator of growth
arrest and apoptosis, the effects of compounds’ treatment on FOXO3a expression,
was also investigated.
In this chapter, we will test the hypotheses that purified compounds isolated from
F. cretica would affect the expression of p53, p21, Bax, -H2AX and FOXO3a in
human breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231).

6.2. Materials and Methods
The effect of treatment of pure compounds isolated from F. cretica (FCEE1,
FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) on p53, p21, Bax, -H2AX and
FOXO3a expression in estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells i.e. MCF-7 and
-H2AX and FOXO3a expression in estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells i.e.
MDA-MB-231 cells was determined by SDS-PAGE and western blotting (Park et al.,
2011). All antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. Bands
were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) reagent exposed to
photographic film for 5 minutes. Detailed procedure is given as following.
6.2.1. Solutions, buffers and reagents
6.2.1.1. Preparation of 1X cell lysis buffer
Cell lysis buffer is used to lyse cells under non-denaturing conditions. It is
composed of Tris-HCl (20 mM, pH 7.5), sodium chloride (NaCl, 150 mM),
Na2EDTA (1 mM), ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (1 mM, EGTA), Triton (1%), 2.5
mM sodium pyrophosphate (2.5 mM),

-glycerophosphate (1 mM), sodium

orthovanadate (Na3VO4, 1 mM) and leupeptin (1 μg/mL). For short term, buffer was
stored at 4°C for 1-2 weeks but for longer time periods, buffer was kept at –20°C.
Buffer was chilled on ice and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) was added just
prior to use.
6.2.1.2. Preparation of 1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8)
For preparation of 1.5 M Tris-HCl, Tris (54.5 g) was dissolved in 300 mL of
distilled water and pH was adjusted to 8.8.
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6.2.1.3. Preparation of 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8)
For preparation of 0.5 M Tris-HCl, Tris (12.1 g) was dissolved in 200 mL of
distilled water and pH was adjusted to 6.8.
6.2.1.4. Preparation of 10% (w/v) Ammonium persulphate (APS)
For preparation of 10% (w/v) Ammonium persulphate (APS), Ammonium
persulphate (2 g) was dissolved in 20 mL of cold water.
6.2.1.5. Preparation of 10X transfer buffer
For preparation of 10X transfer buffer, Tris (30 g) and glycine (144 g) was added
to 1L of distilled water.
6.2.1.6. Preparation of 1X transfer buffer
For preparation of 1X transfer buffer, 10X transfer buffer (100 mL) was added to
200 mL methanol and then total volume was adjusted to 1 L with distilled water.
6.2.1.7. Preparation of 5X electrophoresis buffer
For preparation of 5X electrophoresis buffer, Tris (30 g), glycine (144 g), EDTA
(1.07 g) and 10% SDS (50 mL) were added to 1 L of distilled water.
6.2.1.8. Preparation of 10X Tris Buffered Saline (TBS)
To prepare 1L of 10X Tris buffered saline (TBS), 24.2 g Tris base and 80 g NaCl
were added to 1L of distilled water and pH was adjusted to 7.6.
6.2.1.9. Preparation of 1X Tris Buffered Saline (TBS)
To prepare 500 mL of 1X TBS, 50 mL of 10X TBS was added to 450 mL of
distilled water.
6.2.1.10. Preparation of 1X membrane wash buffer (TBST)
To prepare 500 mL of 1X membrane wash buffer (TBST), 50 mL of 10X Tris
buffered saline (TBS) was added to 450 mL of distilled water and 0.5 mL of 0.1%
Tween-20 was added.
6.2.1.11. Preparation of membrane blocking buffer
For preparation of membrane blocking buffer, dry skimmed milk (0.5 g) was
added to 10 mL of 1X TBST.
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6.2.2. Protein expression analysis by western blotting
Western blotting is an analytical technique used primarily for the identification
and semi-quantitation of proteins. The technique is based on antibody antigen
interactions between the proteins to be characterized and the probing antibody. Gel
electrophoresis of a sample is undertaken to separate the proteins before they are
transferred to a suitable membrane which can be probed with an antibody against the
protein of interest. A secondary antibody labeled with a detection enzyme such as
horseradish-peroxidase (HRP) against an antigenic site on the primary antibody can
be used to visualize the presence of the bound protein. Analysis of protein expression
by western blot allows quantification of specific protein levels in a sample by
measuring band intensity using densitometry. Densities can be normalized to a
standard that is unaffected by the experimental conditions and is in high abundance
such as -actin or GAPDH.
6.2.2.1. Treatment of cells with compounds
A confluent monolayer of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells (human breast cancer
cells) was seeded into a 6-well plate at a density of 4×105 cells per mL in a volume of
2 mL (DMEM) in each well for 24 hours. After 24 hours of incubation at 37C and
5% CO2, medium was replaced with fresh DMEM. MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells
were treated with pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and
FCNC6) and negative control (10% DMSO) at desired concentration (12.5 µM) and
then these were incubated for different time points (24, 48 and 72 hours). After
treatment, medium was removed and cells were washed with 1 mL sterile phosphate
buffer saline (PBS). Cells were detached by using trypsin and 2 mL PBS was added.
Detached cells in PBS were then transferred to 2 mL eppendorf tubes. The cell
suspension was centrifuged at 200×g for 5 minutes and the supernatant was discarded.
6.2.2.2. Preparation of protein lysate
For preparation of protein lysate from adherent cells, pellet was washed with PBS
to remove the residual media and 400 μL of 1X cell lysis buffer was added.
Eppendorf tubes were incubated for 5 minutes on ice. Cells were sonicated briefly.
Cells were spinned at 14000×g for 10 minutes in a cold microcentrifuge. Supernatant
was collected for use. Supernatant was stored at -80C for storage and following
experiments.
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6.2.2.3. Estimation of protein in cell lysate
Protein amount in lysates was estimate by using Bradford method (Bradford,
1976).
6.2.2.3.1. Bradford protein estimation assay
Bradford assay was performed using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as standard.
Different concentrations of BSA (2000, 1500, 1000, 750, 500, 250 and 125 µg/mL)
were prepared through serial dilution method and then 5 µL from each of standard
(BSA) concentration was taken into 96-well plate. In the same 96-well plate, 5 µL
from each sample (protein cell lysate prepared after treatment with different
compounds and at different time intervals) was taken. Then 250 µL of Bradford dye
reagent was added and mixed with standard and samples in the 96-well plate. This
reaction mixture was incubated at room temperature for at least 5 minutes. Then
absorbance of standards and samples was measured at 595 nm with the help of
microplate reader and protein concentration was calculated. Equal amount of total
protein (10 µL) of each sample was used for SDS- PAGE.
6.2.2.4. SDS PAGE
6.2.2.4.1. Preparation of stacking gel (5%)
For preparation of stacking gel (for two experiments), 2.8 mL of deionized water,
0.67 mL of 30% Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide, 0.5 mL of 0.5M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 40
µL of 10% Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 40 µL of 10% Ammonium persulfate
(APS) and 8 µL of N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was added into
a 15 mL conical tube (Table 6.1).
6.2.2.4.2. Preparation of resolving gel (10%)
For detection of proteins with size (20 kDa-300 kDa), 10% resolving gel (for two
experiments) was prepared by adding 3.93 mL of deionized water, 3.33 mL of 30%
Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide, 2.53 mL of 1.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 200 µL of 10%
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 200 µL of 10% Ammonium persulfate (APS) and 8
µL of N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was added into a 15 mL
conical tube (Table 6.1).
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6.2.2.4.3. Preparation of resolving gel (15%)
For detection of proteins with size (3 kDa-100 kDa), 15% resolving gel (for two
experiments) was prepared by adding 2.27 mL of deionized water, 5 mL of 30%
Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide, 2.53 mL of 1.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 200 µL of 10%
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 200 µL of 10% Ammonium persulfate (APS) and 8
µL of N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was added into a 15 mL
conical tube (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: Preparation of SDS-PAGE gel mixture.
Reagents

5% Stacking Gel

10% Resolving Gel

15% Resolving Gel

Deionized Water

2.8 mL

3.93 mL

2.27 mL

0.5 mL of 0.5M

2.53 mL of 1.5M

2.53 mL of 1.5M

Tris-HCl, pH 6.8

Tris-HCl, pH 8.8

Tris-HCl, pH 8.8

40 µL

200 µL

200 µL

0.67 mL

3.33 mL

5 mL

10% APS

40 µL

200 µL

200 µL

TEMED

8 µL

8 µL

8 µL

Buffer
10% SDS
30%
Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide

6.2.2.4.4. Preparation of loading sample
To prepare sample buffer, 50 μL of -mercaptoethanol was added to 950 μL of
Laemmli buffer (1:19) to achieve final concentration of 5% -mercaptoethanol (710
mM). Protein lysate from each sample and control was mixed with sample buffer in
1:1 ratio. Samples were heated (by using heat block) at 95°C for 5 minutes. Samples
were micro-centrifuged briefly. PageRulerTM plus prestained protein ladder (5 μL)
was used as marker and stored at -20°C.
6.2.2.4.5 Molecular marker
Protein ladder (PageRuler plus pre-stained) is a mixture of nine proteins (10 to
250 kDa) stained in blue, orange and green colours for use as size markers in protein
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and western blotting (Figure 6.1). This protein marker
(pre-stained) is designed for monitoring the SDS-PAGE progress, for assessing
transfer efficiency onto poly vinylidene difluoride (PVDF) or nitrocellulose
membranes and for the estimation of size of separated proteins approximately that
have been made visible with western blot detection reagents or gel stains.
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Figure 6.1: SDS-PAGE band profile of the PageRuler plus pre-stained protein ladder.
6.2.2.4.6. Gel electrophoresis
An assembly of spacer plate (1 mm space) and short plate, size 7.5 cm x 8.5 cm
was used for preparing denaturing SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Resolving gel (10 mL) of
desired concentration (10% or 15%) was prepared and mixed gently (Table 6.1). Then
finally 10% APS and TEMED was added and mixture was quickly poured between
the plates in the casting chamber, which were fixed in the assembly stand (Bio-Rad).
A small layer of isopropanol alcohol (I mL) was poured on top of gel prior to
polymerization to straighten the level of the gel and to prevent it from drying.
Resolving gel was allowed to settle down for approximately 1 hour. Alcohol was
removed and settled resolving gel was washed with double distilled water to remove
alcohol completely. Water was dried and a solution of stacking gel was prepared
(Table 6.1). Then finally 10% APS and TEMED was added and mixture was quickly
poured onto the settled resolving gel. For well formation, a 10 lane comb with 1 mm
thickness was placed and gel was allowed to settle for 1 hour approximately.
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Prior to gel electrophoresis, comb was taken out and wells were washed with
double distilled water for 5 times. Gel caster was put into the electrophoresis box.
Electrophoresis buffer (1X) was poured outside of gel caster and between the gels.
The samples of protein Iysates (10 µL per well) were loaded along with negative
control (Protein lysate of cells treated with 10% DMSO) and molecular markers (5
µL) were resolved electrophoretically (BioRad electrophoresis apparatus frequency
50/60 Hz with Bio-Rad Mini-Protean Tetra cell reservoir, Singapore) at 200 V for 1
hour.
6.2.2.5. Transfer of proteins to PVDF membrane
After electrophoresis, gels were kept in buffer (1X transfer buffer) for 5-15
minutes. The migrated proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad).
PVDF membranes were soaked in methanol for 5 minutes first and then in 1X transfer
buffer for 1-10 minutes. Filter papers were soaked in 1X transfer buffer for I hour.
Migrated proteins were transferred by preparing sandwich of membrane using
Whatman filter papers in following order (from top to bottom: filter paper, filter
paper, gel, PVDF membrane and filter paper). Bubbles were removed from the gel
and filter paper by rolling the conical tube over filter papers. Then migrated proteins
were electro-blotted (constant 240 mA) from gel to PVDF membrane by using TransBlot SD cell instrument at 15 V for 1 hour.
6.2.2.6. Membrane blocking
After protein transfer from gel to PVDF membrane, membranes were washed with
15-25 mL of TBST for 5 minutes for three times. Skimmed milk (5%, Skim Milk;
500g, DF0032-17-3) were prepared in TBST before use. Membranes were blocked
with blocking buffer at room temperature for 1 hour. Membranes were washed three
times for five minutes each with 15 mL TBST. Membranes were cut according to the
desirable size (size of protein under investigation) with the help of standard marker.
6.2.2.7. Antibody incubation
6.2.2.7.1. Primary antibody incubation:
Skimmed milk (3%) solution was prepared in TBS. The volume of the antibody
solution depends on the size of PVDF membrane. Antibodies against p53 and p21
were diluted in 1:500 ratio and antibodies against Bax, -H2AX, FoxO3a and -actin
were diluted in 1:1000 ratio (Table 6.2). For reuse, antibody solution was stored at
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4°C. PVDF membranes were sealed in plastic bags with specific antibody solution.
Each membrane was placed on shaker in refrigerator (4C) for overnight.
Table 6.2: Primary antibody dilutions used for western blotting.
Antibody

Molecular weight

Dilution

(kDa)
rabbit anti-human p53

53

1/500

mouse anti-human p21

21

1/500

rabbit anti-human Bax

23

1/1000

rabbit anti-human -H2AX

17

1/1000

rabbit anti-human FOXO3a

82–97

1/1000

mouse anti- -actin

45

1/1000

6.2.2.7.2. Secondary antibody incubation
Primary antibody solution was removed and membranes were washed three times
for 5 minutes each with 15 mL of TBST. Membranes were then incubated with the
species appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (diluted 1:1000 ratio) for 1-3
hours at room temperature.
6.2.2.8. Protein detection
After incubation, membranes were again washed three times for 5 minutes each
with 15 mL of TBST. After washing, excess buffer was drained from the washed
membranes

and

protein

side

was

placed

upward.

ECL

plus

detection

(chemiluminescence) reagent (Amersham) solutions A and B in a ratio of 40:1 was
spread on the membranes. Membranes were incubated for 5 minutes at room
temperature. After incubation membranes were placed on a transparent sheet inside
Geliance imaging system and images were visualized and processed by using
GeneSnap software.
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6.3. Results
In the previous chapter it was reported that most of the compounds isolated from
F. cretica have ability to alter human breast cancer cells’ (MCF-7 and MDA-MB231) cell cycle profile after 24 hours treatment which became prominent after 48 and
72 hours. Cell cycle arrest in sub-G1 phase of the cell cycle is regulated by activation
of p53 transcription target p21. The CDK inhibitor p21, inhibits cell cycle progression
via inhibition of CDK activity, resulting in hypo-phosphorylation of pRB, inactivation
of E2F and blockade of progression through G1. DNA damage also initiates cell cycle
arrest. Thus, the protein expression levels of p53, p21, Bax, double strand break
marker

-H2AX and FOXO3a in response to pure compounds’ treatment was

analyzed by western blot.
MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with same concentration (12.5 µM)
of pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) which
was used for cell cycle profile analysis in flow cytometric study (Chapter 5) for up to
72 hours before lysate collection and protein expression analysis. Western blot
experiments were performed against both breast cancer cell lines after 24, 48 and 72
hours treatment with pure compounds under same conditions.
After treatment with pure compounds, p53 and p21 proteins expression was
observed in MCF-7 cells only in response to FCEE1 treatment after 24 hours (Figure
6.2).

-H2AX protein expression was observed in MCF-7 cells in response to

treatment of FCEE1, FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCNC6 and FOXO3a expression in MCF7 cells was seen only with treatment of compound FCEM4. Same pattern of protein
expression was observed on blots after 48 and 7β hours of pure compounds’ treatment
(Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2: Effect of compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and
FCNC6) on protein expression of p53 and p21 in MCF-7 cells after 24 hours. -actin
was used as internal control.
The pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family gene, Bax, is a transcriptional target for p53 and is
up-regulated upon p53 mediated apoptotic signaling. The effect of treatment of pure
compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) on Bax protein
expression was also studied in parallel to determine whether or not induction of
apoptosis was related to increase in p53 expression seen in Figure 6.2. MCF-7 cells
expressed Bax protein only upon treatment with FCEE1 and FCEM4. FCEE1
treatment exhibited Bax expression after 24 hours, which was gradually increased
after 48 hours and sustained treatment resulted in further increase in Bax expression
up to 72 hours. MCF-7 cells did not show expression of Bax after 24 hours treatment
with FCEM4 but after 48 hours treatment, Bax expression was detectable which was
at its peak after 72 hours (Figure 6.3).
It is well known that cell cycle arrest and apoptosis are major consequences of
DNA damage and the susceptibility of genomic material in cancer cells highlights the
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possibility that the cytotoxic compound may contain DNA damaging properties.
Expression of -H2AX represents an evidence of double stranded DNA breaks. So,
expression of -H2AX was also checked in treated MCF-7 cells, simultaneously.
From Figure 6.3, it is clear that compounds FCEE1, FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCNC6 are
exerting DNA damage (double strand breaks on DNA) in MCF-7 cells that’s why H2AX protein expression was observed after 24 hours of treatment with these
compounds. Expression level of -H2AX protein facilitated the conclusion that pure
compounds from F. cretica exerted DNA damage. Same pattern of -H2AX protein
expression was observed in blots after 48 and 72 hours.
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Figure 6.3: Effect of compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) on protein expression of Bax, -HβAX and FOXOγa
in MCF-7 cells after different time points (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours. -actin was used as internal control.
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Results demonstrated that MCF-7 cells exhibited expression of p53 and p21 only
in response to FCEE1 treatment (Figure 6.2). To check whether this response is time
dependent or not, MCF-7 cells were further treated with the same concentration of
FCEE1 for different time point i.e. 0, 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24. As obvious from the results
(Figure 6.4), p53 expressions in MCF-7 cells started after 3 hours of treatment of
FCEE1, which gradually increased with time up to 24 hours. The increase in p53
expression was paralleled by expression of p21 initiated at 12 hours which increased
up to 24 hours upon sustained treatment. Detectable expression of -H2AX protein
(double stranded DNA breaks) started after one hour of the treatment with FCEE1
which gradually increased up to 24 hours with the same treatment. These results are in
agreement with the results of SRB assay and flow cytometric analysis reported in
previous chapters (Chapter 5) where FCEE1 was most active compound followed by
FCEM4 (Figure 6.4).
0

1

3

6

12

24

p53

p21

-H2AX

-Actin

Figure 6.4: Effect of compound FCEE1 on protein expression of p53, p21 and H2AX in MCF-7 cells after different time points i.e. 0, 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours. actin was used as internal control.
In case of MDA-MB-231 cells, p53, p21 and Bax expression cannot be studied because
MDA-MB-231 cells do not have functional p53. The results described in previous chapters
show that p53-deficient breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) are more susceptible to loss of
viability and cell cycle arrest upon treatment with pure compounds isolated from F. cretica
(Figure 5.1) than those with functional p53 (MCF-7 cells). In the present study, cell cycle
arrest and loss of cell viability is apparent in p53-deficient breast cancer cells (MDA-MB231).
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The effect of pure compounds’ (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and
FCNC6) treatment on -H2AX expression in MDA-MB-231 cells was also studied at
different time points. The results revealed that MDA-MB-231 cells also show
increased

-H2AX expression indicative of accumulating double strand breaks.

Western blot analysis of pure compounds treated MDA-MB-231 cells revealed an
increase in

-H2AX expression (Figure 6.5). In case of MDA-MB-231 cells,

expression of -H2AX was clearly observed by all compounds after 24 hours which
increased gradually with time and was at its peak after 72 hours (Figure 6.5). This
finding indicates that in the absence of p53, compound induced-stress, does not
initiate a cellular response as loud as in the presence of functional p53. This provides
further evidence for the role of p53-independent cell cycle arrest and cell death in
breast cancer cells. This, together with earlier data obtained using MCF-7 suggests
that DNA damage could be the initiating step in compound-induced cytotoxicity and
that downstream signaling only partly involves p53.
The role of FOXO proteins as transcription factors controlling cell fate in response
to stress is well documented. The results shown above demonstrate that treatment of
pure compounds is cytotoxic towards breast cancer cells in a p53-dependent and
independent manner. Therefore, it was hypothesized that FOXO proteins may play a
role in compound induced cell death. In particular, emphasis was placed on FOXO3a
because of its role in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis induction via induction of its
target genes p27 and Bim. MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with pure
compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) for up to 72
hours prior to protein expression analysis by SDS-PAGE and western blot. The results
in Figure 6.5 show that in response to FCEM4 treatment both MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 cells exhibited FOXO3a protein expression. In case of MDA-MB-231 cells,
FOXO3a expression was also initiated after 24 hours but expression was detectable
and maximum after 72 hours of treatment (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: Effect of compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) on protein expression of -HβAX and FOXOγa in
MDA-MB-231 cells after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours. -actin was used as internal control.
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6.4. Conclusion
In the previous chapter (Chapter 5), it was described with the help of flow
cytometry that pure compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and
FCNC6) isolated from F. cretica were able to induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in
estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells (MCF-7) as well as estrogen receptor
negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231). In this chapter, the potential
mechanisms by which pure compounds reduce MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells’
viability is described with the help of western blot analysis.
Western blotting was used to assess the effects of compounds’ treatment on cell
cycle and apoptosis with particular emphasis on p53 mediated effects. In case of
compound FCEE1, cell viability in MCF-7 cells appears to be reduced as a result of
cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. This could be controlled by transcriptional activation
of p53 because levels of p53 transcriptional targets p21 and Bax were increased
alongside increase in p53 expression. This may be a result of FCEE1 induced stress
i.e. DNA damage. Increase in expression of p53 transcriptional targets p21 and Bax,
which are involved in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis respectively, demonstrates a
potential role of p53 in FCEE1 induced cytotoxicity towards MCF-7 cells (Figure 6.2,
6.3 and 6.4).
It is well documented that DNA damage is an important inducer of cell cycle
inhibition and cell death. Results described in this chapter showed that an important
step in inducing growth arrest and apoptosis in FCEE1 treated MCF-7 cells was DNA
damage. Evidence of DNA strand breaks in MCF-7 cells was apparent with FCEE1,
FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCNC6 treatment. DNA damage was determined to be double
stranded as there was increased -H2AX expression in response to above mentioned
compounds’ treatment. This result highlights the potential for compound treatment to
be effective towards cancer cells independent of their p53 status, thus, increasing the
range of efficacy for chemotherapy.
In case of MDA-MB-231 cells, p53, p21 and Bax expression cannot be studied
because MDA-MB-231 cells do not express functional p53. The work described in
this chapter identifies possible p53-independent mechanisms that may contribute to
p53-deficient MDA-MB-231 cell cycle arrest and death in treated human breast
cancer cells. The FOXO proteins, in particular FOXO3 are important in maintaining
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cellular homeostasis in response to nutrient deprivation, metabolic stress and
oxidative stress. FOXO3 has also been implicated in DNA repair pathways. In the
presence of DNA damage, FOXO3 is normally phosphorylated and retained in the
nucleus where it is responsible for switching on apoptotic and DNA repair genes.
FCEM4 treatment was shown to increase expression of FOXO3a in both p53
functional MCF-7 cells as well as in p53-mutant MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.5). This demonstrates that in the absence of p53, cell death is dependent on
FOXO3a. Interestingly, induction of FOXO3a expression following FCEM4
treatment coincides with detectable DNA damage ( -H2AX expression), suggesting
that FOXO3a may be directly increased by DNA damage.
MDA-MB-231 cells exhibited -H2AX protein expression upon treatment with all
compounds (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) purified from
F. cretica, thus explaining the possible mechanism of reduced cellular viability as a
result of DNA damage (Figure 6.5).
Overall, it may be concluded that FCEE1 becomes effective in short time through
p53 dependent pathway while FCEM4 uses both p53 dependent and independent
pathways though p53 dependent pathway induction is slower than in case of FCEE1.
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Cancer is a well-recognized global health problem responsible for approximately
7.6 million deaths (13% of all deaths) worldwide, which is expected to rise to 17.5
million by 2050 (Jemal et al., 2010). Despite the progress in the field of cancer
research, both developing and developed countries are in the grip of this deadly
disease and still there is a need to discover and develop anticancer therapeutic agents.
It has long been recognized that natural products represent the richest source of high
chemical diversity, providing the basis for identification of novel scaffold structures
that serves as starting points for rational drug design (Koehn and Carter, 2005). This
can be one of the reasons that efforts have been directed to discover promising cancer
therapeutic agents from natural sources. The identification and development of natural
compounds and their derivatives have greatly contributed to this progress and many of
these compounds are now being used in clinical practice. Currently, over 50% of
drugs used in clinical trials for anticancer activity are isolated from natural sources or
are related to them (Newman and Cragg, 2012).
The present work was performed in Department of Biochemistry, Quaid-i-Azam
University Islamabad Pakistan with the help and collaboration of College of
Pharmacy, University of Hawaii at Hilo, USA.
7.1. Ethno-botanical aspect
In the current investigation an attempt was made to explore the chemotherapeutic
(anti-proliferative) and cancer chemopreventive activity of a medicinal plant from
Pakistan; Fagonia cretica L. (Zygophyllaceae), based on the traditional claims for its
use in folklore medicine in the treatment of different types of tumors and
inflammatory conditions.
Fagonia is a genus of seemingly tough herbs from the Zygophyllaceae with a
distribution from arid to semi-arid regions of the world (Saeed, 1969; Beier, 2005).
There are references to existence of F. cretica in literature (Saeed and Sabir, 2003;
Razi et al., 2011; Lam et al., 2012) but the flora of Pakistan tells us that this species is
synonym of another species F. indica. Apparently there has been some confusion that
F. cretica is limited to African and the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern regions and
flora suggests that references to F. cretica from the sub-continent region refers to F.
indica or particularly its variety schweinfurthii with trifoliate leaves like F. cretica
(http://www.tropicos.org/NameSearch.aspx?projectid=32).
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Interpreting ethno-pharmacological information accurately constitutes the primary
step in determining the medicinal potential of a plant and whether or not one should
consider it for further scientific investigation. It is well documented in traditional
medicine of the Eastern world that F. cretica is used as a treatment for many ailments
including fever, thirst, vomiting, dysentery and typhoid (Hussain et al., 2007). It is
also documented that F. cretica is a popular remedy for cancer (Lam et al., 2012).
This plant species is well tolerated and does not exhibit adverse effects like vomiting,
diarrhoea or alopecia, which are common side effects of standard cytotoxic therapy.
However, there is no scientific evidence to back up these claims and so it is not
scientifically proved that F. cretica is useful therapeutically.
7.2. Biological evaluation of F. cretica
Molecular biology becomes essential in medicinal plants drug discovery through
the determination and implementation of appropriate screening assays directed
towards physiologically relevant molecular targets. One of the interests of present
study was to develop suitable extraction methods to produce crude extract and
fractions suitable for in vitro bioassays of F. cretica.
In the present study, ability of F. cretica to reduce cell viability of different cell
lines e.g. MCF-7 (estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell line), MDA-MB-231
(estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line), non-tumorigenic epithelial breast
(MCF-10A) and HeLa (cervical cancer cell line) were investigated. Anti-proliferative
sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay was used to evaluate the cell viabilities based on
protein estimation in viable, dead or metabolically inactive cancer cell populations.
Moreover, chemopreventive potential of F. cretica is also investigated in various
chemopreventive assays i.e. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB)
inhibition assay, Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated
murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, Aromatase inhibition
assay and Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction.
Results described in this study (Chapter 2) showed that bioactive crude extracts
and fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) from F. cretica can be generated using
maceration technique with mixture of methanol: chloroform (1:1) as solvent and by
using solvent-solvent extraction method. The preliminary screening results
demonstrated that plants’ crude extract and fractions possess substantial cytotoxic and
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chemopreventive bioactivities, which established to some extent, the traditional use of
these medicinal plants against cancerous conditions as reported earlier by our research
lab (Hussain et al., 2007).
7.2.1. Anti-proliferative sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed malignant disease in women and
one out of every nine women in Pakistan faces risk of the disease while the
prevalence of this deadly ailment is the highest amongst all types of cancer in the
country (Fatima et al., 2013). Screening of natural products through random highthroughput in cell based cytotoxicity assay led to the discovery of most of the
commonly used anti-proliferative or cytotoxic anticancer drugs. The sulforhodamine
B (SRB) assay remains one of the most widely used methods for in vitro cytotoxicity
screening. It is convenient, inexpensive and most widely used method for the
determination of cytotoxic potential of natural. The assay relies on the ability of SRB
to bind to protein components of cells, which is directly proportional to the cell mass
(Skehan et al., 1990).
In this study, initially two breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231)
and one cervical cancer cell line (HeLa) was used to check the anti-proliferative
ability of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica at 20 µg/mL. It was obvious from
the results that crude extract and fractions from F. cretica displayed varying degree of
cytotoxicity against different cell lines. HeLa cells were less susceptible to given
treatment but F. cretica extract/fractions were cytotoxic for breast cancer cells (MCF7 and MDA-MB-231) in a dose and time dependent manner (Table 2.3). In the
bioactivity-guided fractionation approach, the ethyl acetate fraction (FCE) of F.
cretica was found to be the most potent fraction against breast cancer cells (MCF-7
and MDA-MB-231) with an IC50 value of 5.13 and 3.62 µg/mL, respectively (Table
2.3). Overall, hormone dependent estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells
(MCF-7) were less responsive to given treatments compared to hormone independent
estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231). The primary focus of
the study was to elucidate the chemotherapeutic potential of crude extract and
fractions of F. cretica. It is important to note that all extract/fractions could reduce
breast cancer cells’ (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) viability in a dose and time
dependent manner after different time intervals i.e. 24, 48 and 72 hours. However, the
limitation of the SRB assay is that it is not clear if the reduction is due to cell death,
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growth inhibition or a change in the metabolic state of the cells. Previously, Lam et al.
(2012) reported that aqueous extract of F. cretica is responsible to reduce viability of
breast cancer cells in vitro. Hussain et al. (2007) also showed that a methanolic
extract of F. cretica was cytotoxic in a brine shrimp assay and it also exhibited antitumor activity against Agrobacterium in a potato disc assay. Literature survey reveals
that other plants from family Zygophyllaceae also possess cytotoxic and anticancer
activities as reported by Abdel-Hameed et al. (2007) and Jahaniani et al. (2005).
The MCF-7 cell line represents a phenotypically different breast cancer cell line to
MDA-MB-231 cells. Both cell lines were derived from pleural effusions of metastatic
mammary carcinoma patients and are tumorigenic in vivo but MDA-MB-231 cells are
considered to have a more aggressive phenotype. This is due to changes in markers
associated with epithelial to mensenchymal transition that is responsible for cell
migration, invasion and mobility (Mladkova et al., 2010). The MDA-MB-231 cell
line also lacks expression of estrogen and Her2/neu receptors, a phenotype
representative of the notorious triple negative breast cancers, for which effective
treatment is rare. One other important difference between the two cell lines is that
MDA-MB-231 cells express a mutant non-functional form of the tumor suppressor
p53 while in MCF-7, p53 status is intact. This has wide reaching consequences on the
cellular response to chemotherapy as p53 is a critical regulator of apoptosis and cell
cycle arrest. In light of these differences, it is unsurprising that treatment of crude
extract and fraction of F. cretica exerts a varying degree of cytotoxic potential against
the different breast cancer cell lines. Thus, the traditional use of the plant is also in
agreement with the current findings.
7.2.2. Cancer chemopreventive assays
Taking a medicine to treat certain illnesses is a second or third option in many
cases but adopting a healthy life style, where medicinal plants can be used as regular
part of food, might support the hypothesis "prevention is better than cure". Given the
steady increase in global cancer incidence with its associated morbidity and mortality,
together with the spiraling healthcare costs of treatment, there is increasing interest in
strategies for disease prevention. One approach with enormous potential is
chemoprevention, which is defined as the use of natural, synthetic or biological agents
to reverse, suppress or prevent either the initial phases of carcinogenesis or the
progression of premalignant cells to invasive disease (Sporn, 1976). Interest in this
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area of research has markedly increased with improved understanding of the biology
of carcinogenesis and the identification of potential molecular targets to perturb this
process. Interest has been further stimulated by successes in the chemoprevention of
breast, prostate and colon cancer, and the fact that there are now ten FDA approved
agents for the treatment of precancerous lesions or cancer risk reduction (Wu et al.,
2011).
Chemoprevention may involve perturbation of a variety of steps in tumor
initiation, promotion and progression. Numerous potential mechanisms have been
described and attempts have been made to broadly classify agents according to the
effects they have on different stages of carcinogenesis. The major reported
mechanisms contributing to this activity involve the inhibition of signal transduction
pathways, for example, by targeting nuclear factor (NFκB) to perturb the effects of
tumor promoters (Karin 2006), which would otherwise lead to cell proliferation.
Other mechanisms of chemoprevention, which may also contribute to the prevention
of cancer initiation, include inhibition of production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen
species, upregulation of chronic inflammatory responses, scavenging of free radicals,
induction of phase II enzymes, inhibition of phase I enzymes, induction of apoptosis
and inhibition of angiogenesis (Noonan et al., 2007).
In recent years, there has been a more rigorous approach to the selection of agents
for clinical development (Figure 7.1). Therefore, to explore the chemopreventive
effect of this important medicinal plant (F. cretica) several in vitro assays based on
the above mentioned mechanism were employed, which included TNF-α activated
nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay, Nitric oxide (NO) production in
lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS)
inhibition assay, Aromatase inhibition assay and Quinone reductase 1 (QR1)
induction.
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Figure 7.1: Stages in the preclinical and clinical development of potential
chemoprevention agents (Steward and Brown, 2013).
7.2.2.1. TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay
Inducible regulation of gene expression allows organisms to adapt to
environmental, mechanical, chemical and microbiological stresses. Owing to its
amenability to experimentation and its importance in disease, NFκB has, for the past
25 years, served as a model for inducible transcription factors. NFκB plays its most
important and evolutionarily conserved role in the immune system. However, besides
its role in the immune system; NFκB also acts broadly to influence gene expression
events that impact cell survival, differentiation and proliferation. As a result of such
broad effects on physiology, the dysregulation of NFκB can lead to severe
consequences (Karin, 2006), including numerous diseases. NFκB aberrant activation
has been associated with cancer, autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes and many more. NFκB is now appreciated to form an
etiological mechanism tying obesity to inflammation (Baker et al., 2011) and
inflammation to malignancy. The contribution of NFκB to disease is perhaps most
easily understood in the context of malignancies in which NFκB is intrinsically
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activated, resulting in tumor survival by driving upregulation of proliferative and antiapoptotic transcripts (Ben-Neriah and Karin, 2011).
In the present study, crude extract and fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) of
plant F. cretica showed inhibition of NFκB albeit with varying effectiveness. Crude
extract (FCC) showed 44.1% NFκB inhibition at 20 µg/mL concentration, while both
of the organic fractions FCN and FCE showed significant inhibitory activity at 20
µg/mL concentrations (79.2% and 83.6%, respectively) with the IC50 values of 5.26
and 3.29 µg/mL, respectively (Table 2.4). Fraction FCE was most potent in inhibition
of NFκB with least IC50 value (Table 2.5). Previously, Ghufran et al. (2009) also
reported the NFκB inhibitory activity of methanolic extract of F. cretica. Plants of
family Zygophyllaceae e.g. Tribulus terrestris is also reported to inhibit NFκB
(Shailasree et al., 2012). So, overall findings of present study are in accordance with
the previous studies.
7.2.2.2. Nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated
murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay
The free radical NO2 is a ubiquitous signaling molecule that affects numerous
physiological and pathological processes. Homeostatic actions include immune
function, blood flow, platelet aggregation, neurotransmission and memory. Excess
production of NO is involved in inflammatory and immunological disorders, pain,
neurological diseases, atherosclerosis and cancer (Alcaraz and Guillen, 2002). Unlike
other chemical messengers, NO’s rapid diffusibility, membrane permeability and
chemical instability abrogate the need for both specific extracellular receptors and
degradative pathways. NO interacts with numerous biological targets and modulates
gene expression via effects on different transcription factors (Feldman et al., 1993).
The constitutive isoforms of NOS, eNOS and nNOS are calcium dependent and
generate low levels of NO. eNOS is expressed in endothelial cells, cardiac myocytes
and hippocampal pyramidal cells and is involved in maintaining vascular tone,
inhibiting adhesion of platelets and white cells, suppressing smooth muscle cell
proliferation and promoting angiogenesis. The isoform nNOS, which is expressed in
neurons, skeletal muscle and lung epithelium, participates in relaxation of vascular
and nonvascular smooth muscle and acts as a neurotransmitter as well (Vallance and
Leiper, 2002).
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In contrast to the constitutive NOS isoforms that generate low levels of NO, iNOS
produces high NO levels, the activity of iNOS is calcium independent and largely
regulated at the level of synthesis and stability of mRNA and protein. A number of
agents upregulate iNOS, most notably lipopolysaccharides and inflammatory
cytokines. Appropriate stimulation leads to expression in many human cells including
macrophages, hepatocytes, smooth muscle, chondrocytes, cardiac myocytes and a
variety of cancer cells (Alderton et al., 2001). When produced in immune cells, iNOS
is instrumental for pathogen defense, cytokine production and T-helper-type cell
expansion. Apart from these activities, upregulation of iNOS has traditionally been
thought to act solely as a pathological mediator. The effects of iNOS in the
inflammatory response are particularly complex and the enzyme appears to be
involved in both promotion and resolution of inflammation (Vallance and Leiper,
2002).
iNOS has been associated with the development of human and animal cancers in
vivo. Cancers with evidence of iNOS deregulation during the early stages of
tumorigenesis are likely targets for chemoprevention. Previous studies largely support
a role for iNOS in the promotion of breast neoplasia, at least during the early stages of
tumor development. A consistent association between upregulation of iNOS and
cancers of the bladder, prostate, oral cavity and esophagus has been observed.
Moreover, deregulation appears to occur during early neoplastic progression in these
organs, suggesting that intervention with iNOS inhibitors may be a viable
chemopreventive strategy (Hayashi et al., 2001).
Inhibition of NO increase is apparently an important therapeutic consideration in
the development of anti-inflammatory, chemopreventive and anticancer agents, so we
evaluated crude extract and fractions of F. cretica (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) for
their iNOS inhibitory activities. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells were used for NO production. Crude extracts and all
the fractions of F. cretica exhibited effects on inhibition of iNOS activity. Fraction
FCN showed strong inhibition of NO production i.e. 97.2% at 20µg/mL
concentration. The least potent nitric oxide synthase inhibitor was FCA i.e. 2.5%
inhibition (Table 2.4). Scientific literature regarding the inhibition of NO production
in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells in vitro
by F. cretica is limited.
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Mechanism of antioxidant action of F. cretica was studied by Rawal et al. (2008)
in rat hippocampus during ischemic reperfusion injury. The increased expression of
NOS and its activity is recognized to be one of the major factors responsible for
neuronal injury during and post-ischemic/hypoxic insult which can lead to neuronal
death and necrosis. Results of their study reported that F. cretica exerted antioxidant
action by both direct scavenging and decreased generation of superoxide, nitric oxide,
peroxynitrite and hydroxyl free radicals. Treatment of plant significantly reduced the
generation of the aforesaid radicals and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activity. So,
iNOS inhibitory results exhibited by F. cretica in this study in murine macrophage
RAW 264.7 cells are in agreement with the previously reported study, which also
showed inhibition of iNOS production by the same plant’s (F. cretica) treatment.
Family Zygophyllaceae plants are known to possess iNOS inhibitory activity as
previously reported by Shailasree et al. (2012) and Davicino et al. (2011).
7.2.2.3. Aromatase inhibition assay
The global incidence and mortality rate of breast cancer is very high despite
increased understanding of the molecular mechanisms and the advent of novel
therapies. The chemoprevention in breast cancer originally referred to the use of
natural or synthetic compounds to reverse, suppress or prevent molecular or histologic
premalignant lesions from progressing to invasive cancer (Demierre and Nathanson,
2003). One such approach was to identify the novel secondary metabolites as
aromatase enzyme inhibitors. Aromatase inhibitors significantly suppress plasma
estrogen levels by inhibiting or inactivating aromatase, the enzyme, which catalyzes
the conversion of androgens to estrogens.
The enzyme aromatase is located in the endoplasmic reticulum of estrogenproducing cells. High levels of aromatase are found in the placenta and granulosa
cells of ovarian follicles with lower levels in fat, liver, muscle, brain, normal and
malignant breast tissue. Estrogen and its catechol metabolites are carcinogenic in
various rodent tissues including mammary glands (Yue et al., 2003). Enhanced cell
proliferation, induced either by endogenous or exogenous estrogens increases the
number of cell divisions and by inference, the proportionate number of mutations with
an enhanced rate of proliferation, the time available for DNA repair is reduced.
Additionally, single stranded DNA, present during cell division, is more susceptible to
damage than double-stranded and gene duplication can occur. Recently, a number of
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investigators have focused on another carcinogenic mechanism, the metabolism of
estrogens to genotoxic products (Preston-Martin et al., 1993). Yager and Davidson
(2006) have reviewed the potential role of estrogen metabolites in human breast
cancer in an extensive manner. Oxidative metabolism of estrone and estradiol by
several cytochrome P450 enzymes has also been demonstrated in humans. It is
postulated that estradiol is metabolized to 4-OH estradiol and then to estrogen
quinones. The quinones bind to guanine and are removed from DNA through a
glycosidase enzyme to form N-7-guanine-quinone or N-3-adenine quinone
conjugates. The remaining segment of depurinated DNA forms G to T and A to T
point mutations upon replication. In addition, the quinones can be reduced back to 4OH estradiol through the activity of quinone reductase. The 4-OH estradiol and 3,4
estradiol quinone can then participate in a redox cycle with generation of oxygen-free
radicals with each revolution through the cycle. These free radicals can directly
damage DNA. The resulting moiety 3,4-quinone can form stable DNA adducts
leading to mutations. Several studies have observed that oxidative metabolites of
estrogen have mutagenic and carcinogenic potential in cell line and xenograft models
(Yager and Davidson, 2006). It is plausible to consider that these two mechanisms
increased cell proliferation and genotoxic effects of estradiol metabolites, act together
in either a synergistic or additive fashion. Estradiol is synthesized locally in breast
tissue; the levels would be higher than expected from plasma concentrations. This
concept is supported by the fact that estradiol concentrations in breast cancers from
postmenopausal women are as high as those from premenopausal women. The levels
of estradiol in the plasma of premenopausal women are 10-to 50-fold higher than in
postmenopausal women (Van Landeghem et al., 1998).
Evidence in women also supports a role for estrogen in causing breast cancer.
Early menarche and late menopause are associated with an increased risk of breast
cancer. These factors result in prolonged exposure of the breast to estrogen. Recent
prospective epidemiologic studies demonstrated a 20% increase in the plasma levels
of estradiol in women who were found to develop breast cancer 5 or more years later
(Berrino et al., 1996, Dorgan et al., 1997). Further evidence regarding estrogen and
breast cancer risk has been provided by experiments demonstrating that a reduction of
estrogen production in women reduces the incidence of breast cancer. The
premenopausal ovary contains the highest level of aromatase and is the major source
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of estradiol during the premenopausal years. More recently recognized is the fact that
breast tissue itself contains aromatase and can synthesize estrogen in situ.
Theoretically, therefore, Aromatase inhibitors have a greater potential to prevent the
development of de novo cancer by virtue of reducing estrogen levels and in turn their
damaging metabolites (Van Landeghem et al., 1998).
Based on these evidences, by using in vitro test system, we tried to evaluate the
aromatase inhibitory potential of crude extract and fractions of F. cretica. In the
present study, FCC showed only 30.1% aromatase inhibitory activity at 20 µg/mL
concentration. Overall, in this assay, fractions of F. cretica (FCN, FCE and FCA)
were found to be relatively weak aromatase inhibitors. F. cretica has breast cancer
inhibitory activity as demonstrated in antiproliferative assay (Table 2.3) but scientific
literature regarding the aromatase inhibitory activity of this plant is deficient. So, it
may be concluded that this plant does not possess inhibitory activity for aromatase
enzyme.
7.2.2.4. Quinone reductase 1 (QR1) induction assay
Carcinogenesis is a complex and protracted multistage process, yet the entire
course can be initiated by a single event wherein a cellular macromolecule is damaged
by an endogenous or exogenous agent. Strategies for protecting cells from these
initiating events include decreasing metabolic enzymes responsible for generating
reactive species (phase I enzymes) while increasing phase II enzymes that can
deactivate radicals and electrophiles known to intercede in normal cellular processes.
Reduction of electrophilic quinones by QR is an important detoxification pathway,
which converts quinones to hydroquinones and reduces oxidative cycling (Ross et al.,
2000).
Quinone reductase (QR), one of the representative phase II enzymes, is a
flavoprotein that catalyzes the reduction and detoxification of electrophilic quinones
and quinone derivatives. Enzyme QR has been shown to protect mammalian cells
from redox cycling, oxidative stress and neoplasia by converting toxic quinines to
hydroquinones and inducing other detoxifying enzyme such as glutathione,
glucuronidyl and sulfotransferase enzymes in response to xenobiotics, antioxidants,
oxidants, heavy metals and radiation (Talalay et al., 1995; Song et al., 1999; Jaiswal,
2000). Therefore, upregulation of QR is thought to be a useful biomarker of phase II
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metabolic activity and carcinogenic elimination (Moon et al., 2006). Measuring the
QR induction activity in cultured Hepa 1c1c7 cells is a simple screening method for
detecting the capacity of samples to act as potential chemopreventors (Prochaska,
1994). Hepa 1c1c7 cells are a suitable model for studying chemoprotection because
they maintain many characteristics of normal tissue including the capacity for
carcinogen activation and metabolism in response to environmental, nutritional and
hormonal factors (De Long et al., 1986). QR elevation with in vitro and in vivo
systems has been shown to correlate with induction of other protective phase II
enzymes and provides a reasonable biomarker for the potential chemoprotective effect
of test agents against cancer initiation (Pezzuto, 1995).
Therefore, F. cretica was evaluated for its ability to increase induction of Quinone
reductase 1 enzyme (QR1). The results of dose dependent experiments showed that
when CD values of the extracts are below 10 µg/mL, they are considered as active
leads (Cuendet et al., 2006). Crude extract FCC showed QR1 activity with induction
ratio (IR) of 1.7. Fractions of F. cretica (FCN, FCE and FCA) were found to enhance
QR1 activity with an induction ratio of 11.7, 5.8 and 2.10, respectively. Fraction FCN
showed least CD value i.e. 2.21 µg/mL but it was cytotoxic for Hepa 1c1c7 cells at
the CD value so, it was not considered active for this assay. Fraction FCE was the
most potent with CD value 5.30 µg/mL and FCA was less potent with CD value 21.42
µg/mL (Table 2.4). These results are in accordance with the study reported by
Ghufran et al. (2009), where methanolic extract of F. cretica also demonstrated the
QR1 induction activity.
7.3. Isolation and characterization of compounds from F. cretica
F. cretica extract and fractions (FCC, FCN, FCE and FCA) were tested for their
bioactivities (chemotherapeutic and cancer chemopreventive) and on the basis of the
results of initial screening; it was concluded that the ethyl acetate fraction of the plant
(FCE) was the most potent fraction among the tested fractions followed by n-hexane
fraction (FCN). So, FCE and FCN were selected for the further investigations. To
isolate active compounds from F. cretica, a bioassay-guided fractionation followed by
random purification from biologically active fractions was employed. In this
approach, the plant fractions were again partitioned. From the initial screening, it was
concluded that the flash column chromatography fractions from the F. cretica eluted
by relatively less polar mobile phase were more active than those eluted with more
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polar mobile phase. On the basis of TLC and bioassay results, similar fractions were
combined together before further processing (Table 3.1 and 3.2). In order to isolate
compounds from active fractions, conditions were optimized to get large quantities of
compounds. That is why, the simple and economical column chromatography (normal
low pressure flash column chromatography) was employed to process the larger
quantities of sample in single run rather than using expensive and sophisticated
techniques (which can handle only small sample quantity). During the isolation
process, TLC was utilized for method development and testing the purity of samples.
Isolation methodology of compounds and their biological activities were discussed in
detail in chapter 3.
A literature review revealed that the family Zygophyllaceae is rich in saponins,
triterpenoid, coumarins, flavonoids and tannins (Abdel-Khalik et al., 2001). Saponins
exert a wide range of pharmacological activities including expectorant, antiinflammatory, immunomodulatory, molluscicidal, antifungal, antiparasitic and many
others (Sahu et al., 2008). Plants rich in saponins, like Panax ginseng or Glycyrrhiza
glabra, have been used for medicinal purposes since ancient times (Fiore et al., 2005)
and to date continue to play a significant role in medicine. A series of
chromatographic

experiments

(normal

and

reverse

phase

flash

column

chromatography) were conducted which resulted in the isolation of six compounds
(FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3, FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) from potent fractions.
Structural elucidation of pure compounds was carried out through a series of
spectroscopic (1-D and 2-D NMR) experiments (Chapter 4). Out of the six
compounds purified in this study, compound FCEE1 is characterized as a pentacyclic
triterpene acid i.e. (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27, 28-dioic acid or quinovic acid with
molecular formula represented as C30H46O5. It was purified from the ethyl acetate
fraction (FCE) of F. cretica. This is a known ursane type triterpene and to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of isolation of this compound from F. cretica
and genus Fagonia of family Zygophyllaceae. This ursane type triterpene is already
isolated from other plants of family Zygophyllaceae i.e. from Zygophyllum
propinquum (Ahmad et al., 1990) and Z. geslini (Smati et al., 2007). From the activity
point of view, most of the investigations are limited to the isolation of compound.
This compound is already reported to have antiviral and anti-inflammatory activity
(Aquino et al., 1989; 1991) and its inhibitory activity against snake venom
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phosphodiesterase I is also very well reported (Fatima et al., 2002). Tapondjou et al.
(2002) isolated this compound from Mitragyna stipulosa Korth and reported the
cytotoxic properties of aglycone of ursane type saponin compound against HL-60, U937, A549 and 3LL cell lines.
Compound

FCEK2

is

characterized

as

a

quinovic

acid-3-O--D-

glycopyranoside, a derivative of compound FCEE1, with molecular formula
represented as C36H56O10. It was purified from the ethyl acetate fraction (FCE) of F.
cretica. This is a known ursane type triterpene saponin and isolation of this glycoside
is the first report of its isolation from F. cretica and family Zygophyllaceae. This
compound contains a -glucose unit linked at the aglycone with an ether bond. The
aglycone moiety for the glycosides was identified as (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene27,28-dioic acid or quinovic acid. A literature search revealed that this ursane type
triterpene saponin is already isolated from plant Guettarda platypoda (Aquino et al.,
1988), Mitragyna stipulosa (Tapondjou et al., 2002) and Metadina trichotoma (Zhang
et al., 2007). Literature regarding the biological activity of this compound is limited.
Tapondjou et al. (2002) reported week cytotoxicity of this compound against HL-60,
U-937, A549 and 3LL cell lines.
The ethyl acetate fraction (FCE) of the plant F. cretica also yielded compound 3,
FCEK3, which was identified as

-sitosterol 3-O- -D-glucopyranoside with

molecular formula represented as C35H60O6. This compound is a well-known
phytosterol isolated from many plant species e.g. Punica granatum (Lansky and
Newman, 2007), Artemisia princeps Pampnini (Yoo et al., 2006), Bletilla ochracea
Schltr. (Jin-Yan et al., 2007), Astragali radix (Jeong et al., 2009), Atractylodes lancea
(Duan et al., 2008), Centaurea omphalotricha (Mouffok et al., 2012) and Lythrum
salicaria L. (Manayi et al., 2013). This compound is reported to have diverse
biological activities including anti-mutagenic activity (Park et al., 2003), apoptosis
promoting agent (Awad et al., 2007) and leishmanicidal activity (Sulsen et al., 2013).
Manayi et al. (2013) recently reported that -sitosterol 3-O- -D-glucopyranoside is
cytotoxic against HT-29 and K-562 cell lines.
The fourth compound, FCEM4 is isolated from ethyl acetate fraction (FCE) of
plant F. cretica and it is characterized as 12-(4-methyl-pent-3enoyloxy)-20-(4methyl-pent-γenoyloxy)γ ,1β ,β0 -trihydroxy-pregnan-3-ylO- -D-cymapyranosyl
(1→4)-3-methoxy-6-deoxy- -D-glucopyranoside with molecular formula represented
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as C47H76O12. This compound is also a known saponin with two sugar molecules
attached. This compound is already reported from Caralluma russeliana, C.
retrospiciens (Abdel-Sattar et al., 2008; Halim and Khalil, 1996) and F. indica
(Waheed et al., 2012) with strong cytotoxic activity.
Compound FCEN5 is characterized as Quinovic acid-γ -O- -D-glucopyranosyl(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester, an ester derivative of compound FCEE1, with
molecular formula represented as C42H66O15. It was purified from the ethyl acetate
fraction (FCE) of F. cretica. This is a known ursane type triterpene saponin and to the
best of our knowledge, isolation of this glycoside is the first report of its isolation
from F. cretica and genus Fagonia. This compound contains two -glucose units
linked at the aglycone moiety. The aglycone moiety for the glycosides was identified
as (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,28-dioic acid or quinovic acid. A literature search
revealed that this ursane type triterpene saponin is already isolated from plant
Guettarda platypoda (Aquino et al., 1988) and Zygophyllum fabago (Khan et al.,
2010). From the activity point of view, no biological data is available and research
work was limited to the isolation of compound.
Compound FCNC6 was isolated form n-hexane fraction (FCN) of plant F. cretica
and it is identified as γ -Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-cholestadiene or stigmasterol with
molecular formula represented as C29H48O. Compound γ -Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22cholestadiene is a well-known phytosterol isolated from many plant species e.g.
including Punica granatum (Lansky and Newman, 2007), Bletilla ochracea Schltr
(Jin-Yan et al., 2007), Pluchea indica (Gomes et al., 2007), Stylochiton lancifolius
Pyer and Kotchy (Pateh et al., 2008), Atractylodes lancea (Duan et al., 2008),
Ageratum conyzoides (Kamboj and Saluja., 2011) and Rubus suavissimus
(Chaturvedula and Prakash, 2012). This compound is well known for its diverse
biological activities e.g. anti-osteoarthritic (Gabay et al., 2010), anti-inflammatory
activity (Navarro et al., 2001) and cytotoxic (O’Callaghan et al., 2010; Sandjo et al.,
2011). Gomes et al. (2007) reported that this compound also has snake venom
neutralizing activity.
In conclusion, in the present study, the compounds isolated from F. cretica belong
to triterpene acid, triterpene saponin and phytosterol class of compounds and these
compound classes are rich in their biological activities. The compounds isolated in
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this study have known structures but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of their isolation from this particular plant species i.e. F. cretica.
Quinovic acid glycosides (other than isolated from this particular plant species)
are reported from other plant species as well e.g. Zygophyllum gaetulum (Safir and
Fkih-Tetouani, 1998), Z. coccineum, Z. album and Z. dumosum (Elgamal et al., 1995),
Isertia pittieri (Um et al., 2001), Adina racemosa (Itoh et al., 2003), A. rubella (Fang
et al., 1995), Guettarda platypoda (Bhattacharyya and de Almeida, 1984; Ferrari et
al., 1986), Uncaria tomentosa (Kaiser et al., 2013; Cerri, 1988; Aquino et al.,
1989;1997), Nauclea diderrichii (Lamidi et al., 1995), N. pobeguinii (Mesia et al.,
2010). Mitragyna stipulosa (Fatima et al., 2002), M. rotundifolia (Kang and Hao,
2006), Randia echinocarpa (Bye et al., 1991) with cytotoxic (Raffauf et al., 1978;
Cheng et al., 2002), anti-inflammatory (Aquino et al., 1991), antiviral (Aquino et al.,
1989) and antispasmodic (Aquino et al., 2001) activities.
The phytosterols are also widely distributed compounds and they have diverse
bioactivities like they can inhibit pro-inflammatory cytokines in mice (Nashed et al.,
2005), induce PC-3 apoptosis and cell cycle arrest via ROS changes and prostaglandin
release

(Awad

and

Fink,

2000;

Awad

et

al.,

2005),

reverts

impaired

glutathione/oxidized glutathione ratio via estrogen/phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
pathway (Vivancos and Moreno, 2005; Lansky et al., 2005).
7.4. Biological activities of pure compounds
Generally, natural compounds comprise either classical cytotoxic moiety targeting
non-specific macromolecules expressed by cancer cells and to lesser extent by normal
proliferating cells (e.g. DNA, enzymes) or new compounds targeting macromolecules
specifically expressed on cancer cells. Overall, the isolated compounds in the current
investigation; a triterpene acid (FCEE1), three glycosides (FCEK2, FCEM4 and
FCEN5) and two phytosterols (FCEK3 and FCNC6) showed cancer chemopreventive
and anti-proliferative activity subject to cancer cell type.
7.4.1. Anti-proliferative activity of pure compounds
In the current study, cervical cancer cells (HeLa), two breast cancer cell lines
(estrogen receptor positive MCF-7 and estrogen receptor negative MDA-MB-231)
and a non-tumorigenic epithelial breast cell line (MCF-10A) were used.
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Compound FCEE1, the triterpene acid, (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27, 28-dioic
acid or quinovic acid showed superiority in anti-proliferative activity to other isolated
compounds. This compound reduced the viability of HeLa cells and also showed
highly selective growth inhibition against both breast cancer cells without causing
prominent damage to the non-tumorigenic epithelial breast MCF-10A cells (Table
3.3). After 72 hours treatment, this triterpene acid reduced viability of estrogen
receptor positive breast cancer cell line i.e. MCF-7 (IC50 value 0.02 µM) and estrogen
receptor negative breast cancer cell line i.e. MDA-MB-231 (IC50 value 0.09 µM) in a
dose and time dependent manner (Table 3.3, Figure 5.1). Tapondjou et al. (2002)
previously reported the cytotoxic properties of this ursane type triterpene against HL60, U-937, A549 and 3LL cell lines. Available literature also supported these results
e.g. Akihisa et al. (2006) showed cytotoxic activities of triterpene acids against three
human neuroblastoma cell lines, IMR-32, NB-39 and SK-N-SH in vitro. Apoptotic
cell death by triterpene acids in HL60 and A549 cells was studied by Kikuchi et al.
(2011). The anti-proliferative activity reported by Chang et al. (2004) showed
significant cytotoxicity of triterpene acids against two human tumor cell lines,
namely, oral epidermoid carcinoma KB and colorectal carcinoma HT29 with IC 50
values in the range 1.2-3.6 µM. To date, several hundred triterpenoid compounds with
significant in vitro cytotoxic activity against a variety of cancer cell lines have been
found (Salvador, 2010).
The two glycosidic derivatives of quinovic acid-3-O--D-glycopyranoside
(FCEK2) and quinovic acid-γ -O- -D-glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl
ester (FCEN5) showed decreased cytotoxic activities as compared to aglycone FCEE1
(Table 3.3). These two derivatives exhibited moderate cytotoxicity against estrogen
receptor positive breast cancer cell line (MCF-7) but they showed high cytotoxicity
against estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) with IC50
value 9.92 µM by FCEK2 and 0.35 µM by FCEN5 after 72 hours. Among these two
glycosidic derivatives of quinovic acid, FCEN5 with two sugar moieties performed
better in inhibition of MDA-MB-231 cells’ viability as compared to FCEK2 (Figure
5.1). Third glycoside, FCEM4 also inhibited growth inhibition of both breast cancer
cells MCF-7 cells and MDA-MB-231 cells with IC50 value 0.11 µM and 0.24 µM
after 72 hours, respectively in concentration and time dependent manner (Figure 5.1).
Interestingly, in the current study, non-tumorigenic epithelial breast cell line (MCFBiological Evaluation, Isolation and Characterization of Compounds from Fagonia cretica L.
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10A) was less affected by isolated triterpene compounds. There are several reports
about the cytotoxic activity of triterpene saponins (Podolak et al., 2010; Waheed et
al., 2012) in support to our current findings.
Compound FCEK3 ( -sitosterol 3-O- -D-glucopyranoside) and FCEN6 (γ Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-cholestadiene or stigmasterol) are phytosterols and they
exhibited cytotoxic activity against proliferation of estrogen receptor positive breast
cancer cells (MCF-7), estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231)
as well as the non-tumorigenic epithelial breast cell line (MCF-10A). FCEK3
exhibited IC50 value 12.75 µM against MCF-7 cells and 13.77 µM against MDA-MB231 cells after 72 hours. FCNC6 exhibited IC50 value 16.53 µM against MCF-7 and
10.51 µM against MDA-MB-231 cells after 72 hours (Figure 5.1). Available literature
is also supporting the current findings of cytotoxic activity of these phytosterols
(Awad et al., 2007; Woyengo et al., 2009; O’Callaghan et al., 2010; Sandjo et al.,
2011 and Manayi et al., 2013).
Overall, isolated compounds were less cytotoxic toward HeLa cells but they
showed varying cytotoxic activity towards human breast cancer cells.
7.4.2. Cancer chemopreventive activities of pure compounds
Briefly, in TNF-α activated nuclear factor kappa-B (NFκB) inhibition assay,
purified compounds exhibited same pattern of activities as observed in antiproliferative (SRB) assay. Strongest inhibition (89.5%) of NFκB was observed by
treatment of 50 µM of triterpene acid, (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27, 28-dioic acid
(FCEE1) with IC50 0.38 µM (Table 3.4). The two glycosidic derivatives of triterpene
acid, quinovic acid-3-O--D-glycopyranoside (FCEK2) and quinovic acid-γ -O- D-glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester (FCEN5) showed decreased
NFκB inhibition activity as compared to aglycone (FCEE1). Glycosidic ester
derivative with two sugar moieties (FCEN5) showed better activity (IC50 value 0.49
µM) as compared to derivative with only one sugar molecule attached (FCEK2).
Glycoside FCEM4 also exhibited good NFκB inhibitory activity (IC50, 1.58 µM).
Among the phytosterols, γ -Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-cholestadiene (FCNC6) showed
better activity (IC50, 1.25 µM) than -sitosterol 3-O- -D-glucopyranoside (FCEK3).
Literature regarding the NFκB inhibition activity of these particular compounds is
limited but there are several reports of NFκB inhibitory activity of triterpene saponins
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(Nhiem et al., 2011; Haridas et al., 2001; Li et al., 2013) and phytosterols (Bruce and
Grattan, 2013; Woyengo et al., 2009) isolated from plants supportive to our current
findings.
In nitric oxide (NO) production in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated murine
macrophage RAW 264.7 cells (iNOS) inhibition assay, glycoside FCEM4 showed the
most potent inhibition with IC50 5.26 µM. followed by quinovic acid-γ -O- -Dglucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester (FCEN5) with IC50 8.66 µM
(Table 3.4). Aglycone of this saponin, (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,28-dioic acid
(FCEE1) and other glycosidic derivative, quinovic acid-3-O--D-glycopyranoside
(FCEK2) did not show prominent inhibition of iNOS. Phytosterols, -sitosterol 3-O-D-glucopyranoside

(FCEK3)

and

γ -Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22-cholestadiene

(FCNC6) were also less active in inhibiting NO production in RAW 264.7 cells.
Scientific literature regarding the NFκB inhibition activity of triterpene acid and
glycosides isolated in this study is scanty but there are several reports of iNOS
inhibitory activity of triterpene saponins (Nhiem et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012)
supportive to our current results. Bak et al. (2012) reported strong anti-inflammatory
activity of these phytosterols via iNOS inhibition but in contrary to his findings, we
observed week activity of phytosterols in current study.
In aromatase inhibition assay, none of the purified compounds showed
appreciable amount of aromatase enzyme inhibition (Table 3.4). Previous literature
regarding aromatase inhibitory activity of these compounds is limited. However, there
are reports of aromatase inhibition by triterpene saponins (Golan et al., 2008) and
phytosterols (Awad et al., 1998) but we observed results in contrary to these reports.
We observed in our studies that some of the compounds are cytotoxic for breast
cancer cells with varying effectiveness. Results of this assay proved that observed
reduction of viability of breast cancer cells in vitro by compounds isolated in current
study is by some mechanism other than aromatase enzyme inhibition, which would be
discussed in later portion of this chapter (Section 7.6).
In QR1 induction assay, the triterpene acid, (γ )-3-Hydroxyurs-12-ene-27,28dioic acid or quinovic acid (FCEE1) showed good activity i.e. CD value 21.05 µM
followed

by

glycosidic

derivative,

quinovic

acid-3-O--D-glycopyranoside

(FCEK2) with CD value 45.94 µM and glycosidic derivative with two sugar groups
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attached, quinovic acid-γ -O- -D-glucopyranosyl-(281)--D-glucopyranosyl ester
(FCEN5) with CD value 50.65 µM. Glycoside FCEM4 also showed good activity
with CD 48.25 µM. Among phytosterol compounds, γ -Hydroxy-24-ethyl-D5,22cholestadiene (FCNC6) was the most potent one in this assay with least CD value i.e.
17.07 µM followed by -sitosterol 3-O- -D-glucopyranoside (FCEK3) with CD 50.67
µM. At CD concentration these compounds were not cytotoxic for Hepa 1c1c7 cells
(Table 3.4). Literature regarding the QR1 induction activity of triterpene acid,
glycosides and phytosterols isolated in current study is limited but we found that
Wang et al. (2011) reported QR1 induction activity of triterpene saponins isolated
from Pulsatilla chinensis, which supported current results and Su et al. (2003)
observed week activity of phytosterols in induction of QR1 enzyme which is contrary
to our current findings.
7.5. Cell cycle analysis
In this study, it was demonstrated that compounds isolated from plant F. cretica
can reduce viability of human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) in a
dose and time dependent manner in vitro (Chapter 3). It was not possible to determine
the action that results in loss of cell viability through anti-proliferative assay (SRB).
Therefore, cell cycle and induction of apoptosis with the help of flow cytometer were
investigated in order to understand the mechanism involved for apparent loss of
cancer cell viability (Chapter 5).
Cell cycle checkpoints are crucial in regulating cell cycle progression and provide
a defense against lethal genomic mutations. These restriction points provide decision
points at different phases of the cell cycle that allow the cell to cease replication
whilst the environment is optimized for successful cell division. For example,
following genomic insult, DNA repair is initiated and cell cycle halted to prevent
replication of possibly tumorigenic lesions (Helleday et al., 2008). Cancer cells are
particularly sensitive to cell cycle modulation due to their hyper-proliferative
phenotype and DNA damaging agents have been shown to induce growth arrest in a
variety of breast cancer cell types (Davis and Lin, 2011). Another important
characteristic and drug target of many cancers is dysregulation of the DNA repair
systems. Thus, DNA damaging agents which activate cell cycle arrest can ultimately
cause apoptotic cell death if the damage is irreparable (Helleday et al., 2008).
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It was demonstrated that cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 can be induced upon treatment of compounds (triterpene acid, triterpene saponins
and phytosterols) isolated from F. cretica cells after 24 hours (Chapter 5). Typically,
when cells are arrested at sub-G1 phase after DNA damage and not allowed to
progress to S phase or mitosis, respectively, it is advantageous to the cell because it
may avoid replication on a damaged template or the transmission of damaged genetic
material to the daughter cells. Our findings demonstrated obvious cell cycle arrest at
sub-G1 phase by treatment with potent compounds at different time intervals (Figure
5.2). Overall it was concluded that purified compounds were more cytotoxic against
estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231. Flow cytometer using
FACS data was in agreement with the results of anti-proliferative SRB assay. We
observed the same pattern of cytotoxic effect of compounds in flow cytometric results
as well. In the current study, compound FCEE1 was most potent followed by the
FCEM4. Han et al. (2009) and Mujoo et al. (2001) have previously reported that
triterpene saponins are able to induce apoptosis in sub-G1 phase of cell cycle.
Phytosterols are also reported to have apoptotic effects (Nashed et al., 2005, Awad et
al., 2007 and Woyengo et al., 2009).
7.6. Protein characterization
Current study demonstrated the effects of pure compounds on expression of p53
and its transcriptional targets p21 and Bax was studied. In addition expression of H2AX and FOXO3a was also analyzed, as they are involved in the activation of cell
cycle arrest and apoptosis in response to cellular stress (Chapter 6). The effect of
treatment of pure compounds isolated from F. cretica (FCEE1, FCEK2, FCEK3,
FCEM4, FCEN5 and FCNC6) on p53, p21, Bax, -H2AX and FOXO3a expression in
estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells i.e. MCF-7 and -H2AX and FOXO3a
expression in estrogen receptor negative breast cancer cells i.e. MDA-MB-231 cells
was studied by SDS-PAGE and western blotting. In case of MDA-MB-231 cells, p53,
p21 and Bax expression can not be studied because MDA-MB-231 cells do not have
functional p53 and expression of p21 and Bax are associated with p53 expression.
Western blot experiments against both breast cancer cell lines were performed under
same conditions after 24, 48 and 72 hours of pure compounds’ treatment.
Central to the downstream control of the DNA damage is the transcription factor
p53, which regulates transcriptional targets involved in DNA repair, cell cycle arrest
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and cell death, in response to DNA damage. The importance of p53 has been shown
in experiments involving overexpression of functional p53 in mice, which show
enhanced cellular response to DNA damage and significantly protected mice from
cancer (Garcia-Cao et al., 2002). A central cell cycle regulator is p21, a CDK
inhibitor that blocks cyclin kinase activity by inhibiting the formation of cyclin-CDK
complexes. The protein, p21, is transcriptionally regulated by p53, which is rapidly
stabilized under stress conditions by dissociation from its negative regulator MDM2
(Alarcon-Vargas and Ronai, 2002).
The results described in this study showed that FCEE1 treatment induced time
dependent growth arrest in G0/G1 followed by apoptosis after 24 hours, suggesting
that after 24 hours treatment, a threshold is reached that activates apoptosis, which
may be related to increased expression of p53 and its transcriptional targets p21 and
Bax (Chapter 5). Triterpene acid, FCEE1 seem to induce apoptosis in MCF-7 cells via
expression of p53, p21 and Bax (Figure 6.2, 6.3). Expression of -H2AX started
earlier i.e. after one hour of treatment. The expression levels of p53 coincide with the
level of G1 arrest seen after 24 hours. The level of p53 and G1 arrest also both
increased after 24 hours suggesting that the latter may be effected by the former
(Figure 6.4). This effect was also seen in the expression levels of p21 in response to
FCEE1 treatment, suggesting that in response to increased p53 levels, transcriptional
activity of p53 may be driving the p21 expression resulting in cell cycle arrest. The
p53-p21 axis in cell cycle arrest is well documented and agrees with the current
findings (Tokino and Nakamura, 2000). It was also evident, that in response to
FCEE1 treatment, Bax protein levels also increased. Bax expression correlated with
induction of apoptosis detected by flow cytometry and provides good evidence that
FCEE1 treatment creates a pro-apoptotic environment that may be regulated by
induction of Bax. As Bax, like p21, is a transcriptional target of p53, the results
provide further evidence that FCEE1-induced p53 expression drives cell cycle arrest
and apoptosis in MCF-7 cells (Figure 6.4). Same pattern of protein expression was
seen in blots after 48 and 72 hours treatment.
In MCF-7 cells, after 24 hours, -H2AX protein expression was also observed in
response to treatment of FCEK3, FCEM4 and FCNC6 and FOXO3a expression was
seen only with treatment of compound FCEM4 (Figure 6.3). Same pattern of protein
expression was observed on blots after 48 and 72 hours.
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MCF-7 cells expressed Bax protein only in response to FCEE1 and FCEM4
treatmnet. In case of FCEE1, Bax expression was observed after 24 hours which was
gradually increased with time (Figure 6.3). FCEM4 did not express Bax after 24 hours
but after 48 hours of sustained FCEM4 treatment, Bax expression was detectable
which was at its peak after 72 hours (Figure 6.3).
In MCF-7 cells, onset of apoptosis also suggests the possibility of the compounds
containing DNA damaging agents as longer incubation times may increase the level
of DNA damage and eventually lead to apoptosis when damage is beyond repair.
Alternatively, prolonged activation of DNA repair mechanisms may invoke metabolic
catastrophe, which could induce autophagy and apoptosis or autophagic cell death.
Induction of DNA damage is an effective mechanism by which chemotherapeutic
drugs selectively target cancer cells for growth arrest or death because they frequently
have impaired DNA repair responses and are rapidly cycling. Activation of the DNA
damage response initiates signaling pathways that result in cell cycle arrest, DNA
repair and cell death (Broker et al., 2005).
It was also shown that p53 is not essential for the bioactivity of FCEE1 and that
mutant-p53 MDA-MB-231 cells are also susceptible to pure compounds’ treatment.
An investigation by Pabla et al. (2008) demonstrated that the DNA damaging agent,
cisplatin, induces ATR activation and its co-localization with -H2AX at sites of
DNA damage resulting in activation of p53. The current study shows evidence of H2AX expression in response to FCEE1 treatment which is a common marker of
DNA double strand breaks (Figure 6.3). These findings suggest that FCEE1 treatment
may be either inducing double strand breaks in DNA of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231
cells resulting in recruitment of ATM/ATR to sites of DNA damage and site specific
phosphorylation of H2AX or allowing DNA breaks to accumulate due to inhibition of
DNA repair processes. It is important to note that -H2AX activation can also occur
independently of double strand breaks (Bonner et al., 2008).
Evidence for p53-independent cell death can be found in the literature, for
example, the antimicrobial agent sanguinarine has been shown to induce DNA
damage and cell death independent of cellular p53 status in human colon cancer cells
(Matkar et al., 2008). Work by Liu et al. (2009) has also identified that the
isoquinoline alkaloid, berberine, induces growth arrest and apoptosis in cancer cells,
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with arrest in G1 dependent on p53-status and G2/M arrest occurring independent of
p53.
In light of the results demonstrating that p53 deficient cells MDA-MB-231 are
more susceptible to pure compounds’ treatment (Table 3.3), the effects of pure
compounds treatment on cell cycle status of MDA-MB-231 cells was investigated.
G0/G1 arrest was induced in MDA-MB-231 cells in response to treatment which was
also reported in MCF-7 cells (Figure 5.2). This provides further evidence for the role
of p53-independent cell cycle arrest and cell death in breast cancer cells. As results
showed that pure compounds induced -H2AX expression in MCF-7 cells (Figure
6.3), the effect of same treatment on -H2AX expression in MDA-MB-231 cells was
also investigated. The results revealed that MDA-MB-231 cells also show -H2AX
expression indicative of accumulating double strand breaks (Figure 6.3). This,
together with earlier data (presented in chapter 5) suggests that DNA damage could be
the initiating step in cytotoxicity and that downstream signaling partly involves p53. It
is known that stress signals activate FOXO transcription factors which play a major
role in regulating cell survival and cell death. For example, in Taxol (paclitaxel)
treated breast cancer cells, increases in FOXO3a activity induced apoptosis (Sunters
et al., 2006). The FOXO transcription factors have been implicated in a wide variety
of physiological responses (Accili and Arden, 2004). In particular, FOXO3a
phosphorylates ATM in response to DNA damage and propagates nuclear activity of
downstream effectors (Tsai et al., 2008). The results from this investigation taken
with evidence from the literature suggest a possible role of FCEM4 for FOXO
proteins in mediating cytotoxicity in both p53 proficient and deficient cells (Figure
6.4). MDA-MB-231 cells expressed -H2AX upon treatment with all six compounds
after 24 hours which was increased with time up to 72 hour (Figure 6.5).
Overall it is concluded that FCEE1 is more effective followed by FCEM4. FCEE1
uses p53 dependent as well as independent pathways while FCEM4 uses only p53
independent pathway.
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Conclusion
F. cretica is a herbaceous plant which is commonly used in Pakistan as a
treatment for a variety of ailments especially against breast cancer. In this
investigation, it was demonstrated that crude extract and fractions of F. cretica have
anti-proliferative activity towards human breast cancer cells and it can exert cancer
chemopreventive effects via NFκB inhibition, iNOS inhibition and QR induction. The
most potent fraction was ethyl acetate (FCE) fraction in this study. Six compounds (a
triterpene acid, three saponins and two phytosterols) were isolated randomly from the
potent fractions of the plant with the help of normal and reverse phase flash column
chromatography. All these compounds have known structures but these are isolated
from this plant species for the first time. All the compounds were evaluated for their
anti-proliferative and cancer chemopreventive potential.
Compound FCEE1, a triterpene acid was the most potent compound in this study
followed by FCEM4. In NFκB inhibition assay, FCEE1 showed maximum inhibition
while in iNOS inhibition assay, FCEM4 demonstrated best activity. For QR1
induction, FCNC6 was best compound. None of the compounds were active in
inhibiting aromatase enzyme. Pure compound treatment was able to induce a time and
dose-dependent decrease in cell viability of two phenotypically different breast cancer
cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) while demonstrating a markedly decreased
cytotoxic effect of triterpene acid and derivatives i.e. triterpene saponins on normal
mammary epithelial cells (MCF-10A). Cell cycle arrest and apoptosis was induced in
both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. Loss of cell viability is associated with
induction of DNA double strand breaks which was detected in both cell lines. In
MCF-7 cells, expression of p53 by FCEE1 may have induced upregulation of the
CDK inhibitor, p21, and pro-apoptotic Bax.
In current study, pure compounds’ treatment to human breast cancer cells induced
double strand breaks to DNA detected by expression of protein -H2AX. FCEM4
treatment was able to induce FOXO3a expression in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231
cells. This suggests that activation of FOXO3a in the absence of functional p53 plays
a vital role in induction of cytotoxicity. From the results described in this study, it is
obvious that FCEE1 is cytotoxic through p53 dependent and it becomes effective in
short time while FCEM4 uses both p53 dependent and independent pathways though
p53 dependent pathway induction is slower than in case of FCEE1.
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In summary, results from the present study are in agreement with the ethnobotanical or traditional use of F. cretica against cancer growth. The current research
work has established that F. cretica is a rich source of glycosides and certainly
possesses significant anticancer activity against breast cancer cells.
Most of the triterpene glycosides induce apoptosis in tumor cells; as evident from
the present results, so they are preferable drugs for the treatment of cancer, because
the elimination of tumor cells by apoptosis is helpful in lowering the side-effects in
patients by avoiding necrosis. In addition, this research work also emphasizes the
specific activity of the glycoside from F. indica against hormone independent breast
cancer cells (MDA-MB-231), reported to be more aggressive and difficult to treat due
to growing resistance to available chemotherapy. Overall, the identification and
characterization of isolated compounds from medicinal plants in the treatment of
cancer, the very common "plague" of modern times, justify both the evolutional
knowledge coming from pharmacognosy and its historical roots in ancient herbal
medicine, as well as the tremendous possibility of a natural product-based drug
discovery approach.
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Future Work
In this study, the chemotherapeutic and cancer chemopreventive potential of F.
cretica has been well characterized. However, several key questions remain
unanswered and warrant further investigation.


It was demonstrated that treatment of pure compounds is cytotoxic towards
two phenotypically different human breast cancer cell lines. An interesting
line of enquiry to pursue would be to screen the compounds against a diverse
range of cancer cell lines to determine the specificity of the treatment.



Herein, it was shown that FCEM4 induced FOXO3a expression is vital for its
activity against breast cancer cells but yet it is not clear how treatment causes
this effect.



It is well reported that inflammatory processes are responsible for cancer so
potential of plant F. cretica against inflammation could be studied.



Several new bioactive compounds can be isolated from F. cretica for
establishment of a broader structure activity relationship (SAR) to find out the
most active compound followed by development of synthetic approach for
most active analogues.



Quantitative determination of the isolated compounds in different plant parts
of F. cretica and the impact of collection time needs to be studied.



Other species and varieties of Fagonia can be compared with F. cretica to
identify the most active one.



Study of ecological and genetic variations among species of Fagonia and their
effect on secondary metabolites quality and quantity could be studied.



Cell selectivity in response to the different glycosides from the medicinal
plants may be a result of structure activity relationship or receptor affinity for
a particular functional group. It is an interesting aspect of a natural product,
which can be investigated through derivatization of parent compound in order
to get biologically more active and physico-chemically more stable molecules.
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Further studies on bioavailability of isolated glycoside would investigate the
bioactive form of these molecules, through metabolic pathways in animal
models.



In this study, we concluded results from in vitro observations but for
preclinical trail, in vivo activity and toxicity of the compounds isolated in this
study could be studied.



Another exciting aspect this research can be focused on is to find out what
proportion of the active constituents in the plants are actually consumed as we
use raw plant.



Development of hairy root culture and cell suspension cultures and their
comparison with naturally growing plants can help to choose the most
appropriate source for the production of lead compounds on commercialized
basis.



Human metabolism is a major influence on the therapeutic influence of natural
products from dietary sources. A therapeutic target is first subjected to
metabolic processes by the digestive system including foreign metabolism by
the gut microflora and by gut epithelial cells responsible for nutrient uptake.
This process can result in the modification of natural products through
metabolic pathways. This is an aspect that needs to be taken into consideration
to fully understand the therapeutic potential of F. cretica.



Further work is required to scale up the methods developed in this thesis to
produce larger yields of a bioactive fraction.



Biodiversity of many medicinal plants is in danger; studies for preservation of
our natural resources could be carried out.



Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of the active compounds
could be studied.



In order to further investigate the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties of the active compounds either as a parent molecule or their
secondary metabolites in vitro or in vivo, an adequate quantity is compulsory.
In this regards the natural product synthesis approach is a quite interesting
opportunity for an adequate quantity.
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Effect of FCEE1 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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EV

209.48 161.90% 59.47%

9.87%

1,006

17.62%

6.08%

699

12.24%

49.12%

83

1.45%

4.06%
3.77%

Co unt

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

4,248 74.40%

cell

EV
M ean
331.28

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

39.21% 54.22%

4,235

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

74.17%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C5
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

16:15:44

Comment

Ending Time

16:17:10

Total Count

9319

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
174.51

S phase

315.48

G2

398.93

SubG1

49.25

30.92

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

6.27%

10.93%

3,574 38.35%

1.92%

8.34%

2,241 24.05%

2.36%

7.79%

623

6.69%

51.76% 65.95%

179

1.92%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
211.90

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

0.00% 62.22%

P ct
To tal

6,400 68.68%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

359.34 37.80%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

51.98%

P ct
To tal

6,522 69.99%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

G1
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

14:56:29

Comment

Ending Time

14:58:27

Total Count

3176

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

G0/G1

201.59

8.28%

11.00%

S phase

322.66

3.27%

10.35%

372

11.71%

G2

412.65

6.30%

5.75%

512

16.12%

7.79% 27.63%

35

1.10%

SubG1

71.20

28.28

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

1,140 35.89%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
201.02

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

9.13% 45.73%

Co unt
563

P ct
To tal

Regio n

17.73%

cell

EV
M ean
357.14

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

9.13% 64.75%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

665 20.94%

(c)

Effect of FCEK2 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours
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Appendix: 4
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C7
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

16:19:13

Comment

Ending Time

16:20:40

Total Count

5710

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

G0/G1

186.92

4.06%

S phase

316.65

3.77%

G2

387.11

3.30%

SubG1

60.84

9.44%

31.45

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

9.48%

FL1
CV

2,345

41.07%

EV

209.48 161.90% 59.47%

9.87%

1,006

17.62%

6.08%

699

12.24%

49.12%

83

1.45%

Co unt

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

4,248 74.40%

cell

EV
M ean
331.28

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

39.21% 54.22%

4,235

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

74.17%

(a)

Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C5
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

16:15:44

Comment

Ending Time

16:17:10

Total Count

9319

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
174.51

S phase

315.48

G2

398.93

SubG1

49.25

30.92

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

6.27%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

10.93%

3,574 38.35%

1.92%

8.34%

2,241 24.05%

2.36%

7.79%

623

6.69%

51.76% 65.95%

179

1.92%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

211.90

EV
CV

Co unt

0.00% 62.22%

P ct
To tal

6,400 68.68%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

359.34 37.80%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

51.98%

P ct
To tal

6,522 69.99%

(b)

Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

G1
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

14:56:29

Comment

Ending Time

14:58:27

Total Count

3176

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

201.59

S phase

322.66

G2

412.65

SubG1

71.20

FL1
HP CV

28.28

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

8.28%

11.00%

1,140 35.89%

3.27%

10.35%

372

11.71%

6.30%

5.75%

512

16.12%

7.79% 27.63%

35

1.10%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
201.02

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

9.13% 45.73%

Co unt
563

P ct
To tal

Regio n

17.73%

cell

EV
M ean
357.14

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

9.13% 64.75%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

665 20.94%

(c)

Effect of FCEK2 on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72
hours.
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Appendix: 5
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C5
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:56:51

Comment

Ending Time

15:58:04

Total Count

4821

Regio n

FL1
M ean
187.89

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

4.24%

8.43%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,447 50.76%

S phase

318.98

2.60%

9.80%

765

15.87%

G2

384.85

3.48%

5.68%

600

12.45%

50.37 22.75% 62.33%

79

1.64%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

G0/G1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
166.60

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 62.67%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

4,282 88.82%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

244.00

EV
HP CV
4.61%

EV
CV
64.41%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

3,662 75.96%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C7
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

16:00:13

Comment

Ending Time

16:01:29

Total Count

3333

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
190.58

S phase

310.50

G2

388.92

SubG1

48.25

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

5.09%

8.12%

1,625 48.75%

3.29%

10.72%

470

14.10%

3.80%

6.02%

464

13.92%

16.99% 62.67%

63

1.89%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
182.69

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 59.82%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,861 85.84%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

265.95 38.39% 62.22%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,614 78.43%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C4
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:55:17

Comment

Ending Time

15:56:31

Total Count

1536

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

186.07

S phase

325.97

G2

385.21

SubG1

59.53

FL1
HP CV
8.24%

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV
8.72%

Co unt
782

P ct
To tal

Regio n

50.91%

EV

2.15%

8.17%

196

12.76%

2.90%

5.45%

192

12.50%

7.20% 47.50%

60

3.91%

EV
M ean
166.55

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

26.21% 60.50%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

1,387 90.30%

Regio n
cell

EV
M ean
238.15

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

25.10% 64.90%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

1,191 77.54%

(c)

Effect of FCEK3 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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Appendix: 6
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B5
Admin

Date

10/25/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:50:36

Comment

Ending Time

15:51:09

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

G0/G1

196.50

5.26%

11.62%

S phase

293.33

14.26%

9.34%

1,382

G2

379.97

3.99%

6.15%

2,290 22.90%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

64.83 38.93% 53.29%

3,492 34.92%

588

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

347.79 38.60%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV
35.81%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,742 67.42%

13.82%

5.88%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C6
Admin

Date

10/26/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

11:13:24

Comment

Ending Time

11:13:55

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV
7.60%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

241.09

6.15%

S phase

316.32

9.82%

6.22%

791

7.91%

G2

392.56

7.07%

5.41%

696

6.96%

63.96

7.58%

77.14%

829

8.29%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

G0/G1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

2,881 28.81%

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

287.56

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.90% 42.60%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,868 68.68%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B6
Admin

Date

10/27/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:40:46

Comment

Ending Time

15:41:05

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

182.58

S phase

294.89

G2

367.53

SubG1

13.87

FL1
HP CV
6.45%

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV
9.53%

Co unt
3,510

P ct
To tal

Regio n

35.10%

EV

4.62%

8.90%

740

7.40%

3.39%

5.63%

2,214

22.14%

15.48% 155.98%

1,541

15.41%

EV
M ean
361.84

EV
HP CV
0.42%

EV
CV
31.52%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

5,674 56.74%

(c)

Effect of FCEK3 on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72
hours.
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Appendix: 7
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

G4
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:02:17

Comment

Ending Time

15:03:10

Total Count

719

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

206.04

3.97%

S phase

394.78

0.88%

458.11

0.37%

3.12%

9

1.25%

94.81

1.42%

31.07%

37

5.15%

SubG1

28.81

Sample Preparation

Operator

G2

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV
15.13%
5.41%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

359 49.93%
37

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

171.63 36.80% 82.76%

Co unt
126

P ct
To tal

Regio n

17.52%

cell

EV
M ean
527.91

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.41% 44.09%

Co unt
210

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

29.21%

5.15%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C3
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:53:43

Comment

Ending Time

15:54:57

Total Count

1954

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
186.95

FL1
HP CV
8.24%

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

12.03%

747 38.23%

S phase

307.42

0.76%

11.09%

259

G2

388.45

4.70%

5.26%

228

11.67%

49.52 25.48%

61.77%

267

13.66%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
173.39

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 67.00%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

1,628 83.32%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

284.00

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

4.46% 59.96%

Co unt
1,404

P ct
To tal
71.85%

13.25%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

H6
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:18:18

Comment

Ending Time

15:18:48

Total Count

10000

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
173.26

S phase

302.15

G2

398.26

SubG1

70.12

FL1
HP CV

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV

4.45%

18.19%

5.84%

10.61%

3.07%

6.84%

13.47% 39.26%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,382 23.82%
946

9.46%

474

4.74%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
219.17

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 70.77%

Co unt
1,531

P ct
To tal

Regio n

15.31%

cell

EV
M ean
497.51

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

4.64% 43.30%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,501 25.01%

2,691 26.91%

(c)

Effect of FCEM4 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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Appendix: 8
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C7

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Admin

Date

10/25/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

11:14:16

Comment

Ending Time

11:15:54

Total Count

575

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

264.24

S phase

358.83

4.85%

36

6.26%

G2

440.24

0.40%

6.08%

33

5.74%

84.19

9.48%

38.21%

42

7.30%

SubG1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

3.98%

8.94%

1.60%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

217 37.74%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
189.76

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

19.14% 57.27%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

440 76.52%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B6
Admin

Date

10/26/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:51:26

Comment

Ending Time

15:51:48

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean
166.53

FL1
HP CV
5.93%

FL1
CV
10.90%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

3,783 37.83%

S phase

304.67

3.19%

7.21%

G2

352.76

2.69%

5.35%

1,074

10.74%

15.31 13.30% 151.29%

1,665

16.65%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

G0/G1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

1,651

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

354.07

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.30% 39.69%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

4,837 48.37%

16.51%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B2
Admin

Date

10/27/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:47:09

Comment

Ending Time

15:48:25

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

262.78

4.99%

11.58%

S phase

368.79

8.52%

5.42%

G2

445.70

3.51%

4.48%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

FL1
HP CV

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV

45.06 33.82% 83.65%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

3,083 30.83%
568

5.68%

469

4.69%

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

229.47

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

8.97% 46.35%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

8,227 82.27%

3,292 32.92%

(c)

Effect of FCEM4 on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72
hours.
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Appendix: 9
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C6
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:58:24

Comment

Ending Time

15:59:38

Total Count

4286

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
189.66

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

5.74%

8.43%

3.42%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,273 53.03%

S phase

315.42

10.17%

613

14.30%

G2

388.25

3.90%

5.86%

594

13.86%

53.38

14.16%

50.19%

56

1.31%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
183.62

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 58.28%

Co unt
3,592

P ct
To tal

Regio n

83.81%

cell

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

272.12 27.69% 63.25%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

3,405 79.44%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

F5

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

14:20:13

Comment

Ending Time

14:20:46

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

P ct
To tal

Regio n

G0/G1

200.42

6.02%

7.24%

5,152

51.52%

EV

S phase

307.39

4.92%

10.26%

1,122

11.22%

G2

396.29

6.81%

6.03%

1,411

14.11%

54.36 32.86% 66.75%

179

1.79%

SubG1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

EV
M ean
195.15

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

3.35% 64.67%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

6,422 64.22%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

355.79

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

3.23% 59.07%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

7,066 70.66%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

F4
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

14:18:18

Comment

Ending Time

14:19:40

Total Count

9646

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

200.64

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

5.76%

8.04%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

6,264 64.94%

S phase

302.09

1.52%

12.28%

641

6.65%

G2

399.52

5.84%

6.40%

1,090

11.30%

53.94 26.25% 63.68%

203

2.10%

SubG1

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
231.53

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

16.75% 52.70%

Co unt
6,288

P ct
To tal

Regio n

65.19%

cell

EV
M ean
371.19

EV
HP CV
3.35%

EV
CV
51.22%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

7,376 76.47%

(c)

Effect of FCEN5 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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Appendix: 10
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B4
Admin

Date

10/25/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:49:56

Comment

Ending Time

15:50:19

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

172.04

5.15%

8.78%

S phase

259.14

14.69%

9.49%

715

7.15%

G2

345.07

2.60%

6.15%

1,448

14.48%

50.40 42.94% 67.33%

696

6.96%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

4,585 45.85%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
315.75

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.33% 39.80%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,509 65.09%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

A4
Admin

Date

10/26/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

13:58:14

Comment

Ending Time

13:58:52

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

G0/G1

166.83

8.51%

14.85%

S phase

262.33

16.49%

10.06%

G2

358.60

9.24%

6.25%

790

7.90%

60.93 23.93%

55.11%

1,436

14.36%

SubG1

29.87

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

5,530 55.30%
1,285

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
321.01

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

3.10% 47.25%

Co unt
988

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

9.88%

12.85%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C8
Admin

Date

10/27/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

11:16:13

Comment

Ending Time

11:17:51

Total Count

5647

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

256.96

3.27%

10.16%

S phase

366.55

1.02%

7.15%

G2

467.33

1.09%

5.10%

SubG1

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

FL1
HP CV

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV

60.11 19.97% 53.89%

Co unt
2,073

P ct
To tal

Regio n

36.71%

EV

122

2.16%

203

3.59%

EV
M ean
219.33

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

1.68% 49.05%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

4,516 79.97%

1,382 24.47%

(c)

Effect of FCEN5 on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72
hours.
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Appendix: 11
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

E1
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

13:32:36

Comment

Ending Time

13:34:15

Total Count

10000

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
196.87

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

5.46%

10.01%

P ct
To tal

Co unt

3,637 36.37%

S phase

327.55

3.91%

10.04%

1,261

12.61%

G2

403.50

2.48%

5.96%

1,422

14.22%

59.51 20.79% 38.34%

120

1.20%

SubG1

26.69

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
214.88

EV
HP CV
0.00%

EV
CV

Co unt

68.19%

P ct
To tal

6,576 65.76%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

400.83 38.35% 46.49%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

P ct
To tal

Co unt

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,987 69.87%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

G7
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:05:59

Comment

Ending Time

15:06:06

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n
EV

178.29 20.05% 25.37%

S phase

329.02

3.25%

11.94%

524

5.24%

G2

422.75

0.40%

0.85%

4

0.04%

6.49% 43.06%

187

1.87%

69.64

1,447

14.47%

G0/G1

SubG1

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

EV
M ean
216.40

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

1.78% 50.52%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

6,920 69.20%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

279.03

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

1.78% 53.03%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,847 68.47%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

G4
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:02:17

Comment

Ending Time

15:03:10

Total Count

719

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

199.56

S phase

293.08

G2

413.25

SubG1

88.00

FL1
HP CV

28.81

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

3.97%

12.88%

335 46.59%

0.84%

14.44%

0.88%

6.13%

40

5.56%

3.83% 22.33%

25

3.48%

36

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

171.63 36.80% 82.76%

Co unt
126

P ct
To tal

Regio n

17.52%

cell

EV
M ean
527.91

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.41% 44.09%

Co unt
210

P ct
To tal
29.21%

5.01%

(c)

Effect of FCNC6 on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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Appendix: 12
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B4
Admin

Date

10/25/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:39:23

Comment

Ending Time

15:39:43

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

190.59

S phase

264.48

G2

366.06

SubG1

63.88

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

6.13%

7.80%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

4,262 42.62%

3.87%

9.61%

774

7.74%

2.28%

6.07%

1,345

13.45%

21.09% 46.74%

428

4.28%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
312.06

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

1.29% 37.39%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

6,940 69.40%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

A5
Admin

Date

10/26/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

13:59:25

Comment

Ending Time

14:00:08

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

174.78

S phase

282.95

G2

377.95

SubG1

65.38

29.87

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

8.51%

14.69%

5,746 57.46%

18.04%

10.77%

1,447

6.45%

5.83%

830

8.30%

12.82% 52.88%

950

9.50%

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

340.94

EV
HP CV
0.78%

EV
CV
45.51%

Co unt
965

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

9.65%

14.47%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C5
Admin

Date

10/27/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

11:12:18

Comment

Ending Time

11:13:06

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

249.89

4.83%

351.10

13.87%

8.41%

436.82

4.28%

4.89%

814

8.14%

6.28% 40.95%

1,089

10.89%

S phase
G2
SubG1

76.04

29.87

Sample Preparation

Operator

FL1
HP CV

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
CV
13.69%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,379 23.79%
1,109

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

240.97

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

10.59% 45.54%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

8,237 82.37%

11.09%

(c)

Effect of FCNC6 on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and (c) 72
hours.
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Appendix: 13
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C1
Admin

Date

10/22/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:49:03

Comment

Ending Time

15:51:16

Total Count

2105

G0/G1

FL1
M ean
189.16

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

0.66%

8.48%

1,204

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

57.20%

EV

203.62

S phase

306.05

3.02%

10.90%

277

13.16%

G2

378.97

3.63%

5.79%

326

15.49%

7.08% 40.54%

14

0.67%

SubG1

65.43

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

15.54% 54.43%

Co unt
1,823

P ct
To tal

Regio n

86.60%

cell

EV
M ean
275.51

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

15.54% 57.54%

Co unt
1,776

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

84.37%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

E1
Admin

Date

10/23/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

13:27:47

Comment

Ending Time

13:30:17

Total Count

3073

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV
11.39%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

G0/G1

195.57

6.28%

S phase

302.78

2.86%

11.27%

413

13.44%

G2

390.98

5.78%

6.58%

516

16.79%

59.75

5.06%

37.18%

28

0.91%

SubG1

26.16

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

1,256 40.87%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
192.64

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 67.38%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

2,403 78.20%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

320.32 28.69% 56.27%

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt
2,216

P ct
To tal
72.11%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

F1
Admin

Date

10/24/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

14:13:11

Comment

Ending Time

14:14:32

Total Count

547

G0/G1

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV
6.68%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

199.16

5.68%

S phase

303.55

0.62%

9.84%

74

13.53%

G2

398.89

1.09%

5.88%

82

14.99%

41.00

2.36%

71.48%

3

0.55%

SubG1

29.34

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

306 55.94%

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

293.98

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.52% 42.88%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

219 40.04%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

495.58

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.52% 37.78%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

399 72.94%

(c)

Effect of Control (10% DMSO) on cell cycle profile of MCF-7 after (a) 24, (b) 48 and
(c) 72 hours.
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Appendix: 14
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

1
Admin

Date

10/25/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

13:36:16

Comment

Ending Time

13:39:56

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

G0/G1

206.32

4.09%

7.68%

S phase

295.05

12.01%

10.49%

1,598

15.98%

G2

405.52

1.05%

5.60%

1,488

14.88%

8.85% 34.23%

82

0.82%

79.28

28.81

Sample Preparation

Operator

SubG1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

5,071 50.71%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
241.98

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.00% 43.24%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

8,881 88.81%

Regio n

EV
M ean

cell

293.76

EV
HP CV
11.75%

EV
CV
46.16%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

9,200 92.00%

(a)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

C1
Admin

Date

10/26/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

11:20:24

Comment

Ending Time

11:20:51

Total Count

10000

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

G0/G1

178.34

5.78%

10.65%

S phase

262.37

14.97%

10.08%

1,215

G2

352.58

6.31%

6.11%

977

9.77%

6.49% 23.68%

77

0.77%

SubG1

56.06

30.4

Sample Preparation

Operator

Regio n

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

Cytometer Serial No AM190051

4,724 47.24%

Regio n
EV

EV
M ean
219.86

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

9.34% 50.06%

Co unt
7,316

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
Gated

73.16%

12.15%

(b)
Cell Lab Quanta SC Analysis
Sample ID

Laser Pow er/Temp

Location

B1

Cytometer Serial No AM190051
Admin

Date

10/27/2012

Tissue Type

Begining Time

15:31:41

Comment

Ending Time

15:32:23

Total Count

10000

Regio n

FL1
M ean

FL1
HP CV

FL1
CV
10.00%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

195.15

7.23%

S phase

288.55

10.39%

9.07%

1,294

12.94%

G2

376.27

6.86%

5.86%

1,323

13.23%

73.67

2.83%

40.19%

83

0.83%

SubG1

27.75

Sample Preparation

Operator

G0/G1

22 mw

Patient/Sample Desc

5,393 53.93%

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV

322.07

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

0.78% 32.52%

Co unt

P ct
To tal

Regio n

EV
M ean

EV
HP CV

EV
CV

Co unt

P ct
To tal

7,280 72.80%

(c)

Effect of Control (10% DMSO) on cell cycle profile of MDA-MB-231 after (a) 24,
(b) 48 and (c) 72 hours.
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